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FOREWORD

This publication is part of a series designed to provide practical assistance to teachers in

Con'temporary Issues in Science programs as well as in other courses which are in-

volved with the difficult problems faced by man in today's complex society. Thus, itis

hoped that this Manual will be of help also to teachers of language arts, social studies,

psychology, and the humanities.

The Contemporary Issues in Science-Course Manual provides a wealth of classroom

activities for implementing established aims. Specific classroom activitieg are presented

here to help students developskills in reading, writing,, speaking, listening, research,

and critical thinking.

This Manual is divided into five sections. The emPhasis_ is on the "how-totdo"

and "what-to-do." Every effort has been made.to meet the teacher's need. The specific

procedures presented here may be used in any combination 13.'r the teacher. Used by

itself the Course Manual should provide ample material for a full term's work.

Coordinated with subject matter from a particular curriculum this Manual' should pro-

vide activities for a full year's work.

SECTION I: SOURCE SELECTION

This section provides the teacher with a teaching unit which covers the various qualities

of research. It includes methods in the evaluation of sources and a lesson plan

_coordinated with a sample student worksheet. Finally,°sample articles from a, variety of

differeht sources are, given. Using the criteria for source evaluation found in this sec-

tion, the teacher can select additional articles to give to pupils for critical analysis arid

discussion.

SECtION II: RESEARCH TOOLS

This section begins with a diagnostic test which can be administered to students. Based

on the results of this test, the teacher can select those lessons presented in this section

which will assist the students in becbming more efficient in thrO,r library research. Many

practical activities are included. Additional student activities and lessons are contained

in the companion publication: Contemporary Issues in Science-Writing Manual.

vii
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'SECTION III: 14RITING

This section prcMdes suggestions, activities, and lessons to help students improve their

writing skills. It can be used as a teacher supplement to the Writing Manual or by itself.

The parts of this section deal with how ,to plan a research paper, how to take meaning-

ful notes, and how to limit a topic. Specific examples in reading comprehension, concise

writing, and logical arraneements of facts are included.

SECTION IV: CASE STUDIES

This section provides severalcase studies with questions for discussion. The case stud-

ies involve difficult, real situations vlii-tich Can and have evolved' through our advancing

technorogical society. The questions focus students' attenCion on the ethical ramifica-

tions of each issue. Specific suggestions are given in how to organize class discussions

of these cases. The issues include the problems inherent in anti-aging drugs, emergency

room ethics, family vs. patient autonomy in the "right to die," euthanasia, individual

rights to' privacy, health risks and equal opportunity, and others.

SECTION V: SCIENCE, SOCIETY, MEDIA

This section offers ,,guidelines fth- helping students understand the complex

interelationship between science and society and the impact, of the media. The tdpics

include: What forces determine the areas of research a scientist pursues? What are the

economic, political and moral implications of scientific and technological development?

What are the responsibilities that scientists have to society in regard to the conse-

quences of their research? How does government policy legislatively and4administra-

Evely affect scientific development? How 'do the media affect society's vie* of science?

in what ways does society determine public policy with -respect to scientific and

technological research? Each topic contains three parts: a list of objectives, methods of

development, -and a sumniary mith suggested pivotal questions.

The Contemporary Issues in Science-Course Manual and its companion publications,

the Writing Manual which guides students through the stages of writing the-research

paper, and the Implementation Manual which describes the various ways a Contempo-

-rary Issues in 'Science program can be utilized, are designed to be of practical value to

teachers recognizing the many social problems related to the science which today's stu-

dents face and will contintle to face in a variety of every-changing ways in the years to

come. It is hoped these manuals will help teachers better prepare their classes in the

development of the essential skills in reading, writing, speaking, listening, research,

and critical thinking which tranwend and at.the same time unite the individual curriCu-

lum sequences.
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PART I
SOURCE SELECTION

INTRODUCTION

Your students are going to prepare a research paper although most do not understand s

what resea'rch is or the steps necessary in its production.

Some think of it as an erudite activity, which produces the marvels Of science,

industry and business. Such cleverness, the student feels, is much beyond his capabil-

ity. Others consider research a dull round of observa,tions, literal notes with poor style,

superficial statistics and a few doubtful; trivial conclusions. Between these two ex-

tremes there is a modest but valuable kind of research that any student can learn to do.

This first section prOvides a complete teaching unit.that covers the values, valid-

ity'and characteristics of research. Next, the process of proper source selection and eval-

uation s developed in depth. Finally, a demonstration lesson plan coordinated with a

student worksheet and sample source selections furnishes the teacher with a suggested

way to teach the skills required. Using the criteria for source evaluation found in this

section, the teacher can present additional articles to pupils for critical analysis and

discussion.

4
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TOPIC I: VALUES AND VALIDITY OF RESEARCH

A. Values of Research

Some important values may be gained by mastering the method of research:

1. Almost all jobs employ some research to learn basic methodology.

2. Science and mok professions have made research a basic tool to upgrade pro-

duction.

B. Validity of Researcb

The Validity of xesearch as a way of study is based upon certain characteristics of the

method.

1. Research is thorough.

The researcher seeks to find out all aspects and background of his subject. He

obtains all available knowledge about it, using the resources of a good library

which supplies indices, journals, abstiactS, books, magazines and other in-

formation. When the researcher has completed his task, he has compiled a

huge amount of inforniation and can make relatively sound judgments.

2. Research is responsible.

Using bibliography and footnotes every statement of research is checked.,Ex-

aggerations, prejudices and wishful thinking are easily seen and corrected.

3. Research is a system of world-wide collaboration.

The dispersion of periodicals,world-wide enables researchers in every coun-

try to benefit from someone else's work by solving a problem in his or her

own research. This collaborative feature of research allows for the massive

spread of modern learning and subsequent advancement.

Even elementary research Which a high school student can do in a few

months can be difficuit, requiring all one's patience, persistence, industry,

wisdom .and ingenuity. The motivated researcher never finds this dull as he

enjoys the creativity and concrete accomplishment that good research alWays

provides.
Successful research starts with proper orientation. It is really a way of think-

ing and/or a manner.of regarding accumulated fact so that a atllection of data

becomes clear to the researcher in terms of what the data means and what the

facts say. Students need to see clearly this'proess which, for them, is an un-

familiar process. Research is simply the manner in which people solve diffi-

cult problems.

4
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TOPIC II: CHARAC;TERISTICS OF RESEARCH

Research thas seven characteristics which appear in sequence. Por the student to be a

researcher, he must become familiar with these steps which when taken together com-

prise the approach to the discovery of truth.

1. Research begins with a question.

As the student looks arolind his environment, he notices many situatiOns

that cause him to ask, "Why?" "What 6uks this to be true?" A real-life situ-

ation might be two siblings go to the same school, have the same teacher and

receive the same support from home. Yet, one learns and develops quickly

while the other has little or no success at reading and writing. Why? These

questions give us a starting point for research.

Research begins with a question and an inqu'i$itive_inind in the presence of a

bewildering fact.

2. Researck requires a plan.
Research is not an aimless, undirected activity in which a student may look up

0 something hoping to come vcross the solution to his problem. It will require a

definite plan, direction and design.

The process should proceed from the .question to learned facts which will

give him the answer, utilizing clear statements, hypotheses, a design for

gathering and interpreting data, a test of the hypothesis and a conclusion

based on facts.

3. Research demands a clear statement of the problem.

The unanswered questions that the researcher finds he wants to solve must

crystallize at the very beginning of the research in predse statements setting

forth exactly what he wants to solve. The student must clearly see what it is

he is trying to research.

4. Research deals with the main problem through lessq problems.

For practicality and an avoidanceof a cumbersome, unwieldly anci poorly de-

fined research paper, the student needs to learn to develop sub-problems

which, when solved, will result in a total solutionto the main research prob-
.

lem.

lb illustrate, the real life situation'of why two siblings are not achieving at the

same rate :is perplexing as both started enthusiastically and were tesied to

have 'about .the same intelligence. However, by grade 10, one had complete

success while the other was faltering badly. Looked at in toiality, the central

issues begin to blur. We can bring matters back into focus by looking at some

sub-problems such as:

13
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a. What were the expectations of the parents?

b.. What' major events might have caused a change in one of the students?

c. What is the present educational focus of each sibling?

The solving of these sub-problems will provide,an answer to the main prob-

lems.

5. Research seeks direction through appropriate hypothesis.

After the problem and sub-problem are clearly stated, each sub-probleM is

viewed through a logical hypothesis. ,A hypothesis is a reasonable guess or

an educated deduction which may give direction to the problem and help in

solving it.

We use hypotheses as an everyday part of our life although we do not realize

we are using them. When something out of the ordinary occurs, we immedi-

ately try to account kr the occurrence by a series of guesses and logical de-

ductions. This is a process of hypothesizing. For example, why are these sib-

lings not achieving at the same rate? You now begin a series of reasonable

guesses as to the cause of the problems. You hypothesize several possibili-

ties:

a. One has a physical impairment.

b. Possibly .dyslexia exists and learning is impossible.

c. Mental problems may exist, stopping learning.

d. Experiments with drugs have caused a loss of direction.

Each hypothesis provides direction in learning the facts as to why one sibling

is not achieving. The next step is to search for the facts. You eheck hypothesis

letter "(a)" and find no impairment. That rules out hypothesis "(a)". You can

continue in this manner until you test and find support for one or more of

your hypotheses.
In the same way when you are faced with a problem for research, yoti make

educated guesses to help in discoveringThe solution and in giving you direc-

tion in looking for the facts.

6. Research deals with facts and their meaning.

The next step is to collect whatever facts seem to be pertinent to the problem

and organize theM into groups capable of being understood. Facts, events,

observations and happenings in themselves are meaningless, but when they

ware put together properly they offer great meaning. Often, the significance of

data depends upon the way the facts are seen. Often different resea.rchers

,lwead entirely different meanings from the same set of data...

7. Research is-circular.
As the student proceeds along all his research steps and solves his problems,

he often creates more problems, causing research to continue. This continua-

tion starts with a new question, a plan, clear statements, sub-problems, ap-

propriatz hypotheses and facts that yield a conclusion.

1 4
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THE RESEARCH

Researcher
interprets
the facts -----31"
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Researcher
has an un-
answered
question.
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is seen as a
clear statOment
of problems.
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divided into
sub-problems.
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TOPIC III: THE PROCESS OF SOURCE SELECTION

The process of researching contemporary issues in science requires that students learn

to utilize sOphisticated source materials other than traditional instructional textbooks

and encyclopedia. In that these contemporary issues are current and constantly under-

going modification, tudents must become familiar with a different type of reference

which will furnish the most recent scholarly, analytical and controversial information.

-To fulfill these requirements, the students would learn to use primary and sec-

ondary sources: abstracts, journal articles, almanacs, dissertations, theses, government

publications, handbooks and manuals, newspapers, societies and asSociations' year-

books, magazines, actual observations and correspondence with experts in the field.

It is important that the students become proficient at recognizing objectivity and

sound scientific research from reliable sources.

The following is a list of information sources and what these sources basically

provide:

KINPS OF SOURCES;

A. Journil Articles

These are articles written by recognized scholars, piofessors, scientists, graduate and

post-graduate students using recognized research methods to provide the-scientific

community with new or updated information.

These articles prcvide the most precise, scientifically documented information

available and are among the most respected of all ,sources.

Ekamplesr-American Journal ofKiman Genetics, Journal of the American Medical Asso-

ciatjn, Hastings Center Report, VirplogY, Journal otReproduCtive Medicine, Economics and

Neurendocrinology.



B. Abstracts (SumMaries)

These are large indices published monthly tharprovide a brief statement of the main

ideas in an article, book or case in court. The abstract contains all the iriforMation neces-

sary to locating the journal article or periodical.

Examples: Biological Abstracts, BioChemical-Abstracts.

C. RePutable Publications

These publications provide varying levels of investigative reporting which usually pres-

ent an undistorted interpretation of the facts geared from the professional to the general

The treatment in reputable publications varies from very sophisticated as in Sci-
. .

entific American or Science to more popularly written as in Popular Science, The New York

Tim., or Newsweek.

These publicatkris are ugually called Secondary Sources.

Examples:

1.. Periodicals

a. Professional PeriodicalsScientific American, Science, The American Biology

Tericher.

b. Association and SocietiesThe Biology Teachers' Association.

c. YearbooksYearbook of Psychology, Biology or Psychology.

d. Popular MagazinesPopular Science, Psychology Today, Popular Astronomy,

Science News.

2. HandbooksHandbook of Biological Methods.

3. ManualsManua/ of Psichology.

4. NewspapersN.Y. Times, Asbury Park Press, Washington Post.

5. NewscastsSpecials on television and radio.

6. Almanacs and Government Publications..

D. Affiliated Publications

These materials are designed to create and perpefuate a, particular viewpoint. Their au-

thors and articles are chosen to show their particular bias.

9



The student needs to be most awan of this type. of pUblication since it takes a

part of the truth and distorts it to the Publication's own purpose.

Examples:

1. American Opinicinvery conservative views

2. Womena journal of ?fibention"

3. The ChoiceprO4aetrile publication

4. Euthanasid Educational Councit=pro-eutNanasia materials

5. Special Interest Groupscigarette industry, coal industry, religious publica-

. tions, etc.

E. Sensationalist Publications

The materials provided by these publications purposely disto4 the truth to

sensationalize portions of the information provided to increase readership.

These articles have little or no gcientific validity and should never Jpe used for

research pro!ect.

The student should be aware of varying degrees of sensationalism and be able to

identify them even in' popular tabloids.

Examples: The National Enquirer, The Star, The N.y. Post, The British Daily Mirror.

ACTIVITIES POR SOURCE 'SELECTiON

10

1. Present the student with at least two (2) samples of articles from journals,

abstracts, reputable publications, affiliated publitations and sensationalist.

publications. You may wish to use the selections provided or ones of 'your

own. Have students classify them into one of the-five (5) categories.

Generate a discuision to.determine the qualities of each example and why it

was placed in itg partied* category.

2. As.a homework assignment, have the students locate at least one sample of

eacii, category and spend a classivorn period to go over the results.

18



TOPIC IV: CRITERIA FOR SOURCE EVALUATION \
After the student has mastered the skill of choosing appropriate scientific reference ma-

terials, it is ithportant that we teach him to evaluate the source. Here are some guides to,

help him in carrying out the heavy respons'ibility of thinking for himself and evaluating

.a source..
4

A. Primary and Secondary Sources:

Is the documerit in question a primary source or a Secondary source of information for

your purpose? A primary' source is a direct, first-hand document: An eye witness ac-

count or the account of the actual doer of a thing is potentially a primary source of infor-

mation. Youk primary source may be incompetent, murky or cfuestionable, and there

may bea temptation to alter the original findir.gs by eloquent interpretations. This,

however, does not help the researcher's situation as it only adds to the distortion. The

only remedy is to enlarge our supply of primary sources, realizing their unique value

and painful limitations.

The value of secondary sources depends largely upon the ac'Curacy with which

they record their findings, upon the quality of their interpretations, evaluations and

reasoning, and the usefulness of their conclusions and applications. Although interpre-

tation and, evaluation may be helpful, it may mislead the student and stop original

thiriking.

B. The Writer:

1. Does the writer have a first-hand knowledge of his subject?

If the author actually did the research or-was,a team member of a group, his

wrifing is a primary source (a first source) because his effort produced this

information. Of course, his research might be incompetent and laden with

error, but we assume,at -least he has a certain competence about his topic.

'2. Does the writer have the reputation of being a reliable scholar?

Check the author in a good encyclopedia or in Who's Who. What are his cre-

dentials, degrees, official position, experience, and publications and how do

they influence what he has written? Look up competenf criticism and reviews

Of what he has written in publications,like A.L.A. Booklist or Book Review Di-
,

'11
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gest. Remember, judgments of reviews are not final, and you -should check

other criticism to get an overall picture. Reputations of objective scholarship

do develop and are ii-nportant in your, choice of primary sources.

3. Is the writer biased?

Does the origin, sex, age, experience, reputation, employer, present circuM;

stance, present affiliations and political persuasion suggest the probability* of

bias? Determination of bias is not easy to find as it could be unconscious or

very subtle. Moreoyer, a possible bias does not necessarily invalidate a Ter-

son's Argument or his conclusions, but it throws doubt 'upon them and less-,

ens their influence on the research.

C. The Work Itself:

1. What is implied in the date of a work?

In many kinds of research, the historical dating has significance since dating

would lead tO a logical sequence of events. Check the copyright date. Once

dating has been established, the document can be evaluated in the light of

current findings and one can better estimate the value of theiresearch and its

conc:Jsions. For example, an article on'polio written in the early 1950's would

not be of much practical use in the 1980's becezuse of the many additional

findings over the years.

2. Does the publisher or the periodical in which the work appears suggest bias'?

Some publications are supported by a church, university, or a private founda-

tion, which may or may not dictate what shall be published and how. The

control exercised may be c4plete'and arbitraty-orlax and negligible, and its

significance varies.
In evaluating a w'ork, consider what you know about the publisher. Make al-.

lowance for any commitment or bias that this consideration may suggest.

1 What is the opinion.of critics concerning the work in question?

Is the work recominended in selected-bibliographies and other standard ref-

erence books? Has the research been favorably reviewed? Try to determine

the recommended qualities and about what, if anything, you should be care-

ful.

4. Does your general inspection of the work itself suggest some tentative appraisals of its

probable value for your purpose?

Does the scope of the work as yevealed on the title page and preface in the

table of contents offer more or less of what you need? Does the author state

the problem or hypothesis concisely? Does the author clearly define his

terms? Does the author accurately report and interpret the data used and

draw logical conclusions? Ts the ,author using relevant sources to solve his

problenis? Is the author specific or general in his deductions and/or assuinp-

tions? Is the author stating facts or opinions? Is the author relating excerpts,

statistics and other data in their true context? Does the author take into con-

sideration all points of view? Does the author accurately evaluate the argu-
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ment against his point of view? What is the intended audience of the research

material? Is there exaggeration, obsession, unscrupulousness, personal

meanness, profeSsional enmity, a tendency to belittle or ridicule those who

disagree, or a tendency to serve self-interest and reputation.

It is important to.realize that a work may be valuable_ in spite of certain weak-

nesses, but they tend to detracf froin its weight.

5. Does the documentation seem adequate in quality and quantity?

As you reaefhe source, determine how the writer knows the matter he is

relating. Unless he writes his personal opinion or facts he hes himself ob-
,,

served, his knowledge had to come from the outside media., Witfr lesser

knOwn facts, a docurheritation is needed; direct quotes, statistics, thoughts or

acts beyond the author's observation require careful and detailed reference to

the forin of footnotes and bibliography.
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TOPIC V: PROCEDURE FOR TEACHING SOURCE SELECTION

AND EVALUATION

The following section has specific articles or excerpts that the teacher can use in class to

denionstrate the skills of source selection and- evaluation.

14

This section i.divided into two paits. Part I has a teacher's

lesson pian and a general outline worksheet which the

teacher can duplicate and which is universally applicable

to each article included. The worksheet has general identi-

fication and evaluation skill questions which will enable

the students lo make wise choices of sources for their re-

search.
Part II has'some articles that the teacher might.use

to demonstrate source selection and evaluation. An index

of the articles or excerpts is included.

PART I

A. TEACHER LESSON PLAN

TOPIC: Source Selection.and Evaluation

AIM: What are the skills necessaryfor a student to choose critically and evaluate a

source selection or a research paper?

Objeglives:

1. To identify the name and author of an article, the date, and the name of the

pUblication and publisher.

2. To show_ how'the title page, preface, and table of contents can quickly reveal

the usefulness of 4 sourge.

3. To determine whether a source is a priMary or secondary source.

4. To ascertain the clags of reference of the article, journal, altiact, reputable

magazine, popularmagazine, newspaper, newscast, affliated publication, or

sensationalist publications. >

5. To be able to -pit out the problem or hypothesis of a source.

6. To have the sophistication to know whether the author's paper is clearly writ-

ten and defines 'his terms.
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7. To detect if the author accurately reports and interprets the data used and

draws-logical conclusions.

8. To see if the author is using relevant sources to solve his problems.

9. To analyze if the author is specific or general in his deductions and/or assump-

tions.

10. To*evaluate if the writer states facts or opinions and if he confuses facts with

opinions. .

11. To determine the intended audience of the research material:

12. To check if there is exaggeration, obsession, unscrupulousness, personal

meanness, professiphal enmity, a tendency to belittle or ridicule those who

disagree or a tendency to serve self-interest and reputation.

13. To detect if the writer has a first hand knowledge of his subject.

14. To discover by evidence if .the author has the reputation of being a reliable

scholar.

15. To learn to draw out the evidence whether or not ,the author has a personal

bias.

16. To show how to find critical opinions of a. Source.

17. To determine,if the documentation seems adequate in quantity and quality.

18. To understand why the date of a publication is valuable.

19. To identify if the publisher of the periodical in which the work appears sug-

gests bias.

DeveloOment:

'1. Develop the idea of a research'paper by eliciting discussion.

a. Establish a working definition of research.

b. Derive realistic research expectations of high school students. Show a con-

tinuum on the board from very high .to very low expectation.

c,..Determine what the value of research has alrady been in.our society. Cite

stories and examples of inUovations developed out of research.

d. Have the students discuss the characteristics of good research that make it

valid. Develop what &Curs when reSearch is nat Valid. .

2. Develop why sources must be carefully selected. Show excerpts of a few 'dif-

ferent sources and discuss their positive and negative qualities.

a. List arid explain the different possible sources.

b. Discuss the characteristics of.each of the specific sources.

c. Provide a library lesson in which students can locate each of the different

kinds of sources.
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Source Evaluation:

1. Differentiate between primary and secondary sources. Give the students a few

excerpts and have them determine whether they are primary or ;secondary

sources.

2. Discuss the questions we must answer about the wrirer to evaluate effectively

his work.

Activities:

1. Distribute to each student a -copy of the general outline worksheet for-each

selection you use. Have the class read the worksheet silently while you read it-

aloud. Be sure that the students understand their task requires that they an-

swer di/ the questions for each selection assigned.

2. From the source selection index, find arid duplicate 'the source category you

wish to teach. An exposure to each categ`ory wguld be ideal.

3. After the students complete their worksheet far each selection provide for

classroom discussion on the quality of the sources.

B. Wotksheet

The sample worksheet on the following pages is intended as a guide and aid for the

teacher. The teacher may duplicate the worksheet or make any adaptations to it as

he or she feels is necessary.

24
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School
Name

Teacher
Date

GENERAL OUTLINE WORKSHEET FOR RESEARCH, SOURCE SELECTION AND

SOURCE EVALUATION

Selection Number:

Instructions:

1. .Read the articlevr excerpt ckefully.

2. Answer each of the following questions based on the article you have just read.

3. Some answers will be quite easy to answer, while others will require longer and

more thoughtful interpretations. If the article does not contain the information for a

response, answer with "N/A" or "not available."

4. At the conclusion write your comments on the quality of the article and why you

would or would not use it for aAesearch paper.

Questions:

1. Identification Data
a: Title and Author

b. Publication and Date

c. Publisher

- 2. Would you describe this as a primary or secondary source? Wfly?

3. Circle the class of reference

a. Journal Article

b. Abstract Article

c. Reputable Magazine
a. Popular Magazine

of the aiticle you have just read.

e. Newspaper
f. Newscast
g. Affiliated Publication

h. Sensationalist Publication

Why did you choose this answer as the class of refeience for this selection?

4. What is the protilem or hypotheses of the selecfion?

17
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5. State whether or not you feel the paper is clearly written and why.

6. How do you think the author compiled and reported data for the article?

7. What evidence can you cite that the author is using facts and not Opinion?

8. Do you see any bias on the part of the publisher or publication? Explain.

9. Do you sense any personal bias on the part of the author? How?

10. Do you find evidence of any of the following: exaggeration, personal meanness,

professional enrhity, obsession, unscrupulousness, a tendency to belittle or ridicule

those who disagree, or a tendency to serve self-interest and reputation?if so, please

elaborate.

H. Whatevidence can you cite that the documentation seems adequate in qtiantitrand 6

quality?

12. COCUSION: Please write your comments on the,qualiti of the article and why

you would or would not use it for a research paper.
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PART II
SOURCE SELECTION INDEX

1. Journal /thick
"Chromosome Translocations in Coupk. withMultiple Spontaneous .Abortions."

American Journal of HUman Genetics, 34: August 1982.

"Effect of Television Violence on Children and Youth." Journal of the American

, Medical Association (JAMA), December 1975.

2. Abstract
"Endocrine Profile of Patients with Post Ligation Syndrome." Journal of.Reproduc-

tive MediCine, 26,(7): 1981

3. Reputahle PUblications

a. Professional Periodical

"Lead Poisoning." Scientific American (excerpt) 244: February 1971.

"Experiments, with.the Role of Lipids in Cell-Membrane Permeability" (ex-

cerpt). American Biology Teacher, March 1970.

"No Time for Hysteria." Staten Island Science Teachers Association Journal. De-

Cember 1979. Adapted from The Journal of the American Medical Asso-

ciation, 70 (9), 1979.

b: Popular Magazine
"Babies Can Communicate at Birth." The National Observer, 1976.

"Health Update." Better Homes and Gardens, June 1982.

"RX for Water PollutionHorseradish." Technology Illustrated, May 1982.

,-- "Ice CoresClues.to Past Climates." Science News, 7 NoveMber 1970.

"No Cal. Sugar." Science '81, July August 1981:

c. Newspaper
"Killer Bees' Approaching U.S. Revive Crop Fears." N.Y. Times, 13 July

1982.

"Low Calcium Tied to High 13lood Pressure." N.Y. Times, 13 July 1982.

"The Cost of Research Dangers Finally Is Being Reckoned -With," N.Y.

Times, 18 February'1979.

4. Affiliated Publications
Editorial. American .0pinion, January 1982.

"How Your Taxes Go tc; 'Fund the Left." American Opinion. March 1982.

"Militarisrh and the Tradition of Radical Femini;m." WoinenA Journal of Libera-

tion, Vol. 8 (1). December 1981.

5. Sensationalist Publication

"New Youth Serum Adds 20 Years to Your Life" National Examiher, 8 April 1981.
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Journal Article

"Chromosome Translocations in Couples with Multiple Spontaneous Abortions," American

Journal of Human Genetics, August 1982.

ar

Chromosome Translocations-in Couples
ith Multiple Spontaneous Abortions

VOWUCIA V. Mic Itht S.1 CARLOS MI ISRA::0.: VICJOL L. yuiNE.:

ANIL) VINCEN1 M. ARTARDI2

SUMMARY

Ile reported incidence of balanced chromosomal
translocations in coup-

ks with multiple spontaneous abortions (SABs) ranges from 09 to 31% .

Because our experience has suggested that SABs are useful for ascertain-

ing balanced translocations, we report ate results of chromosome anal-

yses performed on blood specimens from 440 individuals including 200

couples who were ascertained on the basis of two or snore SABs. Bal-

anced translocations were found in 3.6% of these 200 couples. For 122 of

these couples, more detailed reproductive histories were available. For

48 couples with two SABs. four (8.4%) had. balanced translgcations; for

37 cOuples with three SABs, one (2.7%) had a balanced translocation: for

20 couples with four SABs, two (10%) had balanced tranclocations: and

foi 17 couples with five or more SABs, one (5.99 ) had a balanced

translocation. These 122 couples could also be classified on the basis ot

having abnormal or healthy, children. For 40 couples with two or more

SABs, one or more healthy childra ,and no abnormal offspring. two

(5.0%) had balanced
translocations; for 20 couples with.two or more

SABs and one or more abnormal children (and in some cases one or

more healthy children), one (5.0%) had a balanced translocation; for 62

couples with two or more SABs and no other pregnancies. four (6.5%)

had balanced tranilocations.

Received July 2. 1981.
Department.pf Genetics. Mayo Clintc. Rochester, MN 55901.

2 Departments of
rechatncs. Medicine and Obitet ries and G maoloo. Baylor Collcpc iii Mediune.

Hou+Ion, '1 X 77030,

c 19$2 by tbe
AffICIICJI1 &suety ot Hunter Genetics All rights reserved 0002-9291/$2,3403-4M1402.00,
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INTR0DLIO10N

The medical in aluati.m of couples presentingwith a history of multiple spontane

ous abortions often includes cytogcnetic analyses. The reported incidence of bal-

,ancid chromosomal translocations indhese couples ranges from 0% 1) to 31q [2).

The reasorifor this wide variation is not clear. However, many of the studies do

not include comparable groups of patients, and often the exact number of miscar-

riages. stillbirths, or abnormal offspring is not given. ma%ing comparison of stud-

ies even more diflieult. For example. in one study, no balanced translocations were

found in couples who presented with more than two SABs while four of 16

couples witifone or more SAB plus stillbirth(s) of children with ,multiple congeni-

tal anomalies (MCA) had a balanced translocation: Apparently, no couples with

only two SABs were included in this study [3]. Another study was done prospec-

tively. and 2.79k of individuals presenting with thcir third (or more) SAB were

found to have a balanced translocation. Unfortunately. those with their first and

second SAB were grouped together show.ing an overall frequency of balanced

translocations of 0.6% [4]. A third study found one translocation carrier among 22

couples that had been referred for genetic counseling because of either a history of

two or more SABs or stillbirths. but the number of couples with only SAB was not

given' [51. A recent study was reported in Which no balanced translocations were

found in 100 couples 1J. In that stu'd), iscertiinment of couples was through a

genet.ts clinic after or during a gynecologic evaluationitheir method of ascer-

tainment was similar to that used in our study, as discussed below). They also

excluded couples if the reason for referral wa's an infant with MCA (as'we have in

our stud) ). The) carefully categorized couples According to numbers of miscar-

riages aild other normal or abnormal offspring. However, they,included only

couples with two or more consecutive. miscarriages, whereas in our study, the,

miscarriages occurred 'at any time during the respective couples' reproductive

histories.
We report the results of chromosome analyses on 440 individuals including 200

couples with two or more SABs, for whom the overall frequency of trinslocation

carriers was found to be 3.6%. Possible explanations for thc varirhle results seen

in similar studies will .be-discussed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All patient
is

referred between January 1977 and March 19K1 for cytogenetic analyses

based on the indication of multiple SA Bs were included in our study. All but 10 referrals

were initiated by the patients' obstetricians. All couples had a history of two or more SABs

that were not necessarily consecutive.
Couples were included even if they also bad normal

and/or abnormal offspring in addition to the miscarriages, but were excluded Wale reason

for thc referral was the abnormal offspring. Specific information regarding number of SABs

and number ol normal and/or abnormal offspring was available (or 122 couples.

Chromosome analyses were performed on routinely cultured peripheral blood lympho-

6tes Slides were processed for trypsin-Giemsa
-banding, Eleven metaphases *ern micro-

apjl)zed. and one karyotype was prepared. Selected samples were processed for

'ion an.d)si% (61 if it was necessary to
further define an abnormality or variation.

. -Int:phases were analyzed when warranted, as, for sxample, in cases with '

RIBROVOIED CE
DO? 13,6101A .NGI
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CHROMOSOME TRANSLOCAT1ONS IN MULTIPLE ABORTIONS 509

RI.SUI TS

Balanced t ransloca lions were found in eight Of the 440 indiNiduals(1.8(.i ). These

indisiduals included 200 couples. but in the remaining 40 patients. the spouses

were unasailahle for testing. Since a chromosome abnormality in "the untested

spouse would obNiously 'not hate been detected. the minimum incidence of bal

anced translocations per couple was 3.6g. The translocations were.seen in all

anal> zed metaphases. The type of translocation for each patient is listed in table I.

along With the patient's age. the number of SABs. the number ofnormatchildren.

and/or the number of abnormal offspring. The mean age for these balanced

translocation carriers was 27.3 ears: the mean age for all females in, this stuc4 was

26.9 >ears. and for all males. 32.3 )ears.

Ten other chromosomal ariations were observed and arc listed in table 2.

These included fiNe-cases of pericentric inversions ,of chromosomes other than

chromosome 91 Also included were five cases of inosaicism foi X-chromosome

aneuploic4. The mean age.of patients with mosaic X-chromosome aneuplOidy was

31.8 .ears. For one of the cases with X chromosome aneuploidy. a repeat blood

sample was obtained with the following results: 46.XX/47.XXX (98/2). This pa-

tient also had cultured skin fibroblast and bone marrowanalyses that showed only

46.XX metaphases.
A complete reproductive histOry ivas available on 122 Couples. These'couples

were disided into groups based on the number of miscarriages as shown in table 3.

FortN;eight couples had two SABs, and four had a balanced translOcation: 37

couples had three SABs. and one had a balanced translocation: 20 couples had

Iour SABs. and two had a balanced tranclocaticn: and 17,couples had five or more

SABs. and one had a balanced tranglocation. These same couples were then di-

ided into chir.:rent categories on the-basis of u hether they also had healthy or

abnormal ofispring (table 4). Sixty-two couples had-two or more SABs. with no

other offspring, and four had a balanced translocation: 20 couples had tub or

more SABs. one or more heajthy children, and no abnormal offspring, and one

TAE /
BAI ANC( D

DIA \%/ 00AIIOSti EIGHI PAM Nis

NIIH St SINAI) Or lit moot (1Il I HIcloR1 ,

PVtit "1 11010,4ATIO1

No holtk %hi:then No sobnotmal othrint

I P
0 0
I 0
0 0

0 0

NA NA "...
0 I (stillborn)
0 0

...

CHPIOMOSONIf ARMOt M AI II) Arc. )r. No SA B.

45,X X.rob(13:14)
46.XX.1(3p:13q)
46.700(20p),
46,5(Y.tooqi ....
46.XX.01q:So)
46.XX.t(iq.k).
46.X X.t(3q:15q) .
46.XY.t(7q:12p)

MePn

27
26
30
29
NA°
27
27
25------
27 3'

"4

4
. '

0 2

3
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5
2

3
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d)splasia. apparent!) isolated congenital heart defect. cleft palate. or neural tube

defect): and (2) for our referral population. when therew ere multiple SABs plus

abnormal child, the reason cited for paredtal chromosome analySes ma) be more

likely to be the abnormal child:and such families would has e becn excluded from

the current study.
There have-been several studies in which other chromosomal sariants such as

pericentric imersions have been noted in couples with SABs [9.1. Fise pericentric

inversions in chromosomes other than chromosome 9 were obsersed in this study:

pericentric ins ersions of chromosome 9, and other sariations suCh as prominent

satellites, were .not .tabulated, Similark. mosalcism for ancuploid) of the X

chromosome has been noted in women w ho have had multiple SABs 3. I I).

Those detected in our stud) had a ver) small number of abnormal c'ells. and there

were no phenotYpic abnormalities suggestive of Turner syndrome. Although in-,

creased fetal* astage has been .reported in women ith 45.X/46.XX kar)ot)pcs

[12], the significance of the loss degree of mosaicism seen in the peripheral blood

in the women in this.stud) fs unknown. Because of the increasing frequent!) of

X-chromosome mosalcis.m in peripheral blood
lymphoc)tes in women u'ith ad-

vancing age (13. 14). large- numbers of metaphase's using age-matched controls

would be required to address the Correlation of low-degree mosaicism with multi-

ple. SA Bs.
In conclusion, our study is in agreement with several pre% ious studies that

indicated an increased number of balanced chromosomal translocations in coup-

les with two or more 'SABs over that in the general population. This increased

number of translocation carriers is seen even. when couples that have had abnor-

mal offspring are excluded (although the frequency of carriers in the latter group

ma) be higher). Since onl) chromosomal abnormalities, uterine malformations.

and possibly certain hormonal deficiencies kihd infectious agents have bccn ac-

cepted as causes of multiple spontaneous abortions [ 15. J. two or more spontaneous

abortions constitute a reasonable criterion for cytogenetic es aluation of couples

presenting for evaluation of multiple miscarriages,
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fusion. h) bridomas. cell fusion other than hybridomas. plant cell fusion; and

monoclonal antibodies. For further information. contact. Edward G. Bassett..
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Journal Article

"Effect of Television"Violence on 'Chtictren'and Youth."journal of the American Medical Associa-

tion. (JAMA),"December 1975.

One hundred forty-six articles in behavioral science journals, represent-

.

In° SO-studies involving 10,000 children and adolescents from every con-

Ceivable background, all showed that violence viewing prodUces increased

aggressive behavior in the young and. that immediate remedial action in

towns of television programming is warranted.

Four,major issues are covered: effects on learning, omotionel'effects, the

question of catharsis;and effects on aggressivebehavior. The research find-

ings regarding eich of these Issues are summarized, es well nth* contro-

versial 1172 Surgeon General's report, Television and Social Behavior.

The time is long past due for a major, organized cry of protest from the

medical profession in relation to what, in political terms, I conelder a

national scandal.
(JANA 234:1043-1040, 1975)

Michael B. Rothenberg, MD

From the departMents of psychiatry and be-

havioral sciences and pediatrics, University of
Washington School of Medicine. and tho Chil-

droWs Orthopedic Hospital and Medical Center.

Seattle.

AS A people, we Americans are not
unaccustomed to violence. Its thread
is woven into the entire fabric of our
history, from frontier lawlessness

through Chicago gangsterism to pres-

idential assassination. Consider the

following statistics, printed on the
editorial page of the Oct 12, 1974, is-

sue of the San Francisco Chronicle.

There are an estimated 200,000,000 guns in

the United States, which averages out to

one for almost every man, womin and

child in the country. A new hand gun is

sold every 13 seconds and used ones are

traded at the ratepf one every 30 seconds.

Five million new ones come off usembly

lines every year for civilian purchase.

Every four minutes someone is killed or

wounded 'by gunfire. Every three minutes

someone is robbed at gunpoint.

On the basis of Nielsen ,Index fig-

'tires, the average American child will

have viewed some 15,000 hours of tele-

vision by the time he has been grad-
uated from high school, As compared

with his having been exposed to some

11,000 hours of formal classroom ih-
struction. He will have witnessed

some 18,000 murders and countless,
highly detailed incidents of robbery,

arson, bombing, forgery, smuggling,
beating, and tortureaveraging ap-

proximately one per minute ii the
standard television cartoon for Chil-

dren under the age of ten. There is-an

average of six times more violence
during one hour of children's televi-

sion than there is inhne hour oi adult

televiskin."
'Twenty-five percent of the televi-

sion industry's profit comes from the

7% of its prograrnming directed at
children. While the Code of Ham-
murabi in 2260 sc made selling some-

thing to's child or buying something
from- a child without power of attor-

ney a crime punishable by death, in

1975 AD our children are exposed to

some 350,000 television commercials
by the time they reach age 18, prom-

ising super-power, sugar-power, toy-

poAder, and kid-power.
Finally, against this backdrop, con-

sider these words of Walt Whitman:

There was a cLild weht forth every day,

and the firit object he look'd upon, that ob-

ject he became,
and that object became part of him for the

day or a certain part of the day

or for many years or stretching cycles Of

years:'

The issues

The literature describing research

on the effects of television violence on

children' has been growing steadily in
guantity and quality for the past 25

years. AlmOst all of it has appeared in

social and behavioral science publics-

. tions, with remarkablr little repre-
sentation in medical journals. Be-
cause so Much of the research done in

this area uses Bandura'sz social learn-
ing.theory as at least part of its con-

ceptual framework, we pould remind
ourselves that this theory states that
role models act as stimuli to produce
similar behavior in the observer of
the role model. This behavior is

learned by being imitated, rewarded,

and reinforced in a variety of ways.

Responses produced often enough
and over s long enough period of time

maintain the behavior. Bandura out-
lines three- steps necessary for this
process: exposure to the stimulus, ac-
quisition of the "message" being
transmitted by the role model, and
acceptance of that "message."

For practical purposes, I have listed

in the references to.this article only
nine recent reviews.of the literature
on this subject.'-" Because it4outlines

so succinctly what the vast majority
.of these well-designed and statisti-
cally significant studies conclude, I
would like to concentrate on Richarld

Goranson's "A Review of Recent Lit-

erature on Psychological Effects of

Media Portrayals of Violence."" Go-

ranson identifieS four major issues:

I. Effects on LearsIng.-4ire chil-
dren likely to learn ,and remember
new forms of aggressive behavior by
witching the kind of violenCe pre-

Frorn'the Department ofPsychiatry and Behavioral Scienceand Pediatrics, University of Washington School ofMedicine,

and the Children's Orthopedic Hospital and Medical Center, Seattle, WA. Reprinted from Journol of the Anserkon Medical
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tented in the mass media? What are

the conditions, if any, that encourage

the actual performance of aggressive

,acts learned through the media?
Emotions! Effects.Does the repk:

etition of siolence in the -nr.ss media

result in a decreased emotional sensi-

tivity to media violerice? Is a de-

camped emotionalsensitivity likely to

have any implications for the proba-

bility of actual aggressive behavior in

real-life situations?,
3. The QUestion of Catharsis.Does

wetching the kind of aggression
shown in the media result in "aggres-

sion catharsis"a "draining off of ag-

gressive energy"? Does the observa-

tion of pain, horror, ant; sufrering
result in catharsis?

4. Effects on Aexessive letavior.
Are there any conditions o o!,senied
violence that can serve either t- 'n-

hibit or to facilitate aggression9

Here is a .surnmary of 00 re,...-r-ch

findings regarding each

issues:
1. Novel, aggressive behavior se-

quences are learned by children

through exposure to. aggressive ac-

Cons shown on television or in films.

A large proportion of the aggressive
behaviors learned by obeervation are

retained over long periods of -time if

the respor.ses have been practiced at

least once. The following conditions

encourage the actual performance of

aggression: a similarity, between the

observed setting and the viewer's real

setting; when the _observed -,ggres-

sion "worked"; when it wIsn t pun-
ished; and when it was .t'le vored

and most frequent method use at-

tain goals.
2. There is a decreased eine '

eensitivity to media violence, as a -

cult of the repetition of vio!ence in

the man media. Classical desensitiza-

tion takes place, as practiced in mod-

ern behavior therapy. There is a de-

creased aggression anxiety and an
increased ability to be- violent with

others.
3. The orifinal studio of Fesh-

bach," which purported to demon-

etrate "aggression catharsis," have

nrier been replicated and have been

disproved by a numberOf other stud-

ies. 'These-other studia have shown

the opposite of catharais, ie, an in-

creueihr the viewer's subsequent ag-

gressiveness. There has been no evi-

dence that the observation o:', pain,
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horror, and Suffering results in ca-

tharsis. Goranson speculates that the

persistence of a belief in the aggres7

sion catharsis notion may stem' froM

a misapplication of Aristotle's origi-
nal concept of catharsis, which ap-

plied only to the "tragic" feelings of
grief and fear that could be dis-
charged through active expression by

the audience during the Performance.

4. Aggression can be inhibited by

(1) reminders that the aggression
was morally wrong in -terms of the
viewer's own ethical principles and

(2) an awareness of the bloody, pain-

ful aftermath of aggression.
Aggressioh can be facilitated by (1)

the cue properties of available tar-

gets, ie, stimuli in the postobser-

vation period that have some also-

ciation with previously observed

violencean association between the

victim or the obierved violence and

the target of the viewer's aggres-

sionand (2) the general state of
arousal of the aggressor, eg, when, in

experimental settings, the subject is

verbally attacked and then exposed to

film violence, he later is more aggres-

sive than one who wasn't attacked be-

fore being exposed to film violence.

Surgeon Generare'Repoit

Television and Social LehaviorA
Technical Report to the Surgeon Gen-

eral's Scienti.c Advisory Committee

on Television and Social Behavior
was published in 1972. This five-vol-

ume report, summarizing the results'

of 23 separate research projects,

comes to the same conclusions as Go-

ranson did in 1969and is research-

ers did as far back -as 1950. Why, then,

does so much controversy persist

about this Surgeon General's Report?

The controversy arises from the
six.th volume of this report, a sum-

mary volume written by the' Scien-

tific Advisory CoMmittee. It is impor-

tant to note that when this 12-person

committee wail being formed, a list of

40 sbcial and behavioral scientists

who had been recommended to the

Surgeon oenersl's office by the aca-

demic community for membership on

this committee was presented to rep-

resehtatives of the television India-

try. -The -television industry repre-

sentatives "blackballed" the seven of

the 40 listed scientists who had the

most outstanding reputations and
work in the field of violence research. .
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i These Seven- were replaced by five

television network executives. In ad-

dition, there was enormous political

pressure on the Scientific Advisory
Committee to produce is uhenimously
signed document. .A3 a result, the
summary, while 'A, concludes that a

causal relationshiP between violence

viewing and aggression by the young

was found, is worded so as to lad to
misunderstanding. And the summary

of the sumniary is flatly misleading,.
repeatedly using words such as "pre-

liminary," "tentative," and "how-
etier" as qu...!;41ers for statements

concr-- causal relationship.
Liebert et al,' who did some of t'ne

research for the Surgeon .Genera:-;

Report. publ;shed a book in 1973 ib

which they offer a painstaking and
brilliant review of this entire subjeet

and of tl,c Surgeon General's Report

itselL They point ,out that 146 pub-

lished papers representing 50 stud-

ieslaboratory studies, correlational

field studies, and naturalistic experi-
mentsinvolying 10,000 chi!('ren am'
adolescents from every co. ev..:

background alf show t'if." vi,

viewing produces ^ arg c.--

sive behavior in qt:ng and that

immediate rem, (ction in terms,

of television nming is war-

ranted..

Other Issues

There 8-., number of . issues

involver4 are not cen.... to our

conce-. %I.ere with the effects of tele-

vision violence on children and youth.

They deserve at lea:st to be-listed: the
relationship of child development is-

sues to the content of current televi-
sion programs (in a word, none);

the racial, sexual, child, ,and adult
stereotypes portrayed on television;

and the effect of television commer-

cials on children's eatinv habits (an -

average of 23 commert '.dk an' tinu7.

some 604) of which a( verse .41.rar-

coated cerea!s, cookies, snack:4. and

candy).

The FCC and the NAB

The National Association-of Broad-
casters (NAB) has a television ce

that states in part:

Television is seen and hears! in every type

of American home, These homes include

'ehildien and adu.ts of all ages,-embrace all

.races and all varieties of religious faith,,
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and reach those of every educational back-

ground. It is the responsibility of television

to bear constantly in Mind that the au-

dience is primarily, a home audience, and

consequently that television's relationship

to the viewers is that between guest and

host. : .. By law the television broadcaster

is responsible for the programming of his

station. He, however, is obligated to bring

his positive responsibility for excellence

and good taste in programmine to bear

upon all who have a hand in the production

of programs, including networks, sponsors,

producers of film and of live programs, ad-

vertising agencies, and talent agencies....
Television and all who participate in it

are jointly accountable to the American

public for respect for the special _needs of

children, for community respowibility, for

the advancement of education ankeulture,

/or the acceptability of the program mate-

rials chosen, for decency and decorum in

production, and for propriety in advertis-

ing. This -responsibility cannot be dis-

charged by any given group if programs,

but can be discharged only through the

*highest standards of respect for the Artier-

ican home, applied to every moment.of ev-

ery program presented by television.

In order that television programming

may best serve the public interest, viewers

should, be encouraged to maketheir crit-

icisms and pceitive suggestions known -to

the television
broadcasters. Parents in.

particular should beurged to see to it that

out of the richness of television fare, the

best programs are brought to the attention

of their children....
-

The presentation of techniques of crime

in such detail as to invite imitation shall be

avoided. . . . Violence and illicit sex shall

not be presented in an attractive manner,

nouto en extent such as will lead a child to

believe that they play a greater part in life

thanthey do:
Racial or nationality types shall not be

shown on television in such a manner as to

ridicule the race.or nationality.

Television broadcasters should exercise

the utmost care and discrimination with

regard to advertising material, including

content, placement and presentation, near

or adjacent to programi designed for chil-

dren. No considerations of expediency

should be permitted to impinge upon the

vital responsibility towards children and

adolescents, which is 'inherent in televi-

sion and which-must be recognized and ac-

cepted by ill adVertisers employing televi-

sion.

On the basis of the evidence pre-

sented, One can only -conclude, as did

Liebert and colleagues, that the NAB

code "appears to be just a public re-

lations document never intended to

guide actual practices." Indeed, on

at least one documented occasion in

1963, when the Federal Communica-

tions Commission (FCC) attempted to

control excessive commercialism ,in

television by suggesting that the
NAB's own code be used to set the
guidelines, the NAB opposed, ihe plan

of using its own code and actually or-

ganized committees iroeach state to

lobby against it!
In 1968 a consumer organ'iiiition,

Action for Children's Television (46

Austin St, Newtonville, MA 02160),

was formed. It was largely through

the efforts of this organization and

other consumer groups that the ,Fcc
developed some new guidelines for

children's television in November

1974. All broadcasters are supposed to

be in full compliance with'these-new
guidelines-by Jan 1, 1976, but there is

no evidence from current program-
ming or from announcementsof fall

1975 programming that any substan-

tive move toward such compliance has

been made.

Soma Recommondadons
and Comments

It is important to remind ourselves

that prosocial behaviors can also be

produced and encouraged by televi-

sion. The best known example of this

is "Misterogers' Neighborhood.."

There are a number-of others, such as

"Call It Macaroni," produced by
Westinghouse in New York, which
takes a group of children to a differ-

! ent part of the country from the one

in which they live and teaches them
something they have never known or

done before; "Big Blue Marble";
"Rainbow Over Seven"; and "Fat Al-

bert and the Cosby Kids."
It would seem to me that the time

is long past due for a major, orga-
nized cry of protest from the medical
profession in relatiOn to what, in po-

litical terms, is a national scandal.

Such an outcry can and should be ac-

companie4 by -specific recommenda-

tions, based on sound child develop-

ment principles- and the hard data
already available to us from.25 years

'of investigation of the relationship of
television violence and aggressive be-

havior in children, for new kinds of
television programming for children

and youth.
San-Francisco's Committee on Chil-

dren's Television, Inc (1511 Masonic

'Ave, San Francisco, CA 94111), a non-

profit organization establiahed by a

racially diverie group of parents and

professionals dedicated to improv-

, ing childien's television programs
through research and an affirmative,
active plan for community participa-

tion in broadcastirig has developed a

set of General Guidelines for Select-

ing Television Programmingfor Chil-

dren. These guidelines should be

available in every doctor's office, hos-

pital clinic, and child health station.

They are as-follows:

1. Does the program appeal to the au-

dience for whom intended? (A program for
12-year-olds should be different from

program for fl-year-olds.)
/ Does the. Program present racial

e
groups positively and does it show them in

situations that,enhance the Third World
child's self-image? (Who has the lead roles?

Who is the professional or leader and jaw

is the villain?)
3. Does the program present gender

roles and adult roles positively? (Are the

men either super-heroes or incompetents?

Are the women flighty and disposed to

chicanery? Are teenagers portrayed 'with

adult characteristics?)
4. Does the program present.social is-

sues that are appropriate for the child

viewer and perhaps are something a child

can act on at a child's. level? (Litter versus
atomic fallout, or pet care versus saving

wolves.)
5. Does the program encourage worth-

while ideals, values and beliefs?

6. Does the program present 'conflict

that a child can understand and does it

dembnstrate positive techniques for re-.

solving the conflict?
7. Does the prokram stimulate construc-

tive activities and does it enhance the qual-

ity of a child's play?
8. Does the program separate fact from

fantasy? Does it separate advertisements

from program content?
9. Does the program present humor at a

child's level? (Or is it adult sarcasm, ridi-

cule or an adult remembering what he

thouFht was funny from his childhood?)

10. Does the program have a pace that

allows the child to absorb and contemplate

the material presented?
11. Does the program have artistic quid-

ities?
12. Hu your child seen an appropriate

amount of television for the day? (Or is it

time to turn off the set?)

Children hive neither money nor

the vote. We, as parents and, as

professionals, must be their advocates

or they shall have none, for they are
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certainly no politician's constituency.

As Williams and Crane have said,
"To be silent is to acquiesce, and it is

clear that, if we truly care about our
children, we cannot be silent."
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Abstract

from Biological Abstracts 73 (2) 1981.

Ref. Ne. 9431.
ENDOCRINE MST=

Whew= lu teetosteroas Web compared to caned groups. Some peetpuberal

Wide with pathological sperm seal* had elevated LH (latropial and FSH

levels as a esneepance of Me dnturbed sprentapswit COM (gosadoliberin)

whoulation tuts is 12 prepuberal patients showed a sanest donne of LH

sad ESN luck 22 postpuberal patients with pathological sperm asslyees

slowed hyperpeadoropism with markedly elevated LH and FSH levels after

Galt H.

11431 OKUYAMA. AKIHIK0*,
NAOMITSU NISHIMOTO, TOSHIAK1

YOSHIOKA. MIKIO NAMIKI, HIROAKI ITATANI. MINATO TAXAN/I,.

SHUTARO MIZUTANI, TOSHIHIRO AONO. KEISHI MATSUMOTO

sad TAKAO. SONODA. (Department of Urology. Osaka Univ. Hosp.,

Fukushima, I-I-50, Fukushimaku, Oulu 553, Japan.) EUR UROL 7(5):

274-277. 1981. Geed( fiedings is eryputchid boys with Mumma glweedype.-

Seven patients with Noonen's
syndrome, aged 5-16 yr; complicated ey bilateral

cryptorchidism nere examined by LHRH and HCG (human chorionic

goaadouopin) sudden** tests. long-term HCG stimulation and testicular

biopsy. Two patients showed a
good response and there were ao effects in the

remainder. Histological eumination of the twee confirmed interstitial fibrosis

in every case and showed
abnormalities Of the seminifetous turbot ia 4

patients while in I patient the seminiferous tubules were composed of

spermatocytes and spermatids. These hormonal and histological findings show

different patterns of disturbance of the pituitary-swath( system in Mal

patients with Noonan's syndrome. -
'432. IIIIFFIGNANDI, P., C. MANIERI, he. MASSOBRIO. S. MAZ=

ZOCCHL M. MESSINA and G. M. -MOLINATTI°. (Univ. Turin, Corso

Monis -14, 10126 Turin. Italy.)
PANMINE.RVA MED 23(1): 1-4. 1911.

Astups swersee: A qrseeltedve WWII* Is fork inexpielsed kruidwa.-

The pathogenetic theories
concerning unexplained female hireutism prompted

the study of tbe behivior of androgen receptors in. this condition. Data

obtained showed a decreased
concentration of andeven receptor proteins in the

skis of hirsute patients. Three
working,hypotheses are discussed to explain this

-

phenomenon.

9432. EMEVYANOV. E. A. (Div. Obstet. Gynecol.. Volgogr. Med. Inst..

Volgograd, USSR.) VOPR
OKHR MATER IN DET 25(8): 61-63. 1910. 1ln

Russ. with Russ. end Engl. summl Problem of prepiesticarkg ketetlem-

Some veg..tative-tndocrine
parameters of milk gland functions were studied in

31 pregnant women and 222 puerpersnts with nornal and diminished lactation.

la puerperants with hypogalactia: reduced auk( during pregnan4 and

prolactin content"ifter labor, less
pronounced accents of the active points on

the milk ,gland skin, and the prevalence of pre* vascular reactions and a

lower-wee of the sympathico-adrenal
system were noted.

9434. HARGROVE. JOEL T. and GUY E. MORAHAN. (820 Hatcher

Lame. Columbia, Tenn 38401.) J REPROD MED 26(7): 359-362. 1981.

Weals* prellle ef Faded with pest-tubal-ligetise sydrents.-The cadet-rine

profile of the midlutol phase was
dead in 29 patients with the post-tubal-ligation

syndrome. congaing of pain, bleeding and premenstrual tension. Cornpared to

normal controls, the patients had a high serum estradiol and a low serum

progesterone level. Ibis abnormal luteal function may be responsible for the

symptoms observed and may 'also explain the failure to conceive following

successful reversal of tuba! ligation. Patients seeking sterilization renrsal

should be scree* for abnormal lutesl function preoperatively. Selection of

sterilization procedures that,minimize alteration in luteal function should be

given high priority.

943$. CORSON, STEPHEN L.°, CARL J. LEVINSON, FRANCES R.

PATZER and CHAR1 OTIS.
(Phila. Fertility Inst., 330 S. 9th St., Philadelphia,

Pa. 19107.) J REPROD MED 26(7): 363-370. 1981. Hermeisl Weis

fallowing stedinatise sad
histeractesay.-Hysterictomy patients and women

sterilized either by bipolar electrocoagulation or the occlusive-ring tichnique

showed no change in midluteal
progesterone levels as compared with control

patients.:

9436 hIROKAWA, MAKOTO*. TERUAKI IWAMOTO°, HIROSHI

FUJII°. KAZUHIKO SATO°,
KAZUHIKO MATSUSHITA and 'SHIGEO

ASAKURA. (Dep. Ural., Fujisswa City Hosp.) JPN FERTIL STERIL

26(3): 3-43. 1911. (le Jpa. with Jpa. and Engl. warm.) Tereterese levels of

peddled sod kismet spud& vela hied la patinae with verleecele.-

The secretice of androgens by normal and varicocele testis wu compered by

dondeg testasterose concentration. The testosterone concentrations wen

measured is peripheral and internal spermatic venous plume from 53 patients

with wince:Is. Is 24.5% of the patients tbe peripheral waster* concentration

were below 3.00 ag/ml. The testosterone level in human Sternal spermatic

veis blood wise from 3.0-950 ag/m1 (mess value 203.5 1 187(SD) righn1).

In 34% of Um piients the Sternal spermatic testosterone coacestrations was

below 100 sg/d. Most cases of the varicode group lied spermatic mia

testateron to peripheral ratios lower than the not* group. There wen

sigailicest Waseca in spermatic vein testaterone levels us the verb:ode

group when umpired with the bonnie casual group. The internal spermatic

wommerene weceetratioes were
sipificautly decreased is patients with dere

hypepernesupere. Veriowelea could malt is testicular disturbances which

in MIS affect testostarose
secretion by Leidia cells. ,

lidAI*

9437. WEAKER. FRANK .I.° and T. J. SHIRIDAN.(Dep.
Team Heath Rel. Cwt. at Ilan Andie 7703 Pler Cad Drive, Sea Mr*
Tu. 782114.) AM I ORSTET GYTIECOL I40f6X 6244211. 19111.4whimps

*she is IP dirk reprednekra me* of a we** primile.-The swiss

uptake sad fill11611111 of
1/1-dihydrdsMelerew (311-DIIT) were studied ia thr

reprodmtive dune of the husk rhesus monkey by astoredieeraphy.

Overiectomian aid adrembdomisedadult female menksys were Welded with

I pg of 3H-DHT (107 Ci/mmol) sad wan sasespinaleil I h The

uterus, cervix, waist and Ronde el' the fallopias tubes 'we rawoned sad

processed for autoradiography.
lacaliastios of the weeps wee observed ic

the nuclei ot fibroblaets, bat set is the radii of ewe* muscle sad times el

the blood vessek, of all 4 prgeas. The uptake of *rope by the epithelium

varied for sect ups. The simple
columnar epithelium of the fallopian tube

demoastrated auks: label*" bat the epithelium of the Meru did ar

cells of the germiaative layer of the stratified sleavadue epithelium of both ths

cervix sad vagisa exhibited
sucker concestratat of label; the simple coded

epithelium of the cervix costieuous with Me uterus was free of labs/

Androgens may have a physiologic role in the female reproductive organs,am

the tberaputic effect of drugs suck as densaol may be mediated vie as

androgen receptor.

94311. MCGINNIS, MARILYN Y., 'LEWIS C. KREY°, NEIL .J

MACLUSKY ard "SAUCE S. MCEWEN. (Rockefeller Usk.. 1230 Yet!

Ave.. New York, N.Y. 10021.)
NEUROENDOCRINOLOGY 33(3); 1511-146

, 1981. Send wispier Pik is *et ead evadelembed wheass-traIed rah

As esandadee el gwareske. der* and *edam beds gdr

Meaty of am strirediel
did Wraps matron and cytesc

mortis reosinen were *send in the pituitary glad, myopic aremeis

hypothalamus throughout the ammo cycle of the rat. Call seeker serer

nceptor levels paralleled craps in serum astradioi nacesuatioes wit

WPM values am prod* sad *est es drams. Pro** YAM Mr

50-40% of capacity fot each timer. Cyranol progestin receptor MOM, I. the

tissues was also highest on press*
ad lowest es nested With those data a

a guide. Site* capsules Idled with estraliol-cholesteral
mixtures were ased t

generate physiologic levels
damps receptor martin weld the brairraiteiter

complex of oyariectomized rats and to cumin the de* at estradk

stimulation of lordosis behaviorad cyclic sonadotropio mdse. The dhoti*

of an =undid 'stimulus to: elicit kerns or kteinising hormone relies

apparently dipends on it least 3 futon: the magnitude of the iscromeat i

serum audiol and brain and pituitary cell nuclear radial receptor led

the duration over which these increments are maintained and the interval fro

previous exposure to estrogen.

9439. MATSUMOTO.
AKIRA* tad YASUMASA ARM. (Dep. Autom;

Juntas& Univ. Sch. Med.. Homo. Tokyo 113.) NEUROENDOCR1NOLOG

33(3): 166-169. 1981. Effectof *repo en ern* dIfferesektian of dope

eepalzeden la the hypethelede mud sucker A. derser Wady:- i

Wistar female rats wera treated with 1.23 mg testasterew propionate (TP) c

day 5 (day of birth w day I). The hypothalamic (ARCH)

the brains of normal and neonatally TP-uested ( ) km* *4
examined ultrastructurally at 6. 10, 20 . 45 ad 100 de of age. Addeo*

shaft and seise synapses were
counted ia a field of 10,000 am7 of the amen

tin the middle part of the ARCN in each Irak. The mess members at she

-and spine iparam both in normal and andropoised females increased taw

days 6 to 45, and reached a
plateau by day 45. TM mew &umber of elm

synapses in sodrogenized females was not sissificastly different him tiara

normsl controls at each al& No signifies' Were* I. the arsolor of eldr

synapses between normal
and Androgenizes rats was seen 1 day after;f1

administration (sprificed,et 6 days of age). The kickers el wile amp.
androgenind females 5 days after TT injection (sacrificed at 10 days et fig

was significestlyimaller
than that is the odds. This tedway,beralbralW

clearer during the course of postnatal developmest, &awl. thrt Ore

organization of the ARCN in normal adult males is quits rwehmewl

observed in the androgenized adult lemala androges Pees eseadi

appareatly is responsible for sexual
differentia* of Ike spare prat

the ARCN and this synaptic difference develops from ths mu1 *WM

period.

4646. COOKE, I. A.°. ROZANNE
MAGEE-BROWN, M. GOLDIN

and C. I. DIX. (Dep.,Iliochemistry,
Chemistry. Royal Fres Hesp. Sch. Mei

Univ. Landon, 8 Hamer St.. London, WCI NIB!. UK.) INT .1 ANDRC

4(3); 355-344. 1981. The
bereasesity at Loydlg eels from mews eml

Wes: End* fer a Ley* eel eyek?-A mend for purify* Loyd* cc

,by centrifugation of testae cells os °padre's dewily gradints of Tonal/

investiasted. The distribuidas of Leydig cells I. the separated nods of se

enabled and their rocoroor tont* and testeeteroas *dudes after additi

or !atropin (LH) was manure/. In agnomen with preview work, hielay

mouse Leydig cells (average density 1.070 g/ed) Gould be prepared by ol

method. These cella respeaded to LH red produced high amounts

testosterone (1-4 ag/10° cells per 2 h), and- bosun (1751Jhal (hum

choriosic goadro(ropin) specificelly (25-64 fffemto)ial bCO bound/1

cells). Similarly from rat tank Leydig cells (average density 1.072 g/m1) en

purified. Tree cells also responded to LH and prodded 5-25 rag trostermie/1

cells pot 2 h and bawd (111IHICO specifically (3-18 fond hCG bousd/1

cells). Tao other bands ofnucleated cells of lower density (-- 1.045 aad It

g/m1) wore formed on the gradate hoar both moose ad rat tars IN
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excerpt from "Lead Poisoning," Scientific American, 224: February 1971.

Lead Poisoning

Among the natural substances that man concentrates in his immediate

environment, lead is one of the most ubiquitous. A principal cause

for cOncern` is the effect on children who live in decaying buildings

has been mined and worked by

men for millenniums. Its ductility,

high resistance to erosion and

other properties make it one of the most

_useful of metals. The inappropriate use

of dead has, however, resulted in out-

breaks of lead poisoning in humans from

time to time since antiquity. The disease,

which is sometimes called "plumbism"

(from the Latin word for lead) or "sat-

nmism" (from the alchemical term), was

first described by the Creek poet-physi-

cian Nicander more than 2,000 years
ago. Today our concerns about human

health and the disiemination of lead into

the environment are twofold: (I) there

is a need to know whether or not the cur-

rent level of lead absorption in the gen-

eral population presents some subtle risk

to health; (2) there is an even more ur-
gent need to control this hazard in the

several subgroups within the general
population that run the risk of .clinical

plumbism and its known consequences.

In the young children of urban slums
lead poisoning is a major source of brain

damage, mental deficiency and serious

behavior problems..Yet it remains an in-

sidious disease: it is difficult to diagnose,

it is 3f ten unrecognized and until recent-

ly it was largely ignored by physicians

and public health officials: Now public

attention is finally being focused on
childhood lead poisoning, although the

difficult task of eradicating it -hai just

begun.
Symptomatic lead poisoning is the re-
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by J. Julian Chisolm, Jr.

sult of very high levels of lead in the
tissues. Is it possible that a content of
lead in the body that is insufficient to

cause' obvious symptoms can neverthe-

less-give rise to slowIy e:Polving and long-

lasting adverse effects? The question is

at present unanswered but is most perti-

nent. Thereis much evidence that lead

wastes have been accumulating during

the past century, particularly in congest-

ed urban ..areas. Increased exposure to.
lead has been shown in populations ex-

posed to lead as an air pollutant. Post-

-mortem examinationsshow a higher lead

content in the organs of:individuals in

highly industrialized , societies than in

the organs of most individuals in primi-

tive populations. Although no population

group is apparently yet being subjected

to levels of exposure associated with the

symptoms of lead poisoning, it is clear

that a continued rise in the pollution Of

the human environment with lead could

eventtially produte levels of exposure

that could have adverse effects on hu-

man health. Efforts to .control the dis-
semination of lead into the environment

lire therefore indicated.
The more immediateand urgent Prob-

lem is to control the exposure to lead of
well-defined groups that are known to

be directly at risk: young children who

live in dilapidated housing where they

can nibble chips of leaded paint, whiskey

drinkers who consume quantities of lead-

contaminated moonshine, people .who

eat or drink from iniproperly lead-glazed
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earthenware, workers in certain' small-

scale industries where exposure to lead

is not controlled. Of these the most dis-

tressing group is the large group of chil-

dren between about one and three to.

five years of age who live in deteriorating
buildings and have the habit of eating

nonfood substances *including peeling

pai»t, plaster and putty containinglead.
(This behavior is termed pica, after the

Latin word for magpie.) The epidemio-

logical data are still scanty: large-scale

screening programs' now in progress in

Chicago and New York City indicate
that between 5 and 10 pentnt of ihe
children tested show evidence of asymp-

tomatic increased lead absorption and
that between 1 and 2 percent have un-

suspected piumbism. Small-scale surveys

in the worst housing areas of a few other

cities reveal even higher percentages.
There is, little doubt that childhood

lead poisoning is a real problem in many

of the older urban areas of the U.S. and

perhaps in rural communities u well.

Current knowledge about lead poisoning

and its long-term effects in children is
adequate to forth the basis of a rational

attack on this particular problem. The
ubiquity of lead-pigment paints in older

substandard housing and the prevalence

of pica in young children indicate, how-

ever, that any effective program will re-

quire the concerted and sustained effort'

of each community. Furthermore, the

continued use of lead-pigment paints on

housing surfaces that are accessible to
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excerpt from "Experiments with the.Role of Lipids in Cell-Membrane Permeability," The Amer-

ican Biology Teacher, March 1970.

Expetiments with the Role of Lipids
In Cell-Membrane Permeability

0. ROGER'ANDERSOA, Teachers College,Columbia University

The plasma membrane is a component of all living-

cells. It forms the boundary of the cell and effective-

ly delimits the living cytoplasm fi'om the surround-

ing environment. Moreover, as a lipoprotein en-

velope it exerts a direct influence on the movement

of molecules across the cell boundary. Electron

microscopy confirms that the architecture of the'

cell is a framework of membranous elements resem-

bling the plasma membkane. Ratios of lipid to pro-

tein vary with the location and function of the mem-

brane..
This article (i) discusses recent research in tbe

role of lipids in cell-membrane permeability; (ii)

suggests experiments adapted to the biology class-

room at ihe juniorr, and senior high school levels; and

(iii) evaluates the responses of a number of students)

who undertook the experhnents.

THEORY AND RECENT RESEARCH

Among the several widely accepted models of the

structure of the cell membrane, that of Danielli

and Davson (1935) has gained prominence. These

authors proposed a laminated lipoprotein structure

containing-an internal lipid bilayer covered on each

outer surface by a protein layer. Electron micro-

graphs of natural cell membranes (Staehlin, 1968;

Korn, 1968) and artificial membrane systems
(Stoeckenius, 1959; Bangham and Horne, 1964;

Bangham and Haydon, 1968; Anderson et aL, 1967)

support the hypothesis that the membrane is lami-

nated. Wallach and Zahler (1966), however, disputed

the claim that the protein is largely distributed as

a sheet on the surface of the membrane. ,Their

infrared spectroscopic data indicated predominately

globular proteins (a-helices) rather than sheet pro-

teins (fl-keratin). Regardless of the disposition of

THE AMERICAN BIOLOGY
TEACHER, MARCH, 1970

a.

membrane protein, many cell biologists agree that

the organization of the lipid layer iS more than

trivial in controlling mehibrane permeability. If the

lipid does indeed form a bilayer at the cell.surface
(Bar, Deamer, and Cornwell, 1966), then passage of

polar molecules across these hydrophobic bounda-

ries would be inhibitedN.De selective permeability

of the lipid-layer to moleCules would depend on the

chemical structure of the diffusing molecule and the

composWon oi the membrane lipids. Some °organic

molecules selettively interact with -specific mbm-

brane lipids, thereby enhancing their diffusion

across the lipid layer.
For thermodynamic reasons,

Danielli (1966) con-

cludeethat a lipid bilayer is the most probable

membrane lipid configuration. His theoretical cal-

culations showed that the bilayer has the* lowest

surface-free energy when compared with a single-

layered or multilayered lipid system.
Recently a number of studies of cell membrane

permeability have been performed, using model

lipid systems. Lipid monolayers or -bilayers were

forved at an aqueous interface and the permeability

of the lamellae was studied. One of the earliest stu-

dies was performed by Bangham and his associates

(Bangham ahd" Haydon, 1968; Bangham, Standish.

and Watkins, 1965). They found that ovolecithiy

alone or mixtures of ,ovolecithin and cholesterol

formed spherules ,in aqueous dispersion. When ob-

served, with, the electron microscope, negatively

stained spherules contained concentric lamellae. The

electron translucent lipid lamellae were separated

by an electron opaque band where the aqueous
stain had penetrated between the lipid layers. Fig. 1

is an electron micrograph of a lipid spherule with

concentric lamellae (Anderson et ca., 1967). Fig. 2

3"
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"No Time for Hysteria." Staten (stand Science,Teachers Association Journal, December 1979. -

The report, therefore, addresses several area...of amain: '

(1) the cumulative radiation exposure at strategic locations;

(2) the types of radionuclides released,.(3) the contributioi

to population eitposure due-to beta radiation emitted from,

the released radionuclides, and (4) the range of health ef-

fects that, may result from the estimated collective-dose.

This Ad Hoc Group concluded' that the offsite collective

dose.aisociited. With radioactive material released during

the period of March 28 to April'7, 1979, represents minimal

risks of additional health effects to the offsite 50-mile ridius,

population.' This total collective population dose averages

3.300 person-rem, or an enrage doSe to an individiml in this

population of 1.5 millirem. It is of interest to note that the ,

skin dose from a chest x-ray is 150 milliretn. Alio of interest

is the fact that this additional amount o( radiation is com-

parable to the amount of backgrpund radiation front the

earth, sun, and other natural sources that the populationof

the northeastern United States, is exposed to in about teu -

days.
The ieport also points out that, according lo the

American. Cancer Sotiety, had the incident not occurred, -

about 325,000 fatal cancers would have been projected for

the population of two million over their remaining

lifetimes.. ApProximately 0.7 additional fatal cancers, as a

result ofshe incident,.is the projected occurrence.
..

It should be pointed out also that the radioactive iodine

detected in milk samples during the 'period-from March II,

through April 4 was 3000 tim lower, at its maximum con-

an

. ,

centration, th the level at hich the Food and. Drug Ad-

ministration would recom d that cows be reinoved from

contaminated pastture.. Of significant imporiance n the con-

clusion that if the total potentiel health iMpact of the 1

nuclear accident is comkred with the estimated 'lifetime

natural risk of these effects (should they occur), the dif-

ferences would not be discernible.

NO TIME FOR HYSTERIA
Leslie L. Alexinder, MD

llterpool from 115e Journal of flW Nana lei MeibnaAastistA A Vol. /I. No. 0. int

Although, several months have passed since the March

28th accident at the Three Mile island Nuclear Station,

hardly a day goes by without mention of this unfortunate

incident on the radio, television, or in the press.

That there is concern regarding the consequences of this

fnuc ear incident is abundantly evident. A ,Tecent news

release about the ,cleath of several cows in the Harrisburg

farm area typifies the anxiety associated with possible

nuclearmishap. Luckily,however,
the carcasses revealed no

signs of sadioactivity on post-Mortem examination.

Similar apprehension has been' observed in many other

lands. Goverpment officials in Sweden, Denmark, and West

Germany as well as anti-nuclear activists almost

everyWheie have demanded that nuclear plants be shut

down. In Japan, where 19 nuclear reactors produce 11 per-

cent of the electricity, and in Italy and France, no changes in

energy policy are contemplated.i Empasis on increased safe-

ty measures as alternatives was suggested.

On a more local scene; Governor Hugh Carey of New

York reaffirmed his opposition to the building of nusbar

power plant Pri Long Island, andother high officials 'ex-

pressed serious reservations about the fature use of nuclear

energy in the State."2 Similar hish level anguish has been

observed in many other states. Even Colummbia University

has announced plans to delay t operation of a research

nuclear reactor in its school of engineering.; Also concerned

are many ranking congressmen who are demanding new

laws granting tighter federal Controls over the operation of

nuclear peactors and more emphasis on coal as source of

energy
A pervasive concern of modern physicians since the era of

Hiroshima and Nagasaki has been the catastrophic potential

for injury from accidental or intendedyelease of radioactivi-

ty. What now has been the population dose of radiation

from what has been described as the worst nuclear accident

in the nation's history?
A preliminary appraisal of the health impact of the

nuclear adcident 'at the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station

during the period of March 28 through April 7, 1979, has

been released recently by an Ad Hoc Population Dose

Assessment Group.. This group eonsists of staff scientists

from:the DePartment of Health, Education, and Welfare;

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). A final report will

be prepared by EPA. Judging,ty a preliminary review of

data from periods beyond April 7, 1979, however, it ap-

pears that initial estimates will not change significantly.

This report is a startling assessment of the health impact

on the approximately two million of fsite residents within 50

miles of the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station. The 'dose

and health effects estiMates are based- primarily on 67

thermo-luminescent monitoring dosimeters placed at

specific onsite and offsite !coalitions. before (20) and after

(47) the mishap. In addition, helicopter surveys (with

Geiger-Mueller Counters) of the gamma And beta radiation

in the airborne discharges from the plume, ground vehicle,

surveys, and gamma spectruM analyses of eninoninente

soil, vesatation, surface water, and air samples, were made.

Estimates of natural background (cosmic, terrestrial, and

internal) radiation levelt in.the US also were considered.
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As we approach the end of the century, intelligent

forecasts project hard times. World overpopulation, insuf-

ficient ehergy, and a declining supplyof coal, petit, oil, and

other fossil fuels have been predicted. These all impose, if

not demand, continued development_ of,' and greeter

reliance on, nuclear energy.
Thirteen percent of the electricity produced in the'US is

generated by 70 nuclear power plants; Ninety-two permit's

to construct new reactors have been granted and approx-

imately 34 reactors are on order or have been issued limited

work authorizations. Inasmuch asShere are risks, disaster,

setbacks, and complications associated' with all methods of

electricity generation, and since the lesson to- be learned

from the Three Mile Island Nuclear Station mishap is the

exercise of comprehensive, overall operational, safety, it is

apparent that continued concentration on safe, reliable

nuclear energy productioon a top priority of this nation--

with no room for hysteria.
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"Babies Can Communicate at Birth," The ,National Observer, 1971.

Patrick Young
If they still burned heretics, Colwyn,

Trevarthen might find himself put to the

torch by some irate psychologist& Trevar-

then, you see, argues that babies are born

0 far smarter than psychologists have given

them credit forthat infants come into the

world with'a good deal of innate intelligence,

including an embryonic forin of speech.

"The ability of babies to communicate,

using speech- and gestures, is present at

birth," he says. "There is a compulsion at

birth to communicate." And that idea runs

counter to the long-cherished notion that

infants require months ot tutoring before

they can communicate at all with adults.

Trevarthen, a New Zealand-born bolo-

gist with an intense interest in the infant

brain, grounds his theory on experiments he

began at Harvard University in 1967 and

resumed more recently at the University of

Edinburgh in Scotland. His technique is

simple; his results are intriguing; his extra-

polations from his research.are controver-

sial. For example:
"I think culture and technology are innate

in origin. There is no doubt man's mastery of

the world is in his ability to co-operate and

share knowledge. And this is not a discovery

of man; it's riart of his nature."

'It Didn't Make Sense'
Trevarthen began his studies confronted

by two somewhat conflicting views of the

brain, the biological and the psychological.

The brain is an elaborate, if inc3mplete,

structure at birth, containing all the nerve

cells it will have throughout life. Over
decades these cells matureand make inter-

connections in ways still not fathomed.

For decades psychologists emphasized

the role of experience in intellectual dev-
elOpment. They tended to view the brain as

plastic and impressionable,and the develop-

ment of language and communication as

shaped almost exclusively by the baby's

environment:and experiences.
Granting the brain is far from fully devel-

oped at birth, Trevarthen was puzzled by

the general view of psychologists in 1967

that a newborn's brain was almost totally

incapable of perceiving and understanding

the world around it and thit any communi-
cation between baby and adults required

months to develop.
"It didn't make sense from a biological

point of view," he explained during a visit'

at the California Institute of Technology

here: !'Darwin's notion of human intelli-

gence was that the fundamental features

were innate and the human mind aiready

endowed with complex processes."

'Talk' at 2 Months
Trevarthen favored a viewnow winning

larger acceptancethat much human
behavior is innate and exists in embryonic

form at birth. He set out to test his idea, to

see if early signs of communicationcould be

detected in infants. The result: "Newborn

human beings show, in rudimentary form,

'many of the remarkable behaviCitabradult
intelligence, including a form of speech as a

means of communication."
Trevarthen's procedure is to take hours

and hours of movies Of a baby and its
mother. The child sits in an infant seat with

its arms and legs free to move. The mother

sits nearby so she can touch and talk to her

bab. She is given no instructions except to

chat with the child, a very natural thing for

her to do. A mirror allows the camera to

record the facial expressions of both.

Later the film is analyzed, often frame by

frame, to see how the babyreacted. Trews,-

then's aim is not to see how well an infant

solves various problems at various agesa
standard test among psychologistsbut
rather to see how child behaves and

develops on its own.
"The films tell us what the baby ChoOses

to do," Trevarthen isays. He and his col- .

leagues have now studied more than 200

children, many of them at -weekly sessions

throughout the first year of the child'i life.

At Harvard, Trevarthen, Martin Rich-

ards, and Berry Brazelton quickly found

that at 2 months infants know the difference

between 'people and objects and that they

make deliberate attempts to converse with

their mOthers and other adults. "This was a

big discovery," Trevarthen says, noting that

such behavior 'Wasn't thought to occur until

months later. "It meant that 2-month-o1d -

babjes treated people as worth talking to.

We found 2-month-old is already equipped

with the outline of speech and gestures."

Patterns of 'Prespeech'
Trevarthen has greatly expanded his

studies of infant speech andiestures since

joining the *Edinburgh faculty in 1971. "Our

studies show complex, conversatiorilike ex-

changes between Mothers and infants when

the latter are only a few weeks old," he says.

All the gooing, cooing, and mouthing

movements infants offer adults apparently

underlie language development. At 2

months, Trevarthen detects in infants what

he calls "prespeech," a distinct pattern of

elaborate lip and mouth movements that

resemble the movements of adult speech.

The baby may or may not make sounds in

prespeech, but a specific breathing pattern

is seen.
Prespeech is observed during "conversa-

tions" between mother and child. Mothers

of 2-month-old infants, apparently uncon-

sciously, adjUst the par of their talk to allow

the baby to joM in. The mother speaks,

pauses, listens to her baby, and speaks

again after letting the infant have his say.

There is the rhythm of adult conversation,
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if not the substance.
. "The mother is drawing the child out,"

Trevarthen says. "She asks questions and

shows quite clearly on her face x
petting an answer. Her eyebrows sio, '

and her eyes go wide. The mother ac.s ;ri a

stimulating way, and the baby gets excited

and responds."
Trevarthen also finds early signs of pre.

speech, though far less developed, in new .

borns and in premature babies within a

week after their birth. He regards this as

evidence that infant's are 'Iorn w't'l a natural

drive toward speat, hat man's
language ability is pre-:, -,- ite form at

birth. But language deve'ors-c, 0 agrees,

definitely depends on eac '-i's -*Ale

experiences. "Environment -e

mendous voice," Trevarthen says.

Stimulus for C-owth
He Andsno evidence to suoport the fears

voiced by some psychologists that talking

"baby talk" to infants retards their linguistic

growth Of their development as persons.

"Absokstely nothing that enters into corn

municating %frith the child can be bad forthe

child, union it is carried to the point of

dominating or smothering the Child," Trey.

arthan
Infants use more than preepeech in at-

tamping to communicatewith adults. They

aiso use a variety a hand movements.

These parallel the animated gesturings of

many adults during conversation. The

ail/flings of 11, corrmunication can be

cztected in -st -r-r-h of life. "The

biological basis, and that men depend on

this.
.,"The way things occur, we don't very

much think the differences are due to the

attitudes of tne mother to the baby. We

don't think they're caused by the motheior

the fact that she is female. I'm saying nothing

about the relativeouantity of intelligence at

all; I'm talking ibotit possible biological

adaptations that make,males and females

different."
Trevarthen, a bit to his surprise, found

.that infants under 6 months rarely imitate

their mothers. "It's a mistakr Issurne that

because the mother heir. baby, the

baby ivimitating her," he says. "OreqUently

the 'mother is imitating the baby." This

imitation apparently plays a vital -part in
encouraging the baby to increase its

conversational activity. "You're showing

you can do what he can do," lays

Trevarthen.
Baby Teaches Mother

Week.old babies will try to grasp tiny ob.

jects. At a month, Trevarthen finds, efforts

to hanc"- ...ijects are accompanied by

mouth r 'ongue movements and facial

expressly.... ;imilar to those adults use. He

even finds iese infants sometimes make a

grimace when they drop soMething, as if to

say `10ops."
"It may be a sign that even this early in life

infants are ready to pass comment on ther

acts to other peorile," Trevarthen says.

A sharing of embryonic communications

with the mother provides the baby with

stimulus for intellectual growth, Trevarthen

suggests. "I think this paves the way for

language development and intellectual

reasoning. Though the acts are hard to

,111 ''`P, they are perceived'by the mother

eacts to them subconsciously. The

lc' s:ie does react means her behavior

in'o a kind of support for what- the

baby is doing. She provides the suPport, and

then the baby discovers a lot of things it

cannot discover on its own." .

Trevarthen's team finds that prespeech

occurs in both boys.and girls to the same

extent, but, its expression varies by sex.

Boys are moreaggressive in communica

tion, often using vigorous body movements

and more frequently taking the initiative.

Girls ten,' to be more co-operative and

steady in conversation arid to use gentle

hand motions:
"In the balance between people .

objects, we find female babies are rr-re

interested in personal communication and

male babies show more. active interest in

-slave of aha -aveexists-atecte-says-Trevartherr.-"Itiooks'hke
the

3 weeks ar . . at 8 weeks,'T tendency of. women to be concerned moire

I tys
wx-i personal relationships has a strong
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A distinct change in infant-mother

communication begins toward the end of

the baby's third month of life. Trevarthen

findS it'recorded in after film: The baby

becomes rude to its -other.
When "le mother '-mctins speaking, the

baby urss away, oen --) ng esome toy

nti,ect, and recu - , -st the

--loher
then

-7:na7v up a

ysua:iy ie the baby is iooking at,

aid *nes to interest 'the child in it. Then the

baby responds. "It's a complicated
process," Trevarthen says. "It seems to

take two to three months of progressive

steps to develop."
Trevarthen hazards an explanation of

what this observation might meanan
explanation guaranteed to raise eyebrows.

"What we believe happens is the baby

introduces the mother to the idea their,.

communication can involve objects," he

says. "Thebaby says, 'We've go, to <top ths

chat,and find something to Gila" . hout."'-

"The mother is being trained. *le baby;

Having established a r :he baby

transforms it and tea- -e mother to be a

teacher. And we At as a: general

prototype for a' think children

invented s Lho .
Trevare s research has provided

major iie.v insights into the linguistic and .

behaviora: ah:!iies of infants. His work has

nelped change the old view that the brains of

infants are like soft plastic', ready to be

molded solely by their experiences. But he

acknowledges that his interpretations of

some of his findings have yet to win tom;

acceptance. "The psychologists," he says,

"are still skeptical."
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"Health Update." Better Homes land Gardens, June 1982.

AVOIDING NOTION SICKNESS

If you're anceptible-to motion sick-

ness, lion's good news. An old and

effective drug--scoVolaminenow
available in a new emy-to-useform.

The drug is packaged inside a dinw-

deed disk thst you apply to tbe-hsir-
less area just behind your ear.

You apply the self-adhering disk
about four bows before beginning in
activity that can caws motion sick-

nem. The drug is relemed at a steady
rate for as long se three days. You can

shout or swim while wearing the disk,

and you an remove it at auy time.
Tranederm-V is the name of the

product, and the manufacturer is

CIBA Pharmaceutical Company. The

drug is available * prescription and

is intended for use by adults only. It
costs about 75 cents pet&v.

The most common sideeffects of the

drug are dryness in the mouth and
drowsiness; you should, keep the latter
in mind if you drive a car or operate

heavy machinery whih taking tbe
drug. Fortunately, defers seldom suf-

fer born medial lianas benne their
attention is focused on driving.

Here are some further tips for avoid-

ing motion sickness.
When flying, ask for a seat in the

center of the plane.
Sit up front in a cai or on the deck

of a boat, end fix your eyes on .the

horison.
FAt lightlyabout two hours before

departure.
En route, try word games or eopp

in other activities that demand con-
centiation (except reading, which may

increase your discomfort).

REITER TREATMENT FOR NRIECT

STINGS
One in nery 100 people, or about

one million Americans, is allergic to in-

sect sting.. For dime of these people,
the stinp can be fatal.

If you've fralt been stung and suf.
fend more than the usual pin, red-
ness, swelling, and itching at the site at
the sting, you may be scandidato for.
immuniution. Symptoms that may
indicate an aUwgy to insect stinp in-

'TT"Wir 'AL PIMII"

dud: difficulty in breathing, extensive
swellinj hivei, and disdains.

Until recent yeen, allergists de-
sensitised patients only aw wing ta-
t:acts of the whole AS of insects

(known ae WBE).
Now, treatment Witii Ai from

-the insect to which you are allergic is

the only protective treatment recom-
mended by almost all allergists, say
scientists at Johns HoOkins Univer-

sity. The venom *wag* is safe and
is effective within a fewweak tocetd-
ina to the results of a recut doily.

Of 250 patients who received WEE

for at lesst si: months, 15 suffered
later stings and two-thirde developed
allergic reactions throughoutthe body.

Of 3,00ty patients treated with
venom at medical centers around the
nation, under 3 percent have devil-
opsd such reactions.

Degite the results Of such studies,
WBE.still is being Wed by some aller-

gists. Dr. David Golden and his col-
leagues at Johns Hopkins reported in
the Journal of the American Medical
Asixiation that WBE May appear to

work sometimes because a few patients

recover from the allergy epontansousiy.
With the venom therapy, pedants

build up the immunity to insect stings

after receiving a str-week series of
injections. Maintenance doses of* the

venom are required to sestgin the level

of immimity.

PREVENTING HEART ATTACKS*

A: many as 800,000, Americans are

likely to have a heart attack.this year.
For the 350,000 who will survive, the
goal is to prevent another, possibly

fatal, attack.
Several preventive drugs are being

used by such patients. Some of the
chugs increase blood flow so that mon

oaten reachs.4 the heart muscle.
Others lower blood pressure so that the
heart doss not have to work as hard.

The beta blockers such as pigpen-
old ban been hailed as one of the

most dramatic drug "wages stories" I

in recent yews. These drugs block the

action of certain nerves that stimulate
the heart and blood needs. As .11 re-

suit, the drup help ensure that the
hurt oontiwas to beat regularly.

Dr. William Friedewald of the Na-

tional Heart, Ling, and Blood Intl,
tete estinstes thit three out of lour
heart attack suivivois are eligible for

Outrun with beta blocks's. 011ie re-

mainder have dime iisdicat tooth-.

dons, each a. low blood pressure Or
congestive heart &Awe, which the
drug could aggravate.) ,

Further research is needed to deter-

mine bow long treatment with beta
blacken should be continued and
whetber:the drugs will benefit other
patients Who had heartattacks months

or ran previously.
Beta blacken have been wed Tor

many years to treat high blood vigo-

ure and chest pain associated with
angina, -Adde . from. proprandol, four
other hda=blocliing drup have bsen
approved for use, in the United States.
They are metoprolol, nadolol, atendol,
and timolol (the latter was approved
specifically to reduce the risk of death

from recurrent heartattacks).
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"Rx for Water PolRition: Horseradish." Technology IllustrOed, May 1982.

1

INNOVATIONS

Rx for Water

Pollution:

'Armed with* plastic bag of
horseiadish roots and a bottle

of hydrogen peroxide, a
professor at the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology set out
to purify polluted wastewater
from a local company that
produces flame retardants. He
minced the horseradish in a
blender, stirred in water, and
pressed the mixture through
cheesecloth. Then he poured
the juice and peroxide into a
glassjar containing the murky
water. A few hours later, the

liquid turned clear.
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Professor Alexander M.
Klibanov began investigating
this novel cleanup method in
1980. It works better than many
traditional techniques, which
are mote expensive and often
produce dangerous by-products
that require special treatment.
His method removes a wide
variety of pollutants and results
in a product that can be
disposed of by burning. It -

works equally well whether you

use purified peroxidase (an

-enzyme found in horseradish as

well as in microorganisms and
other plants) or horseradish
roots, which can be bought in

the supermarket and processed

in a blender.
When Klibanov first

experimented with the

technique, in 12 out of the 40
polluted liquids tested, the

treatment removed 99 percent

of the phenols and aromatic
aminestwo families of

, extremely toxic and often .
mutagenic componnds common
in industrial wastewater. The

hydrogen peroxide and
fieroxidase added to the
polluted liqUids cause cheinical
reactions that produce free
radicalsfragments of
molecules that are unstable and
must continue reacting to
become stable. These fragments
attach themsellies to intact
phenol molecules, making them

unstable, and the process
continues until a long chain of
phenol molecules forms.
Finally, the chain encounters
another free radical or
something else in jhe solution
a grain of sand, for example
that makes it stable. By this

4 4.

time, the chain molecule has

grown so large that it no longer
dissolves in water. Itsettles out -

of the solution and forms a
sediment that can be removed

easily.
The remaining 28

compoundsiested were

- relatively unaffected by the
* treatment until they were mixed

with one of the responsive ,
compounds, In some cases the

amoUnt of pollutants removed

rose from near zero to 99

percent. Althottgh some
pollutants by themselves remain

dissolved in the solution, when
mixed with ones that are easy to,

remove, they get caught in the

chain reactions. Thus the large

molecules that precipitate out
of the solution contain both

types of pollutants.
Nancy W Stauffer
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"No-Cal Sugar." Science '81, July/August 1981.

Nocal supr
WASHINGTON The latest weapor
in the war on fat tastes like sugar, bakes

like sugar, and even has the fame mo-
lecular formula as sugar. Its delightful
distinction is that it can't turn into

unwanted pounds.
So claims the -promoter of "left-

handed sugar," a no-calorie sweetener

that comes straight from Lewis
Carroll's looking-glass world (p. 37)
like most mokcuks, sugar can have

two forms that are structurally iden-

tical but mirror images of each other,

like left- and right-handed gloves.
Humans can only digest right-handed
sugar, which is the type found in virtu-

ally all plants and animals:Left-hinded
sugar has always been a rarity, a labora-

tory curiosity that was thought to have

a bitter taste.
Gilbert Levitt "recently discovered

othen:ise. As a bioengineer in charge

of a NASA experiment testing for life

on Mars, he considered the possibility

that Martian life hactadapted to mirror

images of earthlychemicals. Intrigued

by such substances, he went on to test
kft-handed 'sugar. To his surprise, he

found it was sweetthe bitter taste

noted 'earlier had come from. impuri-

ties mixed in with the sugar.

Because digestive enzymes are
shaped to fit right-handed sugar, the

left-handed sugar passes through the

body intact. Levin says that it's also un-

affected, by bacteria and therefore
doesn't spoil or cause tooth decay. Un-

like other sugar substitutes,he says, the

left-handed molecule browns while
baking and leaves no-aftertaste..lxvin
patented the use of the substance this

year and hopes to see it put in soft
drinks, foods, and drugs.

It will be some time before no-cal

sugar teaches the grocery, shelf, how-

ever. Althbugh kft-handed sugar is
expected to pass the Food and*Drug

Administration's rigorous testing, as

yet, there is no economical method of

mass producing it. lzvin hopes that ge-

net it 'engineering will yield a technique

within several years.
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Ice cores: Clues

to past climates

Variations in the isotopic composition

of glacier ice cores provide valuable clues

to the earth's climatic history

by Louise Purrett

To most persons glaciers symbolize

just one kind-of climatecold. But to
glaciologists they represent a compre-

hensive record of the whole range of

past climate.
These scientists find clues to the

earth's climatic history in the isotopic
composition of the icethe proportion

of water molecules containing the heal"),

isotope of oxygen, 0-18. This iiotope
is present in the atmosphere in con-
centrations that vary with temperature.
The higher the temperature, the higher

the concentration. When a cloud forms,

its water -molecules, are synthesized out

' of the oxygen atoms in the surrounding
'atmosphere, and so will contain the
heavy isotope in the same proportion.

Then, because the molecules with 0-18

are heavier than those with the more
common 0-16, they precipitate. first.
The relative concentrations of -the two
isotopes. in an ice sample, therefore,

indirectly tell scientists the atmospheric
temperature at the time the ice was
formed. The age of the ice saniple can

then be calculated from its depth within

-the glacier.
Samples of glacier ice are obtained

in the same way as samples of ocean
sediMentsby extraction of .cores. In

1966, the U.S. Army Cold Region Re-

search and Engineering Laboratory,
Aising a modified oil-driiling rig, pene-

trated through the entire _thickness of

the North Greenland ice sheet to obtain

an ice' core 1,390 meters long. Analysis

of the isotopic concentrations at

different levels in this core has provided

a ,climatic record spanning 100,000
years.

This Core is probably the most

thoroughly studied chunk of ice in exist-
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coma

Langway removes an ice core frOnt CRREL refrigerator.

matic changes in other parts of the
world and with previous research using

other methods.
It shows, for iustanCe, the well-

known- climatic optimum about A.D.
1930 and the Little Ice Age of 1600 to
1730. At about 10,000 years ago, the

isotopic concentrations fall off rapidly,
corresponding to the final stages of

the last glaciation. Two peaks at 11,900

to 11,100 and 12,500 to 12,100 years

Igo coincide with the Alleroed and
Boelling interstadialshalts in the

movenient of a glacier--4hat are well-

known from European climatic recoids.
This was the first suggestion of the oc-
currence of these interstadials in the

Western Hemisphere. The scientists
also discovered a low of long duration
in the 15th century, which they feel

might help explain the mysterious
abandonment of the Norse settlements

in Greenland.
During the lasi 1,000 or 1,400

years, the scientists note, there is an ap-

parent .oscillatiofi in the isotopic con-
centrations with a period of 'about 120
years. The prime cause of the oscilla-
tions, they surmise, is probably related
to fluctuations in solar radiation, since
solar variations are, also considered to
cauie changes in carbon 14 concentra-

tions in the atmosphere, and five C-14
minima noted during the last thousand
years correspond , to maxima in the
oxygen isotopic profile.

In a report in the Aug. 1 NATURE,

Lapgway, Dansgaard, Johnsen and

Clausen examine (in greater detail) the
isotopic changes over the period from
A.D. 1200 to 2000. Again they note the

agreement with other studies of ancient
yariations. For instance there

ence. Glaciologists from all over the
world have requested samples. Among
those who- have examined it are Dr.
Chester C. Langway of the CRREL and

four Danish colleagues, Drs. S. J. 'John-

sen, Willi Dansgaard, H. B. Clausen
and J. Miller, who have analyzed its
isotopic variations over the 100,000-
year extent of the core and determined

in detail the climatic changes they
represent. These researchers conclude
that though the complete curve is valid
primarily for the North,Greenland area,

it agrees with known and ieported cli-

Engineers erect

U.S. Navy

Antarctic coring rig.

t7
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Antaroic core taken /roma depth oj 2,000 meters. Greenland core's 0-18 values give temperature trends.

appear 10 maxima between A.D. 1240
and 1930.at intervals of about 63 years,
which correspond to a 66-year ,climatic

'oscillation previously found from

studies of Greenland fauna.
However, their graph is complicated

by a number of accidental deviations
that do not occur regularly. In order to
eliminate these and simplify the curve
into dominant trends, thc scientists ap-
plied a Fourier analysis, a technique
for reducing a complex curve into its
basic components. Their analysis ne-
glects long-range and short-term trends,

such as the 11-year sunspot period, re-
vealing.only the trends of medium re-
currence, but- the resulting curve dis-
plays two dominant peaks at periods of
78 and 181 years. The 78-ycar period
had been noticed before as oscillations
in the length of the sunspot cycle. Rela-
tively long intervals with short sunspot
cycles occur at A.D. 1560 to 1590,
1750 to 1790 and 1900 to 1930. Thes'e
intervals coincide with the three last
maxima in the 181-year cycle on the

curve. 7liese two cycles, thc scientists
conclude, secm to originate from chang-
ing conditions on the sun.

By extrapolating the smoothed
curve, thc scientists were able to pre-
dict the probable climatic trend for thc
next 50 years. The gradual decline in

temperatures that has.been in progiess

for the last three decades (SN:
11/15/69, p. 458) should continue for
the next '0 or 20 years, followed by
an increase toward a maximum be-
tween A.D. 2010 and 2020. This future
curve, they ,caution, will be influenced
by accidental events and possibly by
pollution of the atmosphere.

The studies on the Greenland core
were so profitable that in 1968 thc
technique was tricd at the other end of
the earth. A new icc core was taken
near Byrd Station in Antarctica, using
thc same drilling technique as was used
in Greenland. This corc, a much longer'
one, 2,164 mcters, was sufficiently re-
vealing, says Dr. Langway, to justify a
full-scale Antarctic coring project. Ac-
cordingly, a National Academy of Sci-
cnces ad hoc group was convened to
makc recommendations for a projcct to
drill through the Ross Ice Shelf. The
plan was presented in August of this
year at the 11 th Scientific Committee
on Antarctic Research (scan) meetings
in Oslo, and scan president Gordon
Robin of the Scott Polar Institute in
Cambridge, England, has appointcd a
permanent committee, headed by Dr.
Jaines H. Zumbergc of the University
of Arizona. The committee, sail Dr.
Zumberge, will serve as an advisory,.

4 7

body not only for the Ross Shelrproj-
ect but alst for any future drilling by
the 12 member nations of scAx.

The Ross Shelf project is still in
the planning stage, but it. is expected
to break ice with a pilot hole in the
Austral summer of 1971-72. Three re-
search holes are planned:^one to study
the water under the shelf, which is in-
,2ccessible to modern submersibles and

remote sensing devices; one to pass
through both shelf and water into the
ocean bottom to provide samples of
sediments that have fallen off the base
of the shelf,- and one 'for glaciologists,
which would penetrate; only partially
into thc shelf. Dr. Langway, a member
of the permanent committee, will be
deeply involved in this third phase.

Dr. Langway believis that the ice core
mcthod of studying past climates has a
spectacular future. Ice cores, he says,
provide information unobtainable else-
where. They give more detail than any

other- method, even to the point of
showing seasonal variations. Further,
since the stable isotope method is in-
dependent of radioactive decay, the cli-
matic record contained in glaciers en-
dures as long as the glacier itself, and
cores,. from some dry-snow zones can
provide continuous records spanning
several hundred thousand years.
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its population in all directions from
ftio Paulo at -the rate of about 100
miles a year. Several months aoo, Dr.
Roabik found a fewrpleoles in Paha-
ma, the northern limitof eit so
far. There .are now ebout 300 cokthe. -

in that comay.
Dr. Taylor, who hes accurately pre.

dicted the bee's northward program
for the past decadaispects them to
enter the souther* United Stain
shortly after they arrive là northern
Mexico in UK

Dr. Taylor estintatiathat the AM-
mind boss will net survive where
there any fewer' Gap 10 frost-ftee
days a year. Thus the northern traits
of such en area in *Waited States
would extend in a wlly line fthm
San Francisco thrv the southern
der at states and up to FayettevWe,
N.C. Dr. Taylor said theta len spe-
chic northern limit quid be defined
by the 34th parallel of .horth latitude,
which pamm through Columbia, S.C.,.
and just north of Athms, Ga.

Although the Atria:mind bee Is not
wafted to be able to survive in
higher latitudes, sclearletionitamint out
that it could have a na
nevertheless. Most upward=
raising and quemmelithal oPsrations
ars based in Souftm, states. Bees
Iran this* etudes areped to farm-
ers farther north for-crop pollinatioo
and to apiaries and ladKriduals in the
Milted States and Canada for honey

rZctiIf bees ha Da American
beactme Ahicargeed, the area's

apiculture bmineis -steeds to be
gravely &mooed (*.Proved north-
'Wards.

Dee =Piths note thet MU* research
hai been done on theprethafton capa-
bilities of the AfrIcausd bee, so that
scientists do not twat what the
pm on United States agriculture will
be if the Africanised kgpsybee takes
over.

In some South Atheacan countries
where the Africanised- honeybee has
become established, Pay production
hat fallen oft drestically and many
bushsopsrp have quit/scause of the
added dlfftailty and ammo of mad-
aging the bees.

Some of the chug% required have
Included more stheneive safety
'precaudons, such is giesing the
several hundred feet.ftall the mare%
human bebitation.

Tdmanage the bem eftichmtly, liee!
=have found placing the hires
apart he lm. totoop them froth

reitDr4 miebt :.-times.stocks, while
prtrriding max room Ji hi-As helps
prevent swat sobs ureasomding. But
bow they msy behalf and !perform in
the United States where the habitat,
climate and tewsPorehunaredifferent
from South Amelia, ,is, an unan-
smewd queetion.
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"Low Calcium Tied to High Blood Piessure," New York Times, 13 July 1982.

Low Calcium Tied to High Blood Pressure.
Too little cakiurn in thi d(et may be a bithsito unri-

cognise, lector contributing'hi hi0 blood pressure,
nowrag to a study done at the Oregon Health Sd-

ewes Mvaidty In Portland.
The ohidy, based on a survei of the thstary habitsat

blood memo bard consumed y less tcal-a group ot $0 adults, found bed high

chnn don the 44 with normal prempure, said a re-

port of the study publiihed in the July 111 ism of the

lournalltience.
'Dairy foods, such as cheese mid yogurt, are a pri-

mary 'dine ofadclum.
Dr. David A. McCarron, assoldeittChalor iwodi

clue id iBe university, and chief ci the report,

said iir000lidored the calcium findlost to be much

more striking thou 'artier evidence linking salt to high

blood Pressure. It is widely believed that aimsasitin
the diet citotributes -to WO but Dr.
McCarron said it has been to prove this on

the basis of Murk=aviary .

Dr. McCarron Wrote the roport with CYnthil D.Mor-

ris and Clarice Cole. MI arean ths staff of thi school's

DNision of Nepluvlogy andHyporteasion.

The report noted that the Wad in the Unitid Statile

in recant years hos bon toward reduced
of dairy predicts Ammiceas have lowitTlatil:
take of Ms, cholesterol aid salt, bolo to at the riik
of Mart disease and perhaps mow However, the

new study swots that, far some peopleat host, the
restddag loss of calcium maylacrosse the risk of high

blood pressers.,

52
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The Cost of Research Dangers
Finally Is Being Reckoned With

By KAREN DE WITT

Each year severalhundred thousand)Aniericans,
about I percent of the population, voluntarilybecame

research subjects, allowing their bodies to be used to

test eyerything from new cold medicines to experi-

mental cancer treatments. Without suCh volunteers,

medical science would collapse. Practically eYery

drug. medical device and surgical procedure used

today went through a clinical trial witti human,sub-

jects. Increasingly. though, with the explosion in bio-

medical techniques and advances, there is vowing

concern about protecting humaa mseartil subjects

and compensating them for any injury incurred.

Last month, the Department of Health. Education

and Welfare made it mandatory foryesearch institu-

tions to tell potential subjects, as-partof obtaining in-

formed consent. whether, a compensatory mech-

anism 'is available to care for them if they are ine

juted.lhe new rule has caused a controversy in the

research community, raising not only medIcakaies-

bons but moral and ethical ones as well.

The regulation stems froni ,recommendalions of

ihe National Commission for Protection of Human

Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research,

created by Congress in 1974 after revelations of such

the institution responsihle
far thesupport ahd ourtur-

ing of the children born asa result?
Malpractice law does not cover such cases because

It 1s-basedon standard, accepted medical practic.c

not experimental procedures. H.E.W officials are

already at work on rules tnat would begin to clarify

the situation by requiring research institutions to

have compensat ion structures in operation.

Until then, howevi,r, the new regulation confers

another area of responsibility on institutional review
board: H.E.W. has for many years required that

,such boards consider the risk to human subjects, in-

volved In biomedical research project&or psycholog-

ical experiments in which participants are manipu-

lated. There are hundreds of these bodies perma-

nently functioning and theaisands that operate for

short terms. Such.boards must now make sure that

prOspective subjects are told about the:availability,
or lack dB, ofcompensation mechanisms.

This new obligation comes when review boaiyls are

being criticized for failing to liveup to their current

responsibilities in biomedical research, while dyer.

steppina their bounds in the social sciences. For ex- '
ample, at the University of Washington a review

board committee wished to prohibit social scientists,

from observing political demonstrations or court

dues unless those observed consented. At another in-

atitution, a researcher planned co wateh rehearsals

iii Shakespeare festival to see if some actors logo.

lady followed directors' suggestions whde others did

not, and whether one group got hinter reviews The

oommittee advbed tom that he would have to tell the

actors first. Dr. McCarthy said that the Federvi Gov-
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glaring abuses as a lOng.term syphilis study, done on

a group of low.income Alabama bfacks, in which the
disease was allowed to run its course even after the

discovery that penicillin would cure it.
In most current instances, no such provision for

compensation exists. The University of Washingtpri

and the University of.Califorma are exceptions, and

several oreivi countries. including Britain and
Sweden, have compensation programs as part of

their nationaltealth proerams.
Few inedical researchers,object tope compensa-

tion concept, said Dr. Charles,R. McCarthy. director ,

of the Office of Protection from Reiearcii Risks of
the National In.st it utes of Health.,But many fear that

until compensation mechanisms-are created, ceiling

a potential resedich subject that mothing exists to

take care of him or her in caseof I6jury deier

participation.
The new regblation raises other -questioni. WhO

should be responsible for compensation? The re-

searcher? The institution? me Federal Government
it it reqdested the research'? Who should be compen-

sated and, for how long? What sort of compensation
'shouldhe offered, for example, if A woman becomes
pregnant after receiving a placebo during a study to
determine whether the side effects of birth control
pills are actual physical reactioas or lmagina'ryl Is

ernMent was still wrestlingwith this issue. "It really.

runs contrary to oar definitions of private behavior.

Being observed makes ipost of us feel uhcomfort-

able;evenli our action.i are being done in public."

While officibtA review boards may irritate social

selentists, a fa r more serious cnticism; lodged by the

Survey Reseirth tenter of' the 'University oi Michi-

gan; holds that many review boards have :Jiled to

'improve the basic human Protective dew" t;-. Con-

sent forms that subject§ must sign before par-

ticipate in a research project. The survey t. ed out

that many such forms supplied insufficies.. ..rma-

tiOn for prospectiVe
subjects.and were c, t:u.t tor

the average person to
understand; Further.. t the 500

boards surveyed, only holt had settled on men an in-

formal procedure that would require scientihts to tell

subjects if they had been Injured.

'The Hastings Center, an organixatiqp founded in

I* to investigate the ethical impact of the bichogical

sciences, is starting aneWsletter intended to educate

review boards. Dr. RObert M. Veatch of the center

said H.E.W.'s new regulation on compensation was

an example of the increasing coniplexities the boa rdi

bed to deal with. He said the newsletter would serve

as a communication link to discuss case studies at

various institutions,, changing state ind Federal

regulations and court cases.
Fortunately for the human research subject,

,Iltatistics show that it is rare fer someone to be In-

jured during a research pioject. Indeed, a recent sur-

vey of research subjects revealed that-participants

le medical
research...Programs are- actually less

likely than the rest of the population to suffer unto-

ward harm,
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Dear Reader
Our cover painting is Hie latest Of nearly two hundred Monis-

sioned by this !nasalise from the distinguished American artist

Daniel Michael Canavan. It reminds us thatJanuary.flad marks the

ninth anniversary of the Supreme Court &china in the case of

Roe v. Wade, which muck down anti-abortion statutes in all fifty

Mites. The grisly result has been the killing by their own adhere of

thirteen million children more then eleven dam the number el

Americana who have died on the battlefields dell dour wars com-

bined. Mr. Caitavan calls his painting "The thiluwCbild."
TM. month also marks the first annivenery of the Reagan Ad-

miniitration. Beginning on the neat page you will find Gary Allen's

review of its growing trouble'. That an turn I. followed by William

Hoar's report on the efforts al environmental estremits to sour

Interior Seiretary Jame Watt. ladled, so vicUm I. this hate cint-

paign that it involves matted on Watt's religious faith.

The Indic-Ms who hate religion, of couniosre not above using it

for their men purposes.
Beginning on pp nineteen,Alan Stang out-

lines some of thrcrimes of the WorM Council of Churches, tme-

ciillyliwrifying is his account of the butchery and rape of Christian

missionaries by Communist te
financed by the W.C.C.

It is always en objective of 'mind conspirators to cloak even

their Most foul deeds as acts of tre and charity. Thus funds ire ,

raised for the support of
CommuMetethorists who murder simian.

&ries in the name of fighting might. Monis' are collected by esti-

ronmental extremists to smear the character and faith of an honor-

able public 'servant in the name of saving the whales or preserving

the whooping cram. AA so that every living child might be loved.

thirteen million American babies Pe killed at the convenience qt

their mothers. Indeed, an
Nobert.Lm shows in hie article beginnina

on pep forty.five, even the charity of America as a nation haa been

manipulated to bleed us of MOO billion dollars in foreign-aid pro-

grams that have done little more than institutionalise poverty and

dictatorship while opening thedoor to Communism.

It ir simply incredible how effectively the best instincts of

Americans have been harnessed to make possible our destruction. For

instance. consider John ItHi's report here on Public Broadcasting.

Persuaded that television should offer ballet and Shakespeare and

symphony to glorify OUf heritage and edify ou;cople. COOffells Cfl

ated the Public Broademting Corporation. result pas naked

dancing. British soap opera, and news prograiiming that ofteh

seems to come right out alb@ pages of Pravda.

One doesn't know whetherto laugh or cry. EscePt there isn t tide

for either. With our fellow
Americans beginning at lest to awaken to

the ways in which they have been so cruelly used. Conmrvatives must

now lead or forfeit. The stakes are everithing we love. ,

Sincerely.

Star5reatIt.
AMERICAN OPINION ISSN 0003-0231 Is published monifily except July by Robe'

Welch, Inc.. 395 Concord Avenue. Belmont, Massachusetts 0217$ U.S.A. Subscription tett -

are eighteen dollars per year In the Uhlted States, twenty dollars elsewhere. Copyright

11141 by Robert-Welch, Inc. We use almost no articles except thosewritten to order, end ci:

assume no resporsibility tor ttle return of unsolicited manuscripts.

Second Class Restage Paid at Boston.
Massachusetts, and at addltio 1 mailing offict

PesImesier: Sent FORM $179 I. Robert Web*, Ins., lielment, Massaeleisetle 02179.
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Affiliated Publication

excerpt from "How Your Taxes Go to Fund the Left.:' American Opinion, March 1982.

William P. Hoai is a feature columnist and Associate Editor for The

Review Of The News, the authoritative national Conservative newsmagazine.

Mr. Hoar, who is a graduate of Bowdoin College, is a frequent contributor.

LEGA'', PLUNDVI cal be oiganized in

an infinite number of ways, Iv-
flected the French statesman Fred-
eric Bastiat in the mid-Nineteenth
Century. For example, he said, those
include "tariffs, protection, bene-
fits, subsidies, encouragements, pro-

gressive taication, public schools,
guaranteed jobs, guaranteed profits,
minimum wages, a right to relief, a

MARCH, 1982
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right to the tools of labor, free cred-
it, and so on, and so on. All these
plans as a whole with their com-
mon aim of legal plunder Consti-

tute socialism."
it is just such a system that is

today stealing our federal tax dol-
lars for such projects as a siirvey "of
cross-cultural folk traditions using
fois puppets to promote internation-
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al understanding among diverse cul-
tures of Africa and Asia." Perhaps
Frederic Bastiat, who died in 1860,
was better off not knowing how far
"legal plunder" might go.

But we Americans, whose total
earnings for at least five months of
the year are taxed away to, subsidize

such balderdash and worse, must put
an end. to it. And that means de-
funding the Left by withdrawing
federal subsidies. That is, unless we
want to continue expenditure of tax
dollars for such projects as a docu-
mentary film about Chicano youths
in the Forties called Pachuco Zoot-
suit ers! We've already paid for that
one, of course, thanks to the Na-
tional Endowment for the Arts.
Which means that some married cou-
ple, filing ja:ntly with taxable in-
come of forty thousand dollars, saw
the federal government spend every
cent of their income taxes on the
aforementioned movie.

Doesn't that make you Want to
file an early tax return? After all,
Uncle Sam needs your dollars today.

The Reaganite National Endow-
ment for the Arts has also joined
forces with a venture in Georgetown.
called the Pleasure Chest to present
an "Erotic Art Show" at the Wash-
ington's Women's Art Center. As re-
viewed by the jaded Washington Post
for January 30, 1982: This "woozy,
woMb-a-rama is a dull, defiant
downer. Its chief imagery is vulvar.
The feminist who juried it, Joan
Semmel of New York, apparently be-
lieves that consciousness is raised' by
lowering the gaze . . . . 'The female
sexual organ is portrayed, often
vaguely, more than 50 times in this
35-item show."

And yotr,' Mr. and Mrs. America,
financed it.

fhese people do have i little trou-
ble with their ideology. For instance,
does this not work at' cross-purposes

to the thousands of tax dollars
granted.by the N.E.A. to the Femin-
iit Radio Network to improve pro-
grams by, for, and about women? Or
is it competitive with the Arts En-
dowment grant of your tax money
to the San Francisco "literary mag-
azine" called Gay Sunshine?

All of the above, and more, are
part of the Left's federal subsidy.
And it is just such destructive'apend-
ing that makes Americans 'angry
about Mr. Reagan's proposed federal
Budget of more than $750 billion.
Recall that it took the United States.
one hundred seventy-five years to
acquire &Budget 'of $100 billion; but
in the subsequent two decades that
Budget has been increased seven-
fold. As atFrench maximist once put
it, it's "easier to make certain things
legal than to make them legitimate."

But what can be done can also be

undone if enough public pressure
is applied. Such pressdre certainly is
needed, because. your federal taxes
are novrbeing spent to lobby for the
squandering of even more tax money.
Donald LaMbro described this pro-
cedure in Fat City: How Washington
Wastes Your Taxes:

"As more and more funding is be-
coming available through grants, con-
tracts, and awards, many of these
lobbying and advocacy groups are es-
tablishing,tax-exempt spin-off groups
or so-called educational and research
conduits,' through ivhich federal
funds are spent. So many private
groups and atieociations are receiving
federal funding of one' type or an-
other that it is not uncommon to
hear federal officials ask, 'Do you
know of anyone .who isn't getting
federal money?'

"An 'examination of government
records reveals a seemingly endless
list of these subsidized organiza-
tions. Many of them are well-

staffed, financially, well-heeled, and

AMERICAN OPINION
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Government channels millions of your tax

dollars each year into such Leftist schmes as

the socialist Campaign for Economic Demo,c-

racy and the radical National Organization for

Women. Your taxes have also gone to subsi-

dize homosexual immigrants from Cuba and

Medicaid payments for sex change operations.

often deeply involved in political ac-
tion, grass-roots organizing, and vari-

ous public advocacy and legialative
lobbying activities and causes. More
important, there is substantial evi-
dence that our tax dollars are often
indirectly supporting the lobbying
programs of many of these special-
interest groups. This is occurring de-
spite the fact that federal law clear-
ly states that it is illegal for fed-
eral funds to be used 'directly or in-'
directly' to influence a member of
Congress in his legislative duties."
(South Bend,Indiana, Regnery/Gate-
way, 1980.)

Undoubtedly you'll be pleased to
know as well that Mr. and Mrs.
Hanoi Jane Fonda 'have been bene-
ficiaries of your tax money througli
their Campaign for Economic De-
mocracy, an out-and-out socialist po-
litical party.

"Under the Carter administration,
for example," reported the February
issue of Reason magazine; "$189,000
was granted to CED's Laurel Springs
facility to train VISTA volunteers.
(Laurel Springs is a 120-acre ranch
north of Santa Barbara, California,
bought by Fonda and [Torn "We Are
All Vietcone] Hayden in -1977 as a
site for developing alternative energy
sources and setting up a CED Orga-

nizer Training Institute and a sum-
mer camp.)

MARCH; 1982
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"CETA [CoMprehensive Educa-
tion and Training Act] money found
its way to Santa Monica City Council
member and now mayor Ruth Yan-
natta Goldway's 'Center for New, Cor-

porate Priorities.' This openly politi-
cal organization recei'ved a $126,000
grant that paid part of Ms. Gold-
way's own salary at the center and
went toward placing 57 CETA train-
ees in community organization with

varying connections to CED . . . .

"Department of Energy funds

came under Tom Hayden's control
when he was made director of a [De-
partment of Energy] project in Cali-

. fornia. 'In' addition to hiring CED
cronies to work on %item SUNIs
staff,' reported' the Berkeley Barb,
'Hayden and his allies have also been
careful to see that federal funds
from the program have been chan-
neled, almost exclusively, into "com-

munity action" piograms and groups
affiliated with CED. "

And while the Reagan Department
of Education may yet, be 'restruc-
tured, 'it has in the meantime been
funding the radical Project bn Equal
Eduiation Rights (P.E.E.R.) in its al-
leged attempt to create "a feminist
model of a basic elementary 'text-
book" where "Cro-Magnon man,"
for inatance, is replaced "by "Cro-
Magnon people." According to Hu-

man Events for January 30, 1982:



Affiliated Publication

"Militarism and the Tradition of Radical Feminism." WomenA Journal of Liberation, Vol. 8 (1),

December 1981.

MILITARISM and
the TRAD ON

of RADICAL
FEM M

Is militarism -a viomen's issue? Thinking

about this question, I developed a hunger

for history. I wondered how wothen during

the 1930s experienced the decades between

the world wars.. Was ihe women's movement

active? How did feminists view, and what

actions did they take against, the impending

war? My search for answers brought me to

two books--Virginia Woolf's Three Guineas

(1938) and- Winifred Holtby's Women and a

Changing Civilization '.(1935). These books

present striking and disquieting parallels to

our current predicaments.
Despite World War I, the thirties wit-

nessed the emergence of dangers very much

like what we are now facing. Both Woolf and

Holtby provide us with a feminist perspective
on the years of economic depression and rising
fascism preceding World War H. In Women

and a Changing Civilization, a /Mend of

Holtby lectures:
There had been a rise of feminism;
there is now a reaction against it.
The pendulum is swinging backwardS,
not only againsi feminism, but against
democracy, liberty, and reason,
against international cooperation and
political tolerance.
Maltby describes the ideological campaign

to take away the gains of feminism, how con-

cepts and adinonitions on women's proper
sphere crept into public consciousness in

the guise of objective study, the publication
of novels depicting women suffering from

by RENA GRASSO PATTERSON
BROOKLYN, NY

their achievements, and the use of antifeminist*,

as sPokeswomen for reaction. In the thirties it

was Ethel M. Deel who wrote and spoke widely

of women as "neurotic masochists yearning for

the strong hand of the master."

`.The subjugation of women was necessary

to rebuilding and expanding capitalist patriar-

chy. 1931 the Catholic Church played a

key role by:issuing a papal encyclical, "Casti

Connobii." Marriage, it-declared, was a ,sacred

union, divorce a grave offense, the use of

contraception sinful, and the subservience of

women a divine mandate. Russia was modify-

ing its liberal policy cin abortion and contra-
ception, and abortion in England was a crime

punishable by from three years in jail to a

life sentence.
In. Germany after impressive achievements

were made possible by the declaration of
equality in:1918, women in the thirties were

harshly pushed out of the economy. Concom-

itantly, Hitler, Mussolini, and countless ideo-
logues extolled the sanctity of motherhood.
Charges of lesbianism were. leveled against

any women bucking the conservative tide.
Hitler had come to power with promises to

restore Germany's prestige andlts economic
and military might, and to cure 'unemployment

and ialation.
Can we prevent war? A gentleman poses

this question to Virginia Woolf. Three Guineas
is her ansvger--an analysis of male domination
and her Vision of an autonomous women'S move-
ment. Thus she responda to the question by
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educating the man on Aurthur's Education Fund--

since medieval times, women have been deprived
of education while the sons of the, educated
receive all the money, liberties, and amenities
necessary to establish and maintiin male domi-

nation in every public sphere.

Woolf!s nalysis is not simply a harangue

on inequality (though her lack of formal.uni-
versity education was a source of shame and

bitterness for Woolf). The key!tone of her
thesis is that "the two classes (men and wourail)

differ enormously." Yet this position is em-
phatically not biological or mystical, but firmly
rooted in history and tradition- She argues
that the social, educational, and economic con-
ditions of men and women differ radically and
that this history is "not without its effects on
mind and body."

Having established this foundation, Woolf

holds before her imaginary -interlocutor a photo

of dead bodies and ruined homes. She marks

the horror and revulsion the photo excites and
then asks that we consider the connections
between this image and the differing social

lives of men and women. She helps us draw

this connection by invoking images and ob-

servations: an ermine-bedecked judge pontif-

icating on women's vanity is offered for our

scrutiny. Woolf asks us to consider male love

of self-advertisement and male dress with its
emphasis on degree, distinction, and status.
Her conclusion iS that the system of distinc-
tion and ceremony reflecting and legitimatizing

male power is ihe emblem of an invidious sys-

tem which rouses competition and jealoulythe
attitudes and behavior which foster war and

conflict.
At the pinnacle of the hierarchy, Woolf

reveals its epitome:
It is the figure of a man; some say,
others deny, that he is Man himself,
the quintessence of virility, the per-
fect type of which all others are
imperfect adumbrations. lie is a man

certainly. His eyes are glazed; his

eyes glare. His body, which is braced

in an unnatural position, is tightly
cased in uniform. Up.on the breast
of that uniform are sewn several
medals and mystic symbols. His
hand is upon a sword. He is called
in German and Italian Fuhrer and Duce;

in our own language Tyrant or Dic-
tator. And behind him lie ruined
houses and dead bodies--men, women,
and children.
Buf the crux of her argument is yet to

be developed. For the significance of this
portrait only emerOs with an understanding
of male despotism at all' societal levels and,
most peivasively and insidiously, in the power
of "fathers." Prawing examples from biog.;

raphy, Woolf recounts the 'grim histories

50"

of daughters tyrannized by fathers who keep

them dependent and powerless. These family
dictators, she asserts, derive their force from

a society which supports priVate despots be-
cause they are essential to male domination.

All this is to deny ,her questioner and
'her readers the comfort of easy abstractions.
He says he wants justice, freedom, and liber-
ty, and to prevent war. Woolf replies that
these can never be realized so long as patri-
archy retains its hold an men and women.
The battle against tyranny and destruction is
the same battle that feminists have been waging

since the nineteenth century. It is the battle
against pale domination, and Woolf insists it

must be fought at home as well as abroad', in

Our intimate "private" lives as well as in the

public arena: "Should we not crush him in
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our own country before we ask her (Woman)

to help us to crush him abroad?" -

This realization leads to Woolf's articula-

'Hon of feminist strategy. By virtue of women's

oppression.and
deprivation, she argues, women

have the potential to change the destructive

and unjust nature of society. Women form.a

"Society of Outsiders," who must build upon

their "outsiderness." She.envisions not only

an autonomous women's movement but a radical

one; one that implicitly indicts liberal femi-

nism: women must refuse all distinctions.,
honors, and degrees; they must become edu-

cated, even professionals, but never must

they support practices which deny that edu-

cation and profession to,other races and
clisses. Women must refuse to make more
Money and gobble up more resources than
they need to live a reasonable life.

At the heart of her argument and vision,

Woolf places women's "Freedom from Unreal
Loyalties" as the source of their revolutionary

,potentiai. The patriotism and natMnalitun
which spur men to defend and fight for what

has benefited them so much must not mean
the same things for women. "As a woman I
want no country. As a woman my country
is the whole world," writes Woolf.

It is a profound and troubling answer
which.Virginia Woolf offers. To'be effective,
the Society of Outsiders must, scrupulously
live its politics. This seems an appropriate
ideal but practically difficult to attain in a
society which puts status and money at the
core of self-worth. The task she sets is
awesome. To prevent war is inseparable from
creating a new society--one that transforms
the fundamental relationships between indi-
viduals as well as between the institutions. The
responsibility falls historically on women, who
must preserve their special perspectives and
strengthen their "outsiders" qualities in all
women's groups. Thus she refuses to allow

that women would join male protest societies:

For by so. doing we should merge
our identity in yours; follow . . .

and score still deeper the old worn
ruts in which society, like a grama-

phone whose needle is stuck, is
grinding out with intolerable unanim-
ity "Three Hundred Wilton spent
upon arms."

1

But what do we as feminists learn besides

the remarkable parallels linking us with the

thirties? The observations 'and Convictions of

Woolf and Holtby strengtben my own conviction

that as women we must fight froni the center

of our oppression as womeif because it is in-
separable from all the.interactiif oppressions
and injustices. Holtby pondere the propen-

sity of humankind to deny full .humanity to
differing social groups (women', blacks, Native

Americans, the poor and working class). The

trivialization and second-rate /status accorded

to women and concerns associated with women's
spheres, and the concomitant valuation of
masculine behavior Is the saurce of destructive
forces sweeping the world now as in the thir-
ties:

The lack of interest ,ilisplayed by
public authorities in/ the creation
and preservation of:healthy human
life compared with "he provision of
military- defense against possible
enemies-=all these /varying Aspects
of modern life arise from the same .

deeply-rooted conviction that women

and their affairslare of less impor=
tance than men and their affairs.
A modern state ,thinks it essential
to have three AU ministries-7one
each to organize military, naval
and air destruetion--but only one
ministry of health, for preservation
of life.
A cardinal precept of radical feminism

in the 1960s and 1910s was anticipated in

Woolf's "answer" to the question of war: "The

public and the private worlds are inseparably
connected . . the tyrannies and servilities
of the one are the tyrannies and servilities of

the other." To prevent war is to fight male

power, to expose and defy the ipretensions of
masculinity, and to recognize and act against
the basic principle operating in all domains
of patriarchal-capitalist society.
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Sensationalist Publication

"New Youth Serum Adds 20 Years to Your Life." National Examiner, 8 April 1981.

New youth serum adds
20 years to your life

AN AMAZING new hormone injection that can add

up to 20 years to your life, has been discovered by

top scientists in the U.S.
Thiscovered hormone th ymos works by

boosting- the body's .immune system and making a

senior citizen as capable of fighting disease as any

healthy young adult.
What's more thymosin can keep alive those

children_who usually die at an early age because

they were born without the ability to fight disease.

, :'We're very excited about ou; discovery." Or.
Allan Goldstein., of the G eorge Washington Univer,

sity School of Medicine in Washington. D.C., told
the Examiner. "It has great
potential for prolonging
life.

Because so few children
are born With the inability
to fight disease., Dr. Gold-
stein says the biggest..im-
pact of the newly discover-
ed hormone-will be on the

elderly.
"The discovery of thymosin could mean people

will be a lot healthier in old age. Many won't have to

deal with disabling diseases at all." said Dr. Gold-

stein, "And they'll live longer.-
The possible life span of the human being is now

considered to be about 110. Yet most people don't

make it to that ripe old age.
"I'm dot saying we'll be able to boosi ,the

lifespan beyond 110 years with thymosin, but we

may be able to affect the average life expectancy."

Dr. William Regelson, seientific director of the Fund

for Integrative Biomedical Research (FIBER) told

the Examiner,
"If thymosin is as successful as hoped/the

non e
fights
restore

average lifeexpectancy could be 8 or 90 instead of

the present 73."
The hormone-thymosin was

discovered by Dr.

Goldstein and Dr. Abraham White when' they Work-

ed together at thc Albert Einstein School of Medi-

cine in New York City,
The, pair found that the thymosin-producing

thymus glaml, found under the breastbone. is the

master gland which controls the 'inimune system.

Everyone produce; a lot of thymosin When they

are young but as they age, the thymus is one of the

first glands to self-destruct. This results in a very

weak immune qstem in most elderly people.
With the first ill wind

hormone
they succumb to disease
and die or suffer for a long

d
time.

isease
However with injections

of thymo'sin, the immune
system would continue to

s health
operate at a high level even
even into old age.

It would be particularly
effective helping the aged fight the mat common
killer diseases Cancer, rheumatoid arthritis, and

pneumonia and other infections:
Thymosin is usually extraced- from the thymus

.gland in calves. However now it is being synthetic-

ally manufactured by Hoffman-LaRoche:the larg-

est pharmaceutical company in the world.
'Although it proved hugely successful in labor-

atory experiments on rats, :so far it has only been

tested a short time on adults.
A number of researchers believe science is on

the verge of many discoveries that will increase the

average lifetime.
But aging is a part of earthly existence.
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STUDENT RESEARCH TOOL

Introduction

A plate of spaghetti might be very appealing to the eye, but to try to eat it, without the

benefit of a foil might proveirustrating and slOppy to say the least. Someone trying to

use chop sticks for the first time can experience similar feelings. Indeed, students who

face the task of writing a research paper face the same problems. They must be taught

not only the research tools that are available, but the ways in which they can use these

tools.

This Section of the Course Manual is designed to help tbe teacher assess what his

or her pupils actually know about research and what they need to learn in order to as-

'sist them in doing their research. When used in conjunction With the Writing Manual,

"Studerit Research Tools" should give the teacher a valuable list of topics and activities

to draw upon. The teacher is encouraged to choose the particular topics and activities

that will be of most value to his or her class.

In organizing any unit on research papers, the teacher should use all available

resotirces. The school library' and local public and/or college libraries should be in-

formed of the subjects to be researched well,in adliance. Arrangements can be made-for

class visits. The better informed the librarian is about the scope of the tesearch project,

the materials needed, the abilities and interests of the students, the better the librarian

will be able to offer assistance. The teacher may, indeed, find it advantageous to exam-

ine the materials available in the local library and make suggestions to the librarian.

By teaching the students what resources are available and how they can use

them, the teacher will help minimiZe most of the mysfery, frustration, and time in-

volved in the pupils' research. Through the study of the areas covered in this section, it

is 'hoped the student will learn:

a. to use a variety of resources independfntly and to be able to explore different

aspects of a subject;

b. to select subject headings and find information through these subjects in en-

cyclopedia indices, the card catalog, and other special indices and. reference

works;
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c. to understand the importance of bringing a subject up to date through peri-

odicals and other current materials;

d. to extend basic research toward the exploration of individual materials and

the resources of outside agencies;

e. to evaluate, critically sources used, to organize the information gathered, And

to present it clearly and accurate)), in the form required;

f. to use media center resources both in and out of school to" satisfy the de-

mands of his personal life and the demands of the cominunity in which he

lives;

g. to develop skills in locating and using in the most effective way a variety-of

avatlable resource materials;

h. to develop skills and interest in investigating and searching for additional in-

formation to clarify, supplement and enrich his existing knowledge.
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TOPIC IDIAGNOSTIC RESEARCH TOOLS TEST

To determine how. much background students have in using and understanding library

reference materials, the teacher may choose to give the class the following DIAGNOS-

TIC RESEARCH TOOLS TEST.

This test is meant as a diagnostic tool to evaluate the spedfic needs of a class..

Based on the results of this test the teacher can select these areas from the topics that

follow in which the class or the individual pupil requires instruction.

The teacher should adapt the materials and the suggested activities in this sec-

tion according to his/her need.

Diagnostic Research Tools Test

Directions: For each of the items below, select the letter of the best answer. Since this is

a diagnostic test, do not guess if you are unsure of an item.

1. An index of books in a library is a) the Reader? Guide b) the Librarian's-Guide

c) Books in Print d) the card catalogue e) The Book of Lists.

2. The card catalogue is arranged a) by date of publication b) in alphabetical

order c) by name of publisher d) in chronological order e) randomly.

3. The call number of a card in the card catalogue tells a) the telephone-number

of the publisher of the book b) the telephone number of the author c) the

number of books in the library d) the naMe ofthe author e) the location of

the book.

4. In the card catalogue, an authot's name will appear a) on the author card

b) on the subject card c) on the title card d) on the cross-reference card e) on

a), b) and c) of the above.

5. Every book listed in the card catalogue has a) three call numbers b) only one

call number c) more than three call numbers d) one call number of each type

of file card e) one author.

6. The Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature contains listings of a) most scientifiC

journals b) historical literature c) popular magazines d) reference books in

the library e) major newspapers.

7. The Readers' -Guide lists items by a) author and subject b) author and title

c) subject and title d) author only e) subject only.
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FOR THE NEXT THREE QUESTIONS, REFER TO THE FOLthWING ENTRY FROM

THE READERS' GUIDE.
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ACID RAIN
Acid lakes froM natural and anthropogenic causes. R.

PatriCk and others bibi f il Science 211:446-8 Ja 30 '81 .

8. "ACID RAIN" is the a) title of the article b) author's name c) subject of the

article d) cross-reference citation e) name used by Patrick.

9. The numbers 211:446-8 are a).the date and pages- b) the date and volume c)

the date and issue number d) the volume and issue number e) the voluthe

and page numbers. -

10. The lettei "f" means the article a) is written with footnotes b) has been trans-

lated into French c) is factual d) was published in the fall e) is fiction.

11. The main purpose of a bibliography is to a) describe b) explain specialized

vocabulary c) include other material such as tables and charts d) give the

date and place of publication e) refer the reader to additional sources.

12. To see an overview'of The material in a book, one should fir;t consult the a)

table of contents b).glossary c) index d) preface e) appendix.

13: Which of the following is not usually found in the title page of a book.? a) city

of publication b) publisher c) author d) copyrighl date e)' title.

14. If a word is labeled "obs" in a dictionary it -a) is no longer used b) is used

only in conversation c) has two,or more pronunciations d) has several mean-
.

ings .e) has more than one spelling.

15. If a word is colloquial it is a) no longer used b) used in formal writing c) new

d) also obsolete e) used in informal Writing, and ordinary speech.

16. A thesaurus contains a) synonyms and antonyms b) miscellaneous facts c)

pictures of famoUs people) digests of book reviews e) homonyms.

17. The same general purpose of Roget's International Thesaurus. is served by a)

Who's Who b) an almanac c) Columbia-Lippincott Gazetteer of the World4) Read-

ers' Guide e) Dictionary of Synonynis.

. The vertical file holds,a) pamphlets or clippings b) card catalogue cards c)

book reviews d) reference book cards e) almanac listings.

19. For detailed recent information one should consult a) an unabridged dic-

tionary b) the card catalogue c) an atlas d) an encyclopedia e) the vertical file.

20. The Congressional Record is indexed by a) topic b) speaker c) party cl), topic

and speaker e) party and topic.

21. The Congressional Record contains a) only the spoken words of senators and

representatives b) only the bills that Congress is considering c) an 'alphabet-

ical list of all the speakers for each day d) Minutes of subcommittees of Con-

gress e) statements or insertions which are not spoken by the Member on

the floor in addition to speeches by members of Congress.
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22. An article in an encyclopedia is often followed by a) a glossary b) a biogra-

phy of the author c) the date the atticle was written d) a bibliography e) an-

other article on the swim topic:

23. The World Almanac's index is unusual because it is a) not in,alpfiabetical or-

der b) located in the front of the book c) a separate booklet d) nor revised

every year e) arranged by date order.

24. In writing a paper on the subject "Solid Waste Disposal," one source to use

for the most current information would be a) McGraw-Hill Encyclopedia of Sci-

ence and'Technology b) Van Nostrand's Scientific Encyclopedia c) New York Times

Index d) Telephone Company Yellow Pages e) Cook and Munro.

25. Books in Print is a listing of books a) in a section of the library b) no longer

available in your library c) that are still being sold by publishers d) that are

found in every library e) that are most popular with readers.

ANSWER KEY

1. a 13. d

2. b 14. a

3. e 15. e

4. e 16. a

5. b 17. e

c 18. a

7. a 19.. a

8. c 20. d
9. e 21. e

TO. a 22. d

11. e 23: b

12. a 24. c
25. e
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TOPIC II-HOW TO LOOK .UP A TOPIC

Students need to be taught that they must look up the words of their topic. For example

using the topic 'Solid Waste Disposal," each word should be looked up in a periodical

. index such as the Readers' Guide. It is also necessaiy to, train'students to look up related

topics which are part of or related to,the main or &ntral topic. Thus, to find additional

information on Solid Waste Disposal, ofie might.also bxatnine Environmental Pollution,

Sanitation, Open Air Burning, Landfill, Ground Water Treatment and related

subtopics.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITY:

1. Provide several main topics. Elicit the words students would look up. Then -

elicit related sub-topics that could be looked up to provide additional infor-

mation. .

Examples:
Nuclear Power---Pros and Cons.

Human Experimentation
Recombinant D.N.A. ,

Cloning
in Vitro FertilizatCon

Lftetriie
Genetic Counseling
Population C.ontrol
Acid Rain
Organ Transplants

What sub-topics would you look up for each of these main topics?

2. Assign students a list of topics and have them gather general information on

note cards through reading encyclopedia articles, chapters in textbOoks, or

assigned readings.

3. See dlso, Activity I in Writing Manual.
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TOPIC III-HOW TO USE, THE CARD CATALOGUE
.AND THE READERS' GUIDE

The card catalogue is an iniex to books in a partiCular library. Like the Readers' Guide, it

is arranged in alphabetical order. Call numbers_on books correspond to numbers on file

cards in the thrd catalogue. Thus the call number is used to locate a .book. There are

seyeial ways to use the catalogue:One may look up a topic, an author or a title. Some

topics may even be cross-referenced with a special card for that purpose. However, no

--matter-how_manysards may appear for a book, it will have only one calt number.

The Reciders' Guide to Periodical Literature contains listings of many popular maga-

zines. A few science publications such as Scientific American, Science and Science Digest

are indexed. It lists items alphabetically by author and subject. Entries provide the

topic, title of the article, author's name, whether or not a bibliography and/or fcotnotes

and illustrations are used, the title or abbreviation of the title of the publication, the

volume number, pages and date. The Readers' Guide also lists the names and addresses

of all publications that are indexed.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Card Catalogue and Readers Guide:
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1. Using the card catalogue in your local library list five works that may be of

use to you on any one of the topics listed in Lesson 1. For each work list au-

thor, title, publisher, and date of publication.

2.. Using the fOilowing sample page from the Readers' Guide, answer the ques-

tions below:

a. In addition to the topic POLLUTION, under what other headings might

Mformation on pollution be found?

b. What is the name of the article written by JAMES B. POLLACk?

c. In what journal is James Pollack's article found?

d. What do "bibl," "f" and "11" mean?

e. What is the name of an article dealing with pollution in New Brunswick?

f. Where and when was it published?

g. Scan the page to find an article on genes and inherited diseases. Under

what heading is it listed? Under what other headings might it also be

found?



NADIRS' GUIDt TO PERIODICAL LITERATU

POLITICS. Cerruntlen InCoatisand
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POLITICS and business. See BusinessPolitical
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POLITICS and Christianity. See Religion and poll-
tics

POLITICS and education
See also

Political scienceStudy and teaching
POLITICS and industry. See Industry and state
POLITICS and literature
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Oornic books, strips, etc.Political aspects

. POLITICS and newspapers. See Newspapers and
Polities

POLITICS and religl*n. See Religion and politics
POLITICS and science. See Science and state
POLITICS and the press. Sea Press and Politics
POLITIC" In literature

Madeleine Les. meet Nancy Reagan (views et
H. Adams in Democracy) W. Shapiro. Wash
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POLK, P. H.
Two worlds in sharp focus. M. Childress. 11

South Lly 16:130-2 F '111
POLLACK. James IF.

Meaeurements of the volcanic plumes of Mout t
St. Helene In the stratosphere and tropoephe :
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POLLACK. Shea
Trade secrets (interview by C. Wyatt) pos W ii
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POLLEN

. Prospecting with the aid of bees_ (pollen n-
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POLLINATION. See Fertilisation of plants
POLLITT, KathaMetaphors of women [poem] Atlantic 247: 3 F

'SI
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POLLUTION
See also

Acid rain
Air pollution
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Energy industriesEnvtronmental aspec
Power piantsEnvironmental aspects
Radioactive pollution
lin:eking furnacesEnvironmental aspects
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Trade w&A t e Maws%)
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Centre!
See else

Industry and the environment
Water pollutionControl
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Ontario
Niagara' quiet crisis. J.
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Texas
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POLLU ION, Outdoor light. Ss* Lighting, Out-
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Polo makes galloping comeback,"0. C. Denison.
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POL MUM

Eff ot trace gases and water vapor on
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JurpOinta genes heip trace inherited diseases. R.
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POLYNESIA
See else

Marquesas Islands
POMERANZ, Virginia IL

Case for the working mother (Interview by N. H.
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POMEROL wines. See Wine
POSSUM, Maghum
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Colorful
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"Nile ohs
Solar ponds
Stone and concrete Pond adAs sonne and
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FONTS, Lewell
How artificial light effects your health. Read

Digest 111:131-4 F
PONY Clubs, -United States. See United States

Pony aube Inc
POOLE lesish J.

-- Washington Page. II Black, Enterprise 1127 F:
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POORSee
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Homeless
TraPubgcpswelfare

Public record (excerpt from the twelfth relxvt.
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LOA. tonomic Opportunity] 11 Harpers 262:

Health -end hygiene
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4:1:23-5 Mr 'III Medical care
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Medicaid New York (stets)
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New YoKs (c10)-400f

Philippines
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3. Study the following cards from a college library:

a. Identify the cards as either'Ubject, title, or author cards.

b. What is the title of the work?

c. Who is the author?

d. When was it published?

e. Who published the book?

f. How mahy pages are contained in thiS book?

g. Why is the date of publication important?

GENETIC ENGINEERING=-SOCIAL ASPECTS.

QH Goodfield,.G. June.

442 Playing God: genetic engineering-and.the

.666
minipulation of' Life / June

Goodfieid. -- 1st ed. -- New York:

Random House, C1977.
xiii, 219 p. ; 22'cm.

ISBN 0-394-40692-8

1. Genetictengineering7- Social

aspects. 1. Title.

QH442.G66
174/.2
77-6023

NRIO B/NA A 07-002316 PLAYINGG 05/15/78'

QH
442
.666

Playing God:,

Goodfield, G. June.

-
Playing God : genetic engineering and the

manipulation of Life / June

Goodfield. 1st ed. -- New York:

Random House, c1977.

xiii, 218 p. ; 22 cm.

ISBN 0=394-40692-8

1. Genetic engineering--Social

aspects. 1. Title.

QH442..G66

NRIC

174/.2
77-6023'

B/NA A D7-002316 PLAYINGG '05/15/78
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TOPIC IVHOW TO USE STANDARD REFERENCES
DICTIONARY, ENCYCLOPEDIA, ALMANAC,

THESAURUS, VERTICAL FILE,
NEW YORK TIMES INDEX

All students hate used dictionaries; h-owevex, certain terms may not be known. Review

the abbieviations "obs." for obsolete and "col." for collocittial. Explain that obsolete terms

are no longer in use and colloquial ones are not appropriate for formal writing.

Encyclopedias may be used initially to develop some background, but their main

value is the bibliography that is found at the end of the article on a particular topic.

However, caution students that this list of sources may not be current.

For more recent information, the vertical.file, 'the New York Times Index and an

almanac should be consulted. The librarian will have to provide help with the vertical

file and.if possible 'the Times Index.

Students should be encouraged to 'consult a thesaurus to enlarge their vocabu-

laries and eliminate redundancies from their prose. They might also consult a dictionary

of synonyms for this purpose.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

1: iConsuk with the school's 1i4arian about the available reference material in

your library.

2. Coordinate with the library the topics that are appropriate-for the materials

available.

3. Arrange either for,the class to visit the library or for the librarian to bring ref-

erence books to the classroom. The purpose of the visit is to famiiiarize the

students with these materials before they begin their research on their own.

This activity will hare more purpose if the students are provided with topics

to work with during this visit.

. 0
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TOPIC VWHAT OTHER USEFUL SOURCES OF

INFORMATION ARE AVAILABLE?

There are a number of specialized reference materials available to the research student.

The following list is designed to help the student in his quest for direction for sources of

information. Addresses of publications havebeen included should they not be available

locally.

I. Biology Digest (BD.) is designed specifically for high school students. It organizes,

summarizes ;and indexes the most worthwhile scientific literature in the life sci-

ences. It is published monthly except in June, July, and August by Data Courier,

Inc., 620 South Fifth Street, LouisVille, Kentucky 40202. It consiks of a feature sec-

tion, an abstracts section divided by topic, such as Infectious Diseases", "Envi-

ronmental Quality", and "Book Reviews," and an index section. Under "Environ-

mental Quality," a student might find abstracts on climatology, ecology, air and

water pollution, forestry, hydrobiology, and energy resources. Biolog? Digest

should be available in most high school libraries. It is a most useful reference tool

. 'for the secondary school student.

The following illustration is from a section in "Environmental Quality" in BD. Thls ex=

cerpt could be, produced .by the teacher to give the class an example of the material

found in BD. It could also be used as a method to improve comprehension, to generate

discussion or to reenforce the application of current areas of study. The questions below

are samples of the kind that might be asked.
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1. What is the main problem in ^dealing with synthetic materials and their reac-

- tions in the enVironment? (Identification.),

2. Name three ways chemicals can travel through the environment. (Evapora,

tion, precipitation, absorption.)

3. What does the word innocuous mean? (Harmless.)

4. Why has4the precipitation over Scandinavia become inCreasingly acid over

the last decades? (Sulfur emission' into atmosphere.)

5. What will bethe effect of acid rain on forest land? (Decreased forest produc-

tion.)

6. How will acid rain affect watercourses? (Change in species .compositionof

fish population.)
7. Which of these two abstracts concerns a more immediate and more hazard-

ous problem for, mankind? (Discuss.)
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Environmental Quality

76/7-2161
Tracking tbe Elusive Sa Natant.
Anonymous; Environmental Science and Technology, July 1976,

10(7):640-64 I.
With the onset of the chemical eta came many chemicals that resist

normal biological degradation' processeS. These synthetic materials must

be confined or rendered innocuous to prevent environmental contamina-

uon. The EPA recently formed a 15-member Environmental Pollution

Movement and Transformation
Advisory Committee to aid in evaluating

existing data concerning synthetic materials and their reactions in the

enYironment. The5ain problem in dealing with these substances is

t. identification, biit accurate prediction of environmental reactions re-

quires precise information about them and the environmental situation_

at hand.
'.ynthetic materials that cannot be biologically degraded are some-

times called xenobio tics or antluopogenics. They can usually be detoxi-

fieo in an.aqueous environment trace metals, however, must be isolated.

Chemicals can pavel through the environment via evaporation, precipi-

tation, or absorption. Reaction rates vary with changes in temperature

arid pH. Photolysis and
hydrolysisdegradation by light or water

elementsare both important transformation modes that render the

original pollutant innocuous.
In the soil, it is more difficult to delineate between biological and

chemical reaction>. Pesticides, however, which have been observed

closely, often decompose minimally in the soil: in thc case of such

chemicals, microbial activity and sunlight are the major degradation

agents. `Reduction (addition of an electron)eanother route to render

chemical pollutants harmless, has been demonstrated successfully in the

laboratory with DDT and toxaphene. Regardless of the transformation

mode, the environmental impact of a chemical is linked directly to its

concentration, its physical-chemical state, its interactions with environ-

mental components. and its method of entry into thc environment.

The pH, temperature, sunlight, and soil composition further compound

the problep, and both field observation and laboratory experintenta-,

tmn are necessary to find solutions.

76/7-2162
Meta of Add Rain.
Lars Emmelin, Current SUeden, March 1976, (62): I6.

During the last 'decades, ptecipitation over Scandinavia has become

increasingly acid due Mainly to sulfur emission into the atmosphere.

The effects are largely unknown, but adverse ecological effects have

been attributed. Sulfur is a naturally occurring element in the atm-

sphere. To this natural cycling has been addcd the release of sulfur

through fuel combustion and industrial processes. Cycles of elements

through ecosystems arc finely adjusted Rows which cannot always cope

with excesses generated over short-lime periods. In Scandinavia, the

Amount of sulfur deposited as a result of human activit) hrs doubled

in the last 15-20 yr.
An important chemical characteristic of sod which helps to deter-

mine nutrient availability and capacity for production is acidity (pH).

This acidity is also determined by the input of chemicals from the

atmosphere. Ions carried down into the soil by water will alter the

chemical composition of the soil and may influence the downward

transport of chemicals through leaching. Due to the complexity of'

soil, the influence ot Acid Precipitation will vary on different sods.

On forest land, acid precipitation may be serious. The ettects of Jhe

leaching of nutrients and the increased acidification will be propor-

tionately greater on some of the. most productive forest soils than on

the already aeicl ones. 'I hc eyaet mechanisms arc not yet known, but

the effects of excess sulfur in precipitation.will cause decreased forest

production.
Increased leaching of nutricnts from sods will affect watercourse-, de

pending on the chemical compdsition of soils and on the amount of

pollution rcachirig watercourses by atmospheric fallout and by other

routes. Increased acidity will decrease thewbuffering capacity (the

capacity to neutrahie added acid) and thii will influence production

in lake ecosystems. The. most important and immediate effect is the

change in species colnpocition of lish populations, resulting in the loss

of valuable species such as solmon and trout.

It is clear that every effort to decrease sulfur releases must be made.

In Sweden a long-term program for sulfur reduction in fuel oil has

been introduced, and at present there ma general ban on the use of oil

containing over 2.5% sulfur. kfurther ban on oil containing I%

sulfur' is in effed in the three major urban areas of Sweden as well

as in some connties.

2. The Hastings Center piiblishes a bi-monthly Report devoted entirely to discussions

of ethical problems in biomedical, behavioral, and social sciences issues and in pro-

fessional and applied ethics. The Report publishes brief, timely observations on

new developments, longer essays, scholarly articles, a calendar of national event's,

and letters from readers. Delving into ethical and moral problems in the sciences as

it does, the Hastings Center Report cpvers a wide range of areas which can be a

source of information and. stimulation for the research student. ,

Additional information about the Hastings Center Report may be obtained by writing

to Hastings Center Report, 360 Broadway, Hastings-on-HudSon, New York 10706.
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3. Public Affairs Information Service Bulletin (PAIS) is a selective subject list of the latest

books, pamphlets, government publications, reports of public and private agencies

and periodical articles, relating to economic and social conditions, public adminis-

tration, and international relations, published in English throughout the world.

The PAIS tries to identify public affairs information likely to be most useful and

interesting to legislators, poiicy researchers and students.'It indexes publications

oh all subjects that bear on contemporary public issues and ihe making and evalua-

tion for public policy, irrespective of source or traditional disciplinary, boundaries.

The PAIS Bulletin can be a useful reference tool. if available.

The following excerpt is from the June, 1981 No. 3 PAIS Bulletin. Teachers who

wish to strengthen students skills in the use of this reference source might Make

up questions based on the contents of certain pages as is illustrated below:

I. In what Journal does an article appear which discusses the disputes over re-

sponsibility in the chemical waste dump at Love Canal?'(Reason, February

1981.)

What is: the name of the article Jon Steeler and Gerald Bulanowski collabo-

rated on concerning hazardous wastes? ("Abandoned Hazardous Waste:

Dumped on Everybody.")

3. List three articles on hazardous wastes.which do not contain illustrations Op.

('"Allocating the Costs of Hazardous Waste Disposal;" "gifting Hazardous

Waste Facilities: a Dialogue; "Hazardous Waste Violations: A Guide to

Their Detection, Investigation, and Protection;" and ",The New Hazardous

Waste Mdnagement System: Regulation,of Wastes or Wasted 'Regulation?")

4. Under what other heading might someone look if he or she were re-

searching "Health in the United States"? (ExecutivesHealth; Mental

Health; Public Health; VeteransHealth.)

How many entries on this page contain a 'bibliography (bibl)? (Six.)
5.
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PUBLIC AFFAIRS INFORMATION wawa BULLICITS1

HARDWARE INDUSTRY
See also

Directories - Hardwue industry.
HARVESTING. Ste Agricultural products Harvesting.

HAWAII
See alto

Ranking Hawaii.
Sill drafting
Directories Trade unions
Income Hawaii.
Investments. Foreign ' Jewess Hawaii.
Ocean thermal power plains Reguletioa

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
lase% Georgette. Medical sleuthr fear of toxic materials

creates more demands for epidemiologists. Ma St 1

197:1+ Ap 14 '81
Espertanport trade

Formina a hazardous export policy: an interview with
Robert Harris of the Council on Environmental
Quality. il Multinational Monitor 1:12-14 0 10

United States. House. Corn. on For. Affairs. Subunit. on
Internat. Econ. Policy and Trade. Export of hazardous
products: hearinp, June 5September, 9, 19110. 10
iv+421p bibi tables (96th Cong., 2d San) (SD Cat.
no. Y 4.F 7611:11 33) (Stock no. 052-070-05509-0) pa
U S. 16-50; elsewhere S11.15Supt dem

?passports*.
United States. House. Corn. on "Obvt. Operations. GovL

Activities and Transportation Subcosn. Aviation safety:
hazardous materials handling: hearina. August 16, 1980.

10 iii+149p tables chart (96th Cong.. 24 Seas.) pa
Washington, DC 20515

Safety measures

t United States. Saute:Com. on Commer., Science and
Transportatioo. The Hazardou. Materiale
Transportation Amendments of 1980: hearing. July 10,

1980. on staff working draft. The Hazardous Materisis
Transportation Amendments of 1910.'10 iii+44p
(96th Cong., 2d Sear) (Sala no. 96-121)Waihington,
DC 20510

HAZARDOUS OCCUPATIONS. See Occupations,

Dangerous.

4. HAZARDOUS WASTES
Allocating the costa of hazardous waste disposal. Harvard

Law R 94:584-604 la.11-
'

Engstrom, Theresa. Huainan waste: learning to cope

(effect of the Resources Conservadon and It s
Act on some Hew England businesses; proilerg
locating a waste treatment plant]. 11 tables New
England Sue 3:12-15 Mr 2, 14-17 Mr If. 56-8+ Ap

'81
Fuse. John C. Toxic waste dangers. U Viler Spectrum

." (Como of Engineers) 13:23-30 Winter 10/11

t Lague of Women Voters Eoluc. Fund. Siting hazardous
waste realities: a dialogue. [0 '10) [4)p (Pao. no. 516)

35cLeague women voters

Staler. Jon and-aerard Sulanowski. Abandoned
hazardous waste: dumped on everybody. il State
Legislatures 6:16-21 0 10

;

t United States. Wyse. Love Canal: health studies and
relocation: joint hearing, May 22, 19110,`before the
Subcommittee on Ovirsight and Investiptions of the

Cougnittee on Interstate and Foreign Crimmense. U.S.

House of Representatives and the Sulkommittee on
Enviroament, Energy; and Natural Resources of the
Committee on Government Operations. 10 v+ 71p U
(96th Cong., 2d Sess.) (Serial no. 96-191) pa
Washington, DC 20515

Examines federal and state,actioni to enema 700
families temporarily from a hazardous waste site near

Niagara Falls, N.Y., under the Federal Disaster Relief

Act.
t United States. House. Com. on Merchant Marine sod

Fisheries. Dredge spoil disposal and Pal
contamination: hearings, March 14 and May 21, 1940,

on exploring the various aspects related to the thenping

of dredged spoil material ifl the ocean and the PCS
contamination issue. '10 v+691p bible il tables diaes

charts mans (96th
Cons '2d Sess.) (Serial no. 96.43)

paWashington. DC 20515

Health, Industrial.

United States. House. Com. on Public Works awl
Transportation. Subcom. on Oversight aad Review.
Implementation of the FAend Water Pollution.Control
Act (regulation aid monitoring of task and hazardous
chemkals): hearings, kite 18-26, 1980, '10 xlv +2200p
bias il tables diap chute maps (96th Coen.. 2d Saw)
([Pubn.) 9149) paWashington, DC 20515

United States. Law Enforcement Assistance Admin.
Hazardous waste violations: a guide to their detection,
investigation. and prosecution. Mustokoff. Michael M.
F 11 82p (Nat. Center on WhiteCollar Crhne.
Operational Guide us WhiteCollar Crime Enforcement)
peWarhingtom DC 20531

United States. Senate. Com. onrus. The Environinental
Emergency Response Act: haulage, September.11-12,
1980, on 14110. 10 v+1179p bibl il tables diag charts

5
maps (96th Cong., 2d Sem.) paWashington DC
2010

A bill to provide fpr liibility, compensation, cleanup
and emerpncy response for oil, hazardous subsume-44a

and waste released into the environment.

Zueise? Erie Love Canal: the truth seeps ourIchemical
waste dump at Love Canal, near Niagara Falls; parties
involved and issues in the disputes over responsibility).

diag *naps itOt11011 t2:1633 F 11
Ilegdatise

Friedland, 1teven I. The new hazardous waste
managemeat system: regulation of wastes or wasted
regulating? [emphasis on the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act of 1974 table Harm.;
Eaviroamegtal Law 549-129 no 1 II

HEADS OF STATE
t United States. Cenual Intelligence Agency. Nat. For.

Assessment Center. Chiefs of.state and cabinet
members of foreign goverhments: a reference sid."9 '80
iv +13Ip index (CR CS 110-010) pa U.S. 536 yr.:
elsewhere 172Nat tech info service.;
Photoduplication Service, Library of Congress,
Washing:1m DC 20540

Issued monthly.

HEALTH
See akto

Eiecutiveo - Health.
Mental health
Public health.
Veterans - Heath. 4

Lunde, Agars Steen. Health in the United States (trends
in life expectancy, prevention and nutrition and heal*
care). tables charts Awls Am Aced 4512849 Is II

t United States..Puhlic Health Service. OfSce of Disease
Prevention'and Health Promotion. Prevention '$O. rilj
viii +143p (22 x 211 cm.) tables charts (Dept. of Heath .,.
and Human Services. DHHS (PHS) Pubss. oo. . 1if

11-30157) psWashington DC 20201
Federal disease prevention activities and health status

trends.
Yantek, Thom. [alpaca ot" the WWI National Health

Service: a quasiexperimental study (possible effects

upon the health of the Mush populstion). bjbl tables
charts Policy Studies 1 9:70641 Spring 11

Raillegraphr

I United States. Nat. Ceater for Health Stags:
Clearinghouse as Health Indexes. Cleannghouse on

Health Indexes: cumulated
annotations, 1977. Ap

75p bibl index (Dept. of Health end Human Service*.

. DHHS Pubis. no. (P1115) 10-1225) pa-3700 East-West
Highwey, Hyattsville, MD 20782

Annus/ with quarterly supplements.
..i Lafeentides seeress

United Ststes. Nat. Center for Health Stade. Catalog of
public use data tapes. N '10 tit+ 61 p tables (DePt. of
Health and Human Services. DHHS Pulse. no. (PHS)
81-1213) ps-3700 Emt-West Highway, Hyslaville,

MD 20782
HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT.

See United States Health and human services
department.

HEALTH AND WELFARE PLANS. See Employees'

benefit plans.
HEALTH. EDUCATION AND WELFARE

DEPARTMENT. See-United States Health, education

'and welfare department.
HEALTH, INDUSTRIAL See Industrial hygiene.
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4. Social Sciences Index (SSD is a cumulation index to English periodicals in the fields of

anthropology, economics., environmental sciefices, geography, law'and criminol-

ogy, planning and publie.administration, political sciences,psychology, social as-

pects of medicine, sociology and.related subjects. Published quarterly with a broad

cumulation each year, it is sold only on a servige basis. If not available, write for

further information: Social Sciences Index, H. W. Wilson Company, 950 University

Avenue, Bronx, N. 1', 10452.

5. Sociological Abstracts (SA) is a collection of abstracts in the field of sociology and re-

lated disciplines published five times a year. SA contains a-table of contents, a sub-

ject index, an author index, and a source index in addition to.abstracts`from confer-

ence papers and journals. SA can be of advantage to the student if available, in

areas where science and sociology overlap. The following excerpt, from SA

illustrates the kind of abWacts a student might find in the area of sociology of sex-

ual behavioi.

81L4340
Ihatia, Prelims (Lucknow U. 226007 UP India), Aspects of Female

Sterilization. The Eastern Anthropologist, 1979. 32. 2, Apr-June.

107-116.
1 Family planning in India is almostcentirely a product of governmental-

programs. Demographic,-,SE. & other characteristics of 100 individuals

or couples who sought tubectomy in Uttar Pradesh are reviewed: accep-

,tors were predominantly Ru (79%); almost all (95%) were Hindu; 51%

were of high castes; 67% of the wives, but only 31% of husbands, were

illiterate; 79% of the women were unemployed; 62% of the husbands

were in government service; income levels ranged up to Rs. 300 per

month; & wives averaged 32.3 years of age, husbands 37.8. Motives for

the tubectomy included child welfare. government iMposition. personal

problems. financial incentive, & avoidance of disincentive. These firidT

inp support the view that tubectomy is brought about by government

incentive & coercion rather than by free choke. W. H. Stoddard
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81L4342
.

Clark. Margaret Pruitt, Bean, Frank Di, Swicegood, Gray & Ans-

backer, Rudi (U Maryland. College Park 20742), The Decision for

Male versus Female Sterilization, The Family Coordinator, 1979,

78, 2, Apr, 250-254.
f' The increasing popularity ofsterilization as a method of *birth control

anion!: married couples who have completed their childbearing under-

scores the need for knowledge about differences between couples choos-

ing M & F procedures. Four sets of variables are delineated that may be

important for ,the decision; examined are their relationship with the

choice of M or F procedure among a sample of married couples (N

188). The results are argued to support the idea that men require more

social support in the decision than women, & that men ;end to get in-

volved in the' decision-making process only when they undergo the pro-

cedure themselves. I Table. Modified HA

Additional information about SA may be 'obtained by writing to Sociological Ab-

stracts, P.O. Box 22206/San Diego, California 92037.



6.. The Congressional Record can be an interesting source of informatibn on the public

proceedings and debates of each HOuse 'of Congress. Published daily, it contains

the amended comments of the House of Representatives and the' Seriate with an

additional section devoted to extensions of remaiks. The Congressional Record Index

is an alphabetical listing of speakers and topics debated in the Congress during two

sessions. This can be a particularly useful tool for the student in that it gives him/

her the most current debate and action on bills and resolutions in our national gov-

ernment. It is also an excellent example of bias as well as fact in controversial areas.

Students should' be cautioned when using the Congressional Record that particular

political, social economic, and/or moral-ethical views of government officials can

cloud and distort the true picture. Additional information may be obtained by writ-

ing to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing OffiCe,

Washington, D.C. 20402.

An example of what the student might find under ECOLOGY in the Congressional

Record Index follows:

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD INDEX

ECOOGY
Addresses

Conference on Acid Rain. Senator Moynihan.

S5113-S5115
Conference on Acid Rain. (sundry). S5110-S5113

Articles and editorials
Running on EmptyThe Land arid Water Conser-

vation Fund st Zero. E2539
Bills and resolutions

Clean Air Act (scc S. 1206)
Clean Water Act (see S. 1274)
Environmental Quality Control Act (see S. 1210)

Noise Control Act. amend (sec S. 1204: H.R. 3071)

Oilspills: liability for damages caused by (see if R

85)
Research and development (sec S. 1205: H.R. 3115)

Leiser
Kansas City air quality, Malcolm Ballwin. S4925

Memonals of legislature
Automobile fuel efficiency standards: HaNall.

S5199, H2426
Remarks in House

Energy development: impact on health. 02404

EPA constroetton grants: review funding. H2381

Gnat Lakes Protection Act. introduction (KR.

, 3600), E2358
Soil erosion: impact on agriculture economy and

environment. H2172
Remarks in Senate

Automobile industry: suspend certain emission con

trol standards. S5199
Clean Water Act: amend (S. 1274), $5525

Kansas City: air quality, 54925
Sni:rment

Conservation. Representative Parris. H2207

Test of
S 1274. Clean Water Act amendments. S5525
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7. The Congressional RecordExtensions,of Remarks frequently presents local newspa-

per or magazine articles written to support, defend, or attack an issue under de-

bate. Reproductions of excerpts from these remarks can point out the differences

between objective and subjective reporting as the following partisan and contro-

versial view of the Love Canal issue illustrates,

Questions which focus on the validity and reliability of these remarks in the Con-

gressional Record can be of value in helpihg students to evaluate their sourtes to

generate discussion and to formulate their own opinions. For example:

1. What problerhs does."Congressman Don Ritter state are inherent in seeking

a Cleaner, safer environment?

2. What does Congressman Ritter mean by "risk assessment"?

3. WhaV is the point he claims of.the.Bethlehem, Pa., Globe-Tinies article?

4. What does he state he is doing to help solve the problem he' discusses?

5. Judging from the GlobeTimes article, what do you feel Congressman Rit-

ter's position would be on the "Love Canal" controversy?

6. kitter states that often politite enters the discussion of potential hazards

and "early on scientific logic is readily surpassed hy sensationalism and the

rhetoric of scare." Do you think this is true with reference to the "Love Ca-

nal"? List any other areas in which you feel this statement might be seen to

be true.

7. Does the author of thearticle, Louis Ruke3iser, accurately report and inter-

pret the data he uses and does he draw logical conclusions?

8. Is Mr. Rukeyser specific or general in his deductions and/oi- assumptions?

What expertise does he- have in the area of discussion? Is he relating ex-

cerpts, statistics, etc. in their true context?
-

9. What do the words rapacious, paranoia, brouhaha, precipitate, inflammatory

and notoriously thean? What feelings do they connote?

10. Is there any reason to believe either Congressman Ritter& Mr. Rukeyser

might be biased? Explain.

H. How would you evaluate this passage as being a reliable source?



August 4, 1.981 CONGRESSIONAL RECORDEgem.sions f Remarks

NEED FOR BETTER PERSPEC-
TIVE ON POTENTIAL HAZARDS

HON. DON RITTER
OF PENNSYLVANIA

IN Mt HOUSt OF,01:PRESIENTATIvsa

Tuesday, August 4, 1981

Mr. arrna(. Mr. Speaker, I rise
today to discuss an issue that I have
been promoting since I came to the
Congress 3 years ago. An issue that en-
couraged me to give up the private
sector and academia for elected office,
The issue is bringing a better scientific
'basis to regulation and ultimately reg
ulatory reform.

We all face risks to our health and
safety in daily life Which we try to
reduce. The public wants the benefits
of a cleaner, safer environment while
the subject of regulatory reform
enjoys an ever wider appeal. People
are also concerned about counterproz
ductive regulation and its effect on in-
nation, theIr Jobs and the well being

of their communities. It is evident that
regulatory reform must Include target-
ing of scarce regulatory dollars into
the area. of greatest risk or dangers to
people. With finite tax dollars, regu.
lating risks that turn out to be negligi-
pie or very small. means real dangers
may go unattended while economic
damage.ir great. In an age very much
dependent on technology, we need to
put t words in perspective. We need to
dras on all our communications abili-
ties to, bring that persoective to the
publte. Then, take the most intelligent
setirmi within that perspective to stip-
'Port our regulatory efforts.

From the scientific standckint, we
must understand what we are dealing
with. A scientist does not claim to-un-
derstand something like a "potential"
hazard until be has objectively as-
sessed it and ii.s effects. Too often, In
the past,,we have not been objective in
our assessment of potential hazards.
Politics enteni the fray early on end
scientific logic is readily surpassed by
sensationalism anti the rhetoric of
scare. I was reminded of this fact
when I read an article in the Bethle-
hem. Fa.. 'newspaper. the Globe Times,
which reviewed some of our recent
knee jerks which have caused unneces-

, sary anxiety for the public. The article
makes the pointsthat calm, reasonably
objective evaluations of technical-
regulatory situation seldom makes
news headlines. The article is a com-
pelling argument to give risk assess-
ment ita due. I believe that Ask assess-
ment will contribute to giving some
perspective to the health, safety, and
environinent regulatory tangle we are
in. Legislation I have 14troduce4. I
hope will add to the effdrts to better
the technique and the use of risk as-
sessment as a factor in OUr regulatory
process. I have introduced my revised
bill, The Risk Analysis Research and
Demonstration Act of 19111, this year

yi

after some productive hearings last
year. In addition to developing the
methods, this bill offers tq) organiie
and give some direction to risk assess.
his actions already going on in our
Federal agencies. Risk assessment
needs to be- understood more fully,
both Its strengths and Its 'limitations
as we seek the goal of putting hazards
in perspective for the public.

1Por the benefit of my colleagues the
Globe Times article follows:

(From the Bethlthem (Pa.) Globe-Times,
July 34. 19811

RELAXED StIMIcIEN Itors TO Poor)
HEALTH &ARES

(Ely Louts Rukeyser)
New YONNIt'S a cliche of journalism--

unfortunately. still all too truethat those
who make violent and irresponsible charges
wW tend to capture Wager headlines than
those ,who come along later and attempt,
calmly and objectively, to set things right.

Today I'd like to take a few moments of
your time to obserye how this phenomenon
has been operating lately in an area that af
fects every one of us emotionally, physical4
and economically: the effects. real and al

treed, of ehendeals and food additites OL

our personal sell
To someAt's all simple and simplistic. All

chemicals and ad.1/1 it es ale tiad. existing
only because of tenacious cut pot ate weed.
Back to the forest primeval!

Alluring and nonactue. As our with three
ehIldrers o( his own. I'm as isincerned as
supine with protecting them from needkre
risk. Out the notion that giving free rein to
antl-eorporate paranoia is the route to
heattliler and happier Amet Ica has noir
gotten so far out of hand that It degerves
be brought to account. Consider

1 In case you missed It (and it wouldn't
be surprising If you 'did). a easeful study by
tile New York Stale Depart Ment of

ilealt h published after painsinking.rek
by the highly-respected magatine Science
shows Him people living near IOW r4.nal
don't get cancer at a fast, r rate than any of
New York'sdatums.

This highly publicized itichistrial-w:._ste
slte near Maier* tails has been the cause of
near-panic for area reskiente for some time
ow. The very name Love Cateir has

'become an inflammatory symbol, to many,
of grievous harm to hapless population.
Now comes this ifttls.noiteed tilsesibtative
report 'On a hat Actually happened; It Isn't
likely to be the last word on this controver
ay, to be sure, bot its worth emphasizing
that the first word, at lexst. -Is surprisingly
reas.suring.

(2) A much-ballyhooed 1970 stiedy done at
MIT for the Food and Drug Administration
indicated that rata fed sodium nitrite
showed an Increased saw or lymphatic
cancer. Pears wero retitled of still another
horrible carcinogen,In our *illy food.

Yet last year, alter further study, the
PDA and the Department of Agriculture ad-
mittedever so quietlythat there really
waan't sufficient evidence linkine sodium ni.
trite to cancer.

(3) The Occupatiorusi Safety mid Health
Administration. whit h consistently has been
among Washington's mom conspicuous over-
teachers, was characteristically quick on the
trigger in promulgating rules for exposure
to the solvent benzene.

In July 1510. the Supreme Court voided
ihese nneson grounds that OSUA simply
couldn't Justify Its speculation with se:entit-

le Meta.

8 0

F. 3939

(4) Perhaps the tooth'st brouhaha of all
was over saccharut, the artifictal mreeteuer
that raised guch havoc when fed In massIve
doses to rats. This column was q early
take raising serious. pointed Questions
about the hysteria being promulgated over
saccharin: in this case, fortunately. the
public resisted panic. and Congreas taayrd
to prevent a precipitate ban,

Now, guess what? Long after the furor
had subsided. the American Heal(h Pounds.'
lion. tilt' National Cancer Institute and Her.:
yard -untersity's School of Public ricaith all
reported that cli»ical studies on 4.000
humans led to the conclusion that absolute.
ty ito tW could -be eatablnlied between
uormal use ofolaechat in and Mulder cancer.

The point Is not to reject 'all charges
blindly nor to disconrage those carrying on
legitimate and desirable research. Sul we
ought to- recogni-e .a) that the "Publish oe
perish" syndrome yonielions leads academi-
cians to hype th.lr finiings and rush to to
public. b that"' useologues are always anx-
tour for Flea* E111.11111ri(Im toweter MAIM
iith which to *Hark an rcon,omie'growth
system they deplore, and re) thal bureau-
crats ire notoriously quick LOcisstle regula-
tions but slow to al,nit ^rim' ip the light of,
nes. facts

Zero risk is unzitainable In 'this vale, but
it is natural for tol of us to seek a healthiee

ni Id There is or) conflict kelkeen that
goal and a calmen,less paranotd reaction to
file nest ware headline. Too often the
troth when it Catches up Is far teas terrify.*
Ing and tar leas publiern ii. A dose of re-
lased skepticism has frespiently proved the
best mediclne

Raterema now
B ST DP7
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8. Abridged Index Medicus (AIM) is a monthly bibliogtaphy based on articles from .117

English language journals in the field Of biomedical literature. Aimed primarily,for

individual practitioners and libraries of small hospitals and clinics, AIM attempts io

cover all fields of clinical medicine. Articles are indexed under the mOst specific

terms available. Thus, if an article is concerned with erythromycin, it..would be in-

dexed under that* term, rather than the broader antibiotics. Under antibiotics one

would find nticles dealing with them generally or articles dealing in a very general

way with a-large riumber of antibiotics. As can be seen,,,AIM is a very specialized

reference tool. It is a service not'always available in locallibraties, but of potential

value. Further information niay be, obtained by writing: Editor, Iridex Medicus, Na-

tional Library of Medicine,Bethesda, Maryland 20209.

The following sample is' taken from AIM Vol. 12, No. 7, July 1981:

ABRIDGED INDEX MEDICUS
PLEURAL NEOPLASMS ..
The soetcome of patients with pleural effusion of

indeterminate cause at thoracotonly Ryan CA et al.
Mayo Cab her 1981 Mar;M(4l4S-9

PNEUMATOS1S CYSTOIDES
INTESTINAL'S

Pneumatosis intestinalis in the small bowel of an adult-a
radiological sign of a iirious post-operative complicatioa.

Smith EE, et al. Br J Radial 1981 MA04039486-7

JUL 1981

PNEUMOTHORAX
ElC16011 of bullae without pleurectomy in pazients with

spontaneous Mar;61(3):ir4rtaim U. el

POETRY
Tenon AlekseyeviCh Pridvordy

Shampo MA. et al.
JAMA 1/81 Apr 17;245(l5)1361

PIOISONING
Areawide chemical coatamination. Lessons from case

-histories. Miller W. JAMA 1981 Apr.1724503)1541-5/
t of patients after self-possonmg PetteriGardner

M;t11.11= 1981 Mu 21;1(8222):723
Target#4 intervention in doe cacaol of accidental drug

overdoses by children. Palmisanc PA.
Pub& Health Rep 198) Mar-Apr N(2):1504

.9. Current Contents (CC) is an easy-to-scan, weekly publication that gives the repro-

duced tables of contents from important journals in a number of different areaS. It

is published in seven separate editions: Agriculture, Biology and Environmental

Sci. ences; Social and Behavioral Sciences; Clinical Practice; Engineering, Technol-

ogy and Applied Sciences, Life SciencesPhysical, Chemical arid Earth Sciencgs;

and Arts and Humanities. In addition to listing the most up-to-date contentsiof

journals in particular fields, every issue of CC contains an Author-Address Direct-

ory that provides a full mailing address for the senior author of,almost every article

listed.

10. Current Contents can be of tremendous help in keeping current with the literature in

a field. Most secondary schools and public libraries, howeyer; do-not subscribe to

its services. _If students have access to large colleges or univesities, they may be

able to make use of this source. Additional inford 'on abdut CC may be obtained

by writing to Institute for Scientific Informatio , 3501 Market St., Unlvefsity City.

Science Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
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SUGGESTED ACTIV1TItS:

1. Have students write for samples of materials if they are not available locally. After

materials have been received, the class can review them, discuss the merits Of the

individual works, and Make specifiC recommendations to the school library and/or

administration concerning their possiole acquisition.

The following is an alphabetical list of the editorial .addresses of the material re-

viewed in this section:

Abridged -Index Medicus

Biology Digest\

Congressional Record
Congressional RecordsExtensions of Remarks

Congressional Record Index

'Current Coutents

Hastings Center Report

Pub lk Affairs Information Service Bulletin

Social Sciences Index
H. W. Wilson Company
950 University Avenue
Bronx, New York 10452

Sociological Abstracts
Sociological Abstracts
P.O. Box 22206
San Diego, California 92037

Index Medicus
National Librag of Medicine,
Bethesda, Maryland 20209

Data Courier, Inc.
620 South Fifth' Street
Louisville, Kentucky 40202

. .

Superintendent' of Documents
Government Printing Office
Washington, D.C. 20402

Institute for Scientific Information
3501 Market Street .

Universit); City Science Center
Philadelphia, Pa. 19104

The Hastings Center-
360 Broadway
Hastings-on-Hudson
New York 10706

Editorial and Business Office (PAIS)

11 West 40th 'Street
New York, New York 10018

2. Arrange for a class trip to visit a local college library or medical center. to use refer:

ence materials which are not in theschOol or public library.

3. Many college libraries Will be pleased to allow your students to use-their reference

sectfons with special permission. Discuss this possibility with the local college peo-

t ple following a class trip.
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TOPICVIHOW TO LOCATE AND WRITE TO PERSONS AND
ORGANIZATIONS IN THE FIELD OF STUDY

Students should be, cautious not to overlook sources of information available through

writing and/or telephoning directly. Frequently authors of arficlegi Will be more than

willing to share thetr knoWledge' with students who ask.',Reprints of articles and per-,

sonal comments can be a great help to the student and a source of greater involvement

with the scientific community.

Companies, agencies, organizations andhy committees involved in particular

areas will often assist students by sending copies of studies, cOnference report's, büllë-

tins, announo lents, etc. Position papers from1arge companiers ean give students a

strong slanted view point which they may choose to,accept or challenger

,
In letters to authois or organizations, students should be. clear, concise, and

courteous. They should explain Who they are, why th0 are writing, and what informa-

tion they wish to obtain. In writifig, they should follow an acceptable business letter,

form. Their letters should be personal and must contain a return address and date: Etn-`

phasize the need also to entl9se a self-addressed tarnped 'envelope.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

76

1. To convey the idea of audience, discuss how a letter to the following might

differ: '

a. to an employer

b. to a close friend

c. to a parent .cor close friend

d. to a lOyei

,e. to an annoying neighbor

to a famouS person

2. Have students write to aUthoritties and individuals in the field they are re-

searching. Us., authors of journal articles, texC000k editors, business execu-

tives, governrnent official§, ett. Where possible, supply them with correct

names, titles: addiesseg. CluTent Contents might 6e Of use as every issue con-

tains an Author-Address Directory, that provides,a full mailing adtheas for

the senior author Of almost all articles, listed.

The following sample form may be given to the ";tudents from which tO-'

model their letters:



Marc Alexander
do The Hastings Center

360 Broadway
Hastings-on-Hudson, New York 10706

4-

Aar Mr.. Alexander:

123 Main,Street
(Street Addresg)

Louisville, Kentucky 40202
(City, State, Zip Code)

September 25, 1982
(Date)

I am a high school studtent researching the topic of euthanasia for my science

course. I found your article "Premature Burial and the Signs of Death" in the June, 1980

issue of The Hastings Center &Port most interesting and informative.

I noted that your article was adapted from a presentatiOn to The Hastings Cen-'

ter's Death and Dying Research Group in December 1978 which was supported in part

by a grant from the Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation.

I would greatly appreate it if you would,supply me with information on how I

could obtain the full text of your presentation and how I could gather more information

about the other research 'which came out of this report.

I

I am enclosing a starnped self-addressed envelope for your reply. Thank you for

your help and cooperation/.

Yours truly, ,

Anita Marie Guarino
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TOPIC VII,-WHAT ARE THE' PARTS OF A BOOK AND
HOW ARE THEY USED? ".

Most students need to'be taught how to use,a book efficiently. They shoulchbe told to

read the chapter headings ikt the table of contents to determine if a book will be useful.

They should eso be referred to the index, appendix, glossary and bibliography. Tfie,

function of each part should*be explained. When students do footnoting and bibliogra-

phy, refer therri to the title and copyright pages for the information needed.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:.

1. Examine classroom text. Elicit exact fitle, authOr, publisher, city of publica-

tion and date. Have class write Sample footnotes and bibliography usirig the

example below as an example:
0

FOOTNOTE
Samuel N. Namowitz and Donald B..Stone, Earth, .

ScienceThe World We Live-In (iirinceton: D. Van Nostrand

Company, Inc., 1980), p. 536.

Bibliography,
Namowitz, Samuel N. and Donald B. Stone. Earth

ScienceThe World ,We Live In. Princeton: D. Van

Nostrand Company, Inc., 1980.

2. Give the 'Class specialized" Worcls or terms to look up in the glossary.

Compare fi,e time it takes to look for pap numbers of specific topics through

random searching, through the ,tib:e of contentS, and through the index.

4. Assign topips to be lound in the textbook index. Have students sub-divide

th9se topics. 'See also ActivAty 1 in Writing Manual.

f



SECTION III: WRITING
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Introduction

In a very real sense, every teacher is a teacher of writing. Ttiis section Of the Course Man-

tua is intended to assist teachers in instructing their classes inihow to write.a-research

paper. It is designed primarily to<supplement the separate Writing Manual which gives

students, detailed information on the practkalities of how to write the research paper,

but it can be used by schools whiCh do not use, the Writing Manual as a broad outline to

the teaching of the research paper.

The Writing Manual was designed as a separate text for the students to read and

follow. It is a reference tooffor the student. This section of the Course Manual will present

additional procedures and suggestions for the teaching of writing. As individual skills

vary greatly, instruction in wthing skills should be geared wherever possible to the in-

dividual needs of each student. The teacher is encouraged to select those topics and

activities most approPriate for his/her students.

Some of the skills students will need to practice in the writing of resea'rth paper

include:

Planning a rationale with objectives;

Dealing effectively with a number of research sources; .

Gathering information on a 'specific topic by consulfing published materials,

by- observing, and by interviewing;

Recognizing the nature of evidence;

Separating relevant from irrelevant matter;

Taking meaningful and useful notes to record significant data;

Understanding and practicing the ethicsiand traditions ofresearch, using quo-

tations and giving credit, avoiding plagiarism, avoiding distortion of the au-

thor's ideas;
Learning the forms and conventions for preparing footnotes and

bibliographies;

Citing authorities and giving credit for their thoughts and ideas;

Thinking logically;

Analyzing the material with a :view to organizing a logical, clear, and forceful

presentation;
Relating cause and effect;

Using facvs to support ()Pinions;
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Supporting opinions with reasoning;-

Writing-the paper in appropriate and effective form;

Connecting ideas so .as to secure coherence;

Writing the paper in appropriate and effective form;

Avoiding inappropriate mannerisms in writing, such as stiff, over-inflated,

verbose language;

Using simple, direct, vigorous language and avoiding pretentious vocabulary;

Ferming individual beliefs and decisions based upon an analysis of existing

information.
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TOPIC I: HOW TO PLAN A RATIONALE WITH OBJECTIVES

One of the most frightening and frustrating experiences for students iS to stare at a

piece of blank paper and worry about how they are ever going to hand in that research

paper whichhas been assigned. Like many insomniacs who, instead of relaxing at bed-

time, become tense worrying about their lack of sleep, students often tense up at even

the thought of Writing or, speaking.

To help start meaningful writing projects, the teacher should give the students a

'sense of audience. Writing is a form of communication, and we communicate to others.

For whom are the students writing? The teacher must determine this and make sure the

class understands the concept of audience.

The idea. of audience can be explaified in any number of ways. Students should

be aware different styles in writing are influenced-by audience. In writing research pa-

pers the teacher should decide upon the audience. A paper written for revieW by a sci-

entist will have a different style from one written to be read by other students. Fre-

quently, the teacheramay find that an Audience of peers will be less intimidating and

more*rewarding for students.

Included in any tourse plan for a research paper must be a time frame. How long

will it realistically take students to accomplish the goals that are set? Young people need

gdidelines. They Work better within a set framework or schedule. In addition to as-

signing a final date when the research paper is due, teachers would do well to establish

other more immediate" deadlines. The following dates shQuld be carefullY thought out

in advanCe by the teacher and lessons should be organized around helping students

,meet these dates:

4. Date for selection of topic;

2. Date for submission of topic with student's name and class on 3x5 index card

to teacher;

3. .Date for submission of preliminary bibliOgraphy to teacher;

4. Date for submission of preliminary outline to 'teacher (Student should be in-

structed to keep one copy for himself);

5. Date for submission of final paper (Student should keep carbon copy).

$.3
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

84

1. To convey idea of audience, discuss how a letter to the following Might differ.

Z.

a. to an employer

b. td a close friend

c. to a parent or.close relative

d. to a lover
e. to an annoying neighbor

f. to a famo us person

Have stuaents write to authorities and individuals in the field they are re-

searching. Use authors of journal articles, textbook editors, bUsiness execu-

tives, government officials, etc.Where possible supply them with correct

names, titles, and addresses.sFor example, write a buSiness letterconcerning

the situation des-cribed below.

Situation: You are writing a science research paper on the ethics of govern-

ment experimentation in the use of drugs. You have just read an informative

article in the February 1979 issue of The Hastings Center Report. The article was

written by GIgnn C. Graber and Frank H. Marsh entitled "Ought a Defendant

Be Drugged to Stand Trial?"

Task: Write a business letter to Glenn C. .6;ab'er, Ph.D., in care of The' Has-

tings Center Report, 360 Broadway, Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y. 10706; re-

questing further information on this topic.

In your ter be'sure to:

Explain your situatioh.

Explain exactly what help you wish from Dr. Gra,ber.

Give complete and correct information.,

Use an acceptable business letter forrr.

Enclose a self-addressed stamped env,

Be clear, concise, and courteous.
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TOPIC II: HOW TO TAKE MEANINQFUL STOTES

Understanding the process of writing, the student will also be aided in his reading com7

prehension. The research 'paper is an exercise in thinking, reading, and writing.- By

analyzing how formal writing is accomplished, the student can be in a better position to

read with discrimination, objectivity, and comprehension.

Dr. Walter Paul of the Cornell University Reading7Study Center experime.nted to

determine how-students learn most easily. His findings benefit students in theit'rea&

ing, of technical scientific materials. Briefly his system consists of the following:

, 1. Get an overview:

a.- What is your purpose in reading this selection?

b. Examine title..

c. Read introduction (first two or ,three- paragraphs).

d. Check headings in large Or boldface print.

e. Glance at pictures, charts, diagrams.

f. Read summary.

g. Prepare to take notes.

2. Read section by section to pick out key ideas:

a. Mark key ideas and important details on separate note cards.

3. Closely, thoughtfully, read the difficult passages:

a. Mark important ideas.

b. Paraphrase in your own words.

4. Recite to yourself:

a. Look away from the selection.

b. Force yourself to concentrate on recalling what you have read.

5. Reflect:

a. Think about'what you have read.

b. bo you agree, disagree, understand, doubt, etc.?

c. Can you probe the why, challenge the author's reasoning, predict Out-

comes, relate what you are reading to-experiments in class, to the world

outside,your classroom, and to what you have read before?
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6. Review:

. a. Recapture the broad chapter plan. Look again at the total picture.

b. Check your notes on crucial points. Have you quoted exactly or para-

phrased accurately?
ci

Students should keep in mind, it is a skill to select material from reading and turn it into

notes. Skills demand practice. Good notes are essentially an outline from various

sources of material. To assist them in compiling their notes, students should be in-

structed to keep their notes organized. Their notes will be more effective if they:

1. Select the main thought and supporting details.

Omit unnecessary details.

3. Show the thoughts in outline form.

4. Quote exactly\only for particularly significant points.

5. Giii-up relatecOdeas under group topic's;

6. Use the outline to improVe unaerstanding and .maintain direction.

Students should be made aware of the usefulness of tables of contents, indices, glossa-

ries, headings and sub-Keadings summaries.

SUGGESPD ACTIVITIES:

1. Reading comprehensfon is an essential part of note taking. Translating stiff,

verbose, over-inflated language into crisp, clearcut English can illustrate a

student's comprehension of a selection. It can- also supply practice in note

taking and writing style. For example, have students "translate" the follow-

ing. excerpt from Science, Vol. 201 18 August 1978 on "Gene Splicers":

"Many gene splicing experithents consist of splicing DNA from the organism

of interest Onto; a virus or plasmid which can replicate in the human gutbac-

terium Escherichia coli. The inserted DNA is, as it were, xeroxed each time the

bacterium divides, a process*nown as cloning. A major reason for drawing

up safety rules was the suggestion that the bacteria might in some circum-

stances gain pathogenic features from the 'foreign DNA sequences being.

cloned in them . . . "

2. Duplicate passages from journals, newspapers, or other sources. Have shi-

dents practice picking out the main-idea, outlining the organization of the se-

4 lection, identifying the method of development, writing sample noteS, etc.

The discussion generated by their analytical thinking can be further en-

hanced by selection of passages about controversial subjects. Questions deal-

ing with reliability and credibility of sources and differentiating between fact

and opinion can also be introduced at this.time.



For example, students may read the following passage and then :-.riswer

questions on it:

A cure has been found for cellulite. According: to British sources,

cellulite, the fatty material that deposits itself on the thighs:and buttocks

of females may now be dramatically reduced through'the use of a mira-

cle fluid and 18 hypodermic needles.-The needles are placedin a circular

machine called a "hedgehog," which resembles an English animal, like

our porcupine, that carries _quills on its body.

The new procedure, which was firs,t developed in,France where it was

widely acclaimed, involves filling the needles with_ a special 'fat-

dispensing fluid. The liquid is then injected,inta the problem.spots and

the, fatty lumps soon disappear like magic.

The "hedgehog': therapy, as it is called, is claimed to be the best remedy

for cellulite because the lumpy fat tends to "settle" on the female body

and cannot be removed bymiroditional diets or exercise.

a. What is the beit title for this passage? Look for the topic sentence. How

---dbes "Cellulite" compare with IA possible remedy for cellulite"?

b. How wai the passage organized? (Chronological, iaductive, deductive,

cause and effect?)

c. How is paragraph #2 developed?

d. Write sample notes you would extract 'from this passage.

e. Evaluate the source. Is it impartial, objective, subjective, biased?

f.- What evidence can you, give for your evaluation of the selection? (See

words and phrase's like "British sources", "best 'remedy", "disappearlike

magic", "miracle fluid", etc. Note lack of documentation, generalizations,

oversimplification.)

g. Where might you expect to find an article such as this one? (Scientific Our-

. nal,- newspaper, or gossip magazine?)

3. Select a passage from a text or journal and delete certain words. Have stu-
. .-.... .)

dents-supply the missing words.
.

.

This form of reaiiing.ekercise.is called CLOZE and can evaluate comprehen-

sion as well as stiinulate vocabulary development. It can be done with or

without supplying missing word choices. For example, in the following

passage some words are missing. Wherever a word is missing, there is a

blank line with a number on it. Next to the passage you will find the same

number and five words. Choose the word that makes the best sense in the

blank.
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Before anesthetics were discovered, surgery was:carried:out

under very severe time restrictions. Patients were awake, tossing

and screaming in terrible pain. Surgeons were forced tO hurry in

order to contain suffering and minimize shock. 1 was

essential. Haste, however, did not make for good outcomes in

surgery. ,No surprise, then, that the 2 were often poor.

The discovery of anesthetics hAppened, in part, by accident.

During the eaiiy 1880's, nitrous oXide and ether were used for

entertainment. At "ether frolics" in theaters, volunteers would

breathe these gases, become lightheaded, and run around the

stage laughing and dancing. By chance, a Connecticut dentist saw

such a 3 . One volunteer banged his leg against a sharp edge.

But he did not 4 . He paid no attention to his wound, as

s though he felt nothing. This gave the dentist the idea of using gas

to kill pain.

At first, using the "open drip method", ether and chloroform

were filteree tiiirough a cotton pad placed over the mouth and

nose. This direct dose was difficult to regulate and irritating to the

noSe and throat. Patients would hold-their breath, cough, or gag.

This made it impossible for them to relax, let alone sleep.

Consequently, surgery was often 5 . It couldn't begin until

the patient had quieted and the anesthesia had taken hold.

Today's procedures are safer and- more accurate. In the

"closed method" a fixed amount of gas is released from sealed

bottles into an inhalator bag when the patient exhales. He inhales

this gas through tubes with his neXt breath. In this way the gas'is

6 . . The system carefully regulates how much gas reachesAhe

patient.

For dentistry and minor operations, patients need not be

asleep. Newer anesthetics can be used which deaden nerves only

in the affected. part of the body. These 7 anesthetics offer

several advantages. For instance, since the anesthesia is fairly

light and patients remain awake, they,,,can cooperate with their

doctors.

a) Blood
b) Silence
c) Speed
d) Water
e) Money

2. ay Quarters
b) Teeth
c) Results
d) Materials
e) Families

3. a) Show
b) Machine-
c).Tace.
d) Source
e) Growth

4. a) Dream
b) Recover
c) Succeed
d) Agree
e) Notice

5. a) Delayed
b) Blamed
c) Required
d) Observed
erRepeated

6. a) Heated
b) Cleaned
c) Controlled
d) Selected
e) Wasted

7. a) Local
b) Ancient
c) Natural
d) Heavy
e) Three



The correct answers for these questions are:

1. (c)
2. (c)
3. (a) S.

4. (e)
5. (a)
6. (b)

S. 7. (a)

4. Supply students with a group of phrases, ideas, or notes in random order.

Have students put these ideas in logical order for development. If the teacher

chooses, the class may then practice writing a brief report from these notes.

The written report should be organized, contain ail facts supplied and be

written in clear, correct English: Students may exchange papers at conclusion

of exercise, read and correct each other's paper, and return forrevision. This

can be a valuable practice in recognizing audience,.prganizing, writilig, proof

readjng,, evaluating and revising.

For example, give.. students tne following directions:

Directions: Write a brief report using the situation and the set of notes given

belov.. To help you organize your repoft, rearrange the notes on scrap5 paper

before you Start to write. In your report, be sure to include ail the information

in the notes.
Situation: You have been assigned to give a report 'to your science class on the

hazp..rds to Man from epidemics of antibiotic-resistant diseases. The notes you

took from your resArelv are in the box below:

C.
V,

Second epidemic of antibiotic-resistant typhoid fever occurred Mexico in 1972.

Shiga dysentery = disease of primates.

More than 112:000 cases with more than 12,500 deaths in first ep4emic.

Two epidemics in recent years.

Antibiotic-resistant Shiga dysentery started in Central America in late 1968.

Typhoid fever = diseaSe of humans.

1st epidemic causes poor sanitation, inadequate medical care, lack of edu-

cation.
2nd epidemic started in small Central Mexican village.

In both cases, American tourists contracted diseases and brought back to the

U.S.

Typhoid uwses municipal water system failed, people/ drank water from

canal running through a village.

Epidemics prevented because of adequate sanitation,and Medical care.
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Students should understand that. there can be many acceplable ways tO write a report

1)..sed ,on these ,notes. One acceptable way wodld be as.follows:

The hazards taman from epidemics.of antibiotic-resistant

disease can be seen.,from two epidemics which have

occurred in Ngrth America in recent yers. The first was

an epidemic of antibiotic-resistant Shiga dysentery iriCen-

tral America,,starting in-late 1968. There were more than

112,000 cases with more than 12,500 deaths. Shiga dysen-

- tery, a disease of primaies was caused by poor sanitation,

inadequate mediCal care and lack' of educhtion.

The, second epidemic was in epidemic of
antibiotic-resistant typhoid fever .which occurred in

Mexico in 1972. It originated in a small village in Central

'Mexico when the municipal water system failed, and the

residents drank water from a 6nal which ran through the

village. Typhoid fever is a disease of humans.

In both of these epidemics, some American tourists

contracted the disease and brought it with them to the.

United States, but no epidemic ensued in this country be-

cause adequate sanitation.and medical care prevented the

spread of either disease. ;
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TOPIC III: HOW TO LIMIT THE TOPIC .

Writing-is thinking and entails more that the regurgitation of facts. It is a selective proc-

ess which calls for analysis and discriminate thought.

The topic'aiosen by your students sbould be appropriate for -them. It will be

appropriate if it appeals to them or if they can develop an interest in it as they work on

it. In addition, it must be acceptable to the intended aUience.

A topic is properly limited if the students know enough about it or can learn

enough in a reasonable time period and if it is not too general or broad to be treated in

the time-frame available.

It is difficult but essential for students to limit the scope of their topics. The

teacher may choose to ease some of this difficulty by supplying ready made topics. He

or she may also elect to give students the freedom to choose whatever topic they wish.

In certain specific cases thislatter method may be beneficial, but teachers shodd be cau-

tioned to remember the limited experiences of iheir classes and the students' need for

direction.

SiJGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

1. Using sample reading comprehensibn selectiogs, have students practice pick-

ing out the best title for reading passages. Empbasize the best title refers to

the entire selection and is limited in scope. Check ,newspapei' headliries for

examples.

2. Demonstrate through the use of Post Office.zip codes, the process from gen-

eral to specific.

3. Have students arrange topics in order from most .general to specific:

darcinogens in the dr
Causes, of Iung cancer
Lung cancer risks for asbestos workers in construction trades

Cancer leading cause of death in United States

Lung cancer risks for asbestos workers
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4. Practice limiting topics. Por example, have students narrow the following

brOad topics: .

Euthanasia
Sterilization
Health Hazards -
ScientifiC ethics

Space technology



TOPIC IV: HOW TO BiGIN RESEAliCH ON LIMITED TOPICS

gnly after students know where they want to go, can they proceed to get there. The

process of beginning research demands organization as well as specific skills.

The writer of any !'esearchspaper should be organized an-trmethodical. Teachers

can aid Students to develop straight, clear thinking. Unity, coherence, and emphasis are

'principles of writing that should be taUght.

Students should be aware that there are specific methods to achieve these princi-

ples in their- writing. While they may not use all of theM, they will benefit from studying

and practicing these methods. By limiting their topic, for example, they will coikentrate

on writing a- paper which includes.only those points pertinent to the chosea subject.

This will result in unity.

There are a number-of different ways to organize a paper. Again, a review of

these' ways can help the student clarify his approach and give coherence to his research

paper. Students should :be familiar with the following methods of organization.

1. Chronological the order of time;

2. Spatial the order of space (used most often in description, to show where

objects are.in relation to one another);

3. Iriductive proceeding from Specific example§ to generalization based Upon

them;

4. Deductive = starting-with a general statement and then illustrating, proving,

or applying it;

5. Easy to difficult;

6.
7140, to greatest order of climax;

7. Reasoning from cause to effect or effect to cause.

While the acfual forMat of the paper will be established by the teacher, an under-

standing of fhe dynamics and the methods of writing can help the student in his writing

of the paper.

, Emphasis will be attained by the position the student chOOses to.take. In his con-

clusion, the student will stress his informed opinions and recommendations; Through

his research the student should develop a thesis which he,should try to prove or main-

tain.
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In addition to having difficulty with organization, many students encounter

problems in development. By exposing students to the chief methods of development,

which may appear in paragraphs singularly or in combination, the teacher maltes the

techniques of clear, concise, intelligent writing easier to comprehend and practice. A

student will find it less diffiCult to discover something to say if he understands the fol-
,

lowing methods of development:

1. Stipp lying details

2. Using examples

3. Using comparison or contrast

4. Expanding a definition .

5. Presenting causes of effects

6. Offering logical proof
2

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES:

1. Gather general information on a topic through reading encycloliedia articles,

chapters in textbooks, or assigned readings.

2. Develop a thesis (the central or controlling idea of the research paper). The

thesis is a statement to be proved or 'maintained against objections. Students

must be able to defend their thesis.

3. Provide student's with limited topics to be developed into thesis`statements.

For example, have them write a thesis for the following topics:

The effect of marijuana smoking on driving

The case against artificial sweeteners

Cigarettes as' a health haiard

A. sample of an acceptable thesis might be: "Marijuana smoking produces an

altered state of consciousness which impairs perception Of spacial relation-

ships causingdriving hazards." With a definite thesis like this, the student is

prepared to take meaningful notes to support his viewpoint.

4. CoMpose paragraph with scrambled sentences. Have students rearrange sen-

tences. For example: Read the following passage and answer the question be-

low it.

My uncle smokes incessantly and won't give it up. Cigarettes cost much more

than they used to. He has asthma. Ete spends a lot on smoking. He coughs all

the time, Sometimes he, sm4kes at night, lying in' bed. Then he complains

about shortness:of breath. Once he fell'asleep with cigarette still lit. He is

tired all the time. His young children say they want to start smoking. Manu-

facturing cigarettes uses power, labor, and farmland which could be _used for

other purposes. The pillow began to smolder. His children want to do the

things he does. He woke up because he smelled the smokeand he put the Big

ou t.
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This paragraph gives several reasons why the writer's uncle should stop

smoking.

a. Are the reasons in logical order?

b Do all these reasons belong in the same paragraph?,

c. How can they be arranged so they are more convincing?

d. What is the beRt way to artange ideas so that they are most effective in

getting a reader to agree with them?

C.

lOt
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TOPIC V: 'HOW TO FORM LOGICAL AND OBJECTIVE OPINIONS

In writing arq: research paper, there is a tendency to coMpile a list of, other people's

findings, ideas and-opinions. The students should be encouraged to make their own

judgments about issues basql upon the findings of their individual reseaich. Critical

thinking is most important in a research paper.
;

Zhe teacher should constantly remind the students they are to draw their own

conclusions and recommendations from the facts they have researched. In their conclu-

sion, their opinions and recommendations must be clear cut, ratiOnal and objective, and

supxorted by substantial:reliable evidence. An unsupported opinion, however, is like a

bridge without supports. Acknowledging sources for information cited is extremely im-

portant in aW research papers. Accurate !documentation in the body of the paper en--

o hances the value of students' opinions and recommendations.
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SECTION IV: CASE STUDIES
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Introduction

The scientific and technological advances of recent years had major impacts on our indi-

vidual and collective lives. These same developments ,have had and will continue to

have implications for ethicS also. The basic conceptions of life and death, of what it

means to be human, and of individual's rights versus society's rights are difficult to jus-

tify with the new con ditions resulting from advances in biology and medicine. These

problems ire illustrated clearly in recent court decisions, in daily news events, ,and in

current literature and art. The parameters of-these areas obviously extend beyond the

scientific cormpunity and are applicable for study in language arts, social studies, sociol-

ogy, psychology, and humanities classes in addition to the scienee class. The discussion

generated by the study of the following cases is a worthwhile and beneficial chillenge

which needs to ,be addressed by. our schools.

The individual case studies are designed to stimulate discussion and with the aid

of the teacher' to help formulate student .realization and understanding of the ethical

problems facing mankind :today. The cases explore issues for which there are no"easy

answers. Following each case shady is a series of questions which focus the students'

attention of fhe ethical ramifications of each, issue.

In classroom discussion students should be led to exaine end Atitize their

speaking and listening skills. They should be encouraged to develop a main.idea, to use

supporting material; 'and to express their thoughts. vividly and naturally. In any

discussion of this nature, the pupils should feel free to express their own views, listen

to the views of othem and defend and modify their thoughts in an open honest Man-

ner.

The case studies are easily adaptable for use in a variety of classroom situations.

The teacher should adapt the activities to the needs of the particular students and the

particular class. To function effectively in our modern world, the student must develop,

in addition to reading and writing skills, sound listening and speaking skills. Listening

and speaking are complex and'interrelated acts that must be developed as the individ-

ual child shows the physical, intellectual, social, and emotional readiness. The case

, studies presented may be used on several levels for individuals within the same class.

Sophisticated pupils may be functioning-at a higher level of development than indicated

by the activities for a particular grade level; less verbal youngsters may be functioning at

a lower level. Adaptation to the student's individtial develpment should be of para-

mount_ concern to the teacher. It is especially.important that tili,students participate in

the listening and speaking activities of the class.
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In conducting classroorri discussions, the teacher should make every effort to

foster student leadership. There shoUld be an atmosphere of free discussion, but the

teacher should assume leadership to insure:-

a. Everyone ha's a chance,to,contribute his/her ideas.

b. There is thoughtful and courteous listening.

c. The discussion centers only on the, issue at hand.

d. Good voice and speech habits are practical.

a

As the case studies thems -Ives are about controversial situations for which no

easy solutions are available, the teacher should be cautioned not to.lead the discussion,

to some predetermined personal belief. The students should be encouraged to express

their beliefs and to discuss them ownlir. The teacher's role is not to proselytize or to

preach, but to stimulate the students-into making :heir own decisions based upon the

'available facts and knowledge.

The teacher may use 'A variety of methods in the' use of the case studies. De-

pending upon the needs of the class ind the practicality of 'the circumstances, the

teacher may choose other methods to:.

a. Read the case study of the class and then discuss the questions.

b. Duplicate the case study and distribute it as a reading assignment and then

discuss the,westions.

c. Duplicate theCase study and the questions and then have the class ansWer

the questions in oral or written forin.

Many valuable benefits can be derived from the lively discussion oPthese cases.

'The study of the mealling and the awareness of the complexities in the contemporary

issues that surround us is relevant and essential for today's youth. The thought process

and cognitive activities involved will help pupils to read, write, speak, and think with

discernment. The sequence*of the case studies presented is purely arbitrary, and the

teacher is free 'to pick and choose, adapt and modify as his-or her needs indicate. The

following,list is intended to clarify for the teacher some of the possible objectives to be

reached from the use of the case studies:

a. to develop skills.in cooperative problem solving;

b.' to develop ethical attitudes conducive to living in a democratic society;

c. to develop respect for the opinion of others;

d. to express a complete thought orally and/or in written form;

e. to recognize and use a main idea and a central' theme;

f. tO speak with clear, exact, and vivid language;

g. to Utilize patterns of organizations, suCh as

comparison and contrast
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cause and'effect
inductive and deductive reasoning

definition

time order

spatidl 1104r;

h. to use various supporting materia IP such as

personal observations

statistics
reference to recognized authorities

analogies

. examples

visual aids;

i. to recognize pitfalls in reasoning, such as

fallacies of evidence

fallacies Of argument

propoganda devices;

j. to learn to withhold final judgment until all the aVailable facts are known;

k. to establis.h habits of critical thinking and listening;

I. te develop awareness of the importance of questioning the ideas and points

of view presented by others;

m. 'to learn to avoid the tendenc77 to oversimplify or,to generalize;

n. to engage in informal discussion to reach a,conclusion or solve a problem.
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CASE STUDY #1 REGULATING ANTIrAGING DRUGS .

Thomas Lockhart is the president and-chief executive officer of Lockhart Pharmaceuti-

cals. His company has been doing basic pharmacoloi-,ical testi4 on a series of com-

pounds attempting to identify an agent that will affect the basic processes of aging.

In its early work, the company tested procaine analogues, Vitamin E, BHT, and

a series of other compounds reported to have life-span extending proPerties. They

found, however, that the most promising was a compound that would be marketed un-

der the Wade name of Sinemort. The drug would be very inexpensive to produce, and

promises to be a money maker for the company as well as, in Lockhart's view, a great

help to mankind.

The compound has proven promising in animal testing, and Lockhart is now

considering human trials. In faCt, he hiMself has been taking the drug on an experimen-

tal basis and is enthusiastic about its promfse. The drug being tested is already mar-

keted for use in humans as an anti-depressant. Although it has not been widely used

for this purpose because there are other more effective drugs available, the compound

has been demonstrated to be safe in humans at dosage levels above those contemplated

in the clinical trial. In fact, it has been found nsate for use in children.

Lockhart is working with Wilson Jeffers; his medical directOr, to prepare the IND

(investigation of new diug) aPplication for the Food and Drug Administration. They

have reached the point wheie they have to list the possible harmful effects of the drug.

Accoraing to Jeffers, the side effects are mild, rare, and immediately reversed upon

discontinuing the drug. Dr. Jeffers remarks jokingly, "We could say that the drug will

also change the lifestyle of the population, increasethe size of the labor force, bankrupt

the Social Security Administration, crpate new and unknown family relationships, pos-

sibly make the country more conservative politically, and make drug taking routine

from puberty on."
4

The FDA is charged with investigating arid evaluatingRach IND application and

with eventually estabtishing that the drug is safe and effective before approving it for

general use. It isstaffed with.pharmacologists and lawyers to review applications.

Should Lockhart Pharmaceuticals be obliged,to includelthe social, political, and

life-style risks of their drug in the IND application? If not, Who should take on that task?

RepTinted With permission of the InStitute of Society, Ethics and the Life, Sci-

ences: Sidney Callahan.and James F, Childress, "Regulating an Anti-Aging Drug", Mis-

ting's Center Report, June 1978, pp. 19-20.
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CASE STUDY #1 SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. What kind of research is Lockhart Pharmaceutical involved with at the present

time?

2. What is the present use- of the drug Sinemort?

3. What are the medical outcomes of the IND testing program?

4. According to Dr. Jeffers, what are some of the social, political, and life-style risks

of their drug?

5. What is the significance of the name Sinemort?

6. Is the scientific method being ignored by procedures employed by Thomas

Lockhart? Explain.

7. Identify some of the changes that might take place in family relationships as a

result of the drug's use?

0. Is a pharmaceutical company jus.tified in marketing its products without consider-

ation of the social, political and life-style effects of the drug? Explain. .

9. Who should decide the possible risks and benefits,of a new drug? Why?

10. Which is more important, the quality of life or the qUantity of life? Explain.

11. Should restriction of the usage of this drug depend upon financial ability, mental

capability andtor social Usefulness? Explain.

12. How, would your life change if you have extraordinary longevity?

13. If longevity drugs exist, who should be responsible 'for the broader social prob-

lems of caring for the health and welfare of the individual?

14. Would the pharmaceutical company be justified in charging a high price for the

drug? What further implications would this have?

1 08
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CASE STUDY #2 A- SUICIDE ATTEMPT AND
EMERGENCY ROOM ETHICS

_

After the car that he is-drivinglt-high speed hits a telephone pole, Mr. D. is brought to

the hospital emergency room in serious condition. The physicians who examine him

recommend surgery to repair a major internal heniörrhage. But the sixty-eight-year-old

man refuses, saying that 'he 'wants to be "left alone to die.'The.physiciang also learn

that three weeksearlier Mr; D. was diagnosed as: having carcinoma of the tongue. He

has refused surgery for the lesion and has asked his own physician not to tell biS wife

that he has a fatal disease.

The hospital physicians believe thatMr. DWill4ie without s'urgery for the hem-

orrhage, and they call a psychiatric resiclent to evaluate tlie-patient. Dr. M. interviews

Mr. D. and finCg him coherent; rational, and alert. Mr. D. describes, imself as a man

who values independenCe. He feels he has had a good professional life as -e ineer,

and a good personal life with his wife and two children. I% expresses some sadne

his situation, but says, "I haVe had a good full life, and now it's over."

Dr. M-. suggests, and Mr. D. does not deny, that the automobile accident was a

deliberate suicide attempt. What should Dr. M. recommend? That the patient's treat-

ment refusal for immediate surgeryVeaccepted as the act of a rational person? That the

refusal not be honored, .and a court order sought on the grounds that a presumed sui-

cide attempt is per-se evidence of ,mental illness?

Reprinted with the permission of Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sci-

ences: Michael JpIlinek, Richard B. Brandt, and Robert E. Litman, "A Suicide Attempt

and Emergency Room Ethics," Hastings Center Report, August 1979, pp. 12-13.
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) CASE STUDY .#2 --- SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. What is the presumed reason for the automobile accident?

2. What are the reasons that M. D. gives-for rejecting surgery?'

. Why is Dr. M. placed in a moral dilemma as a result of Mr.. D's' rejection of sur-

-gery?

4. Who else should be involved,in the decision as to whether or not surgery should

be performed?

5. Is there evidence that Mr. D. is ainbiyalent in his suicidal attempt and is really
s,

expressing irrational behavior?

Does an individual have a right to end his life for any reason?

7. Should Dr. M. view surgery as extraordinary means in keeping Mr. D. alive since

he has c-ancer?

8. Is society justified in inipo'sing its inoral values on the individual?

9. Should the information on Mr. D.'s carcinoma affect the 'decisions of the emer-

gency room doctor?
5

If you were the judge in such a case, how would you decide the fate, of Mr. D?
G. I
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CASE STUDY) #3 FAMILY 'WISHES AND PARENT AUTONOMY

Ralph Watkins, a seventy-five-year-old man, was admitted to the intensive care unit of

a university hospital in acute respiratOry distress. He was anxious but fully alert and

gasping for help. A retired laborer, Mr. Watkins had ,been suffering from a chronic pul-

monarr disease for the past fifteen years. For the past five years he-had become pro-

gres*ely debilitated. Prior to admission he had been confined to his home and de-.

pended on his wife forthe most basic of care: without her assiptance he could not dress

or feed himself. He had been a fiercely independent man and still enjoyed ordering

people .around. His wife and Married son were total?, devoted to him.

. The diagnosis was bilateral pneumonia, and Mr. Watkins was given antibiotics

and put on a mechanical respirator with supplernental oxygen. Within two weeks the

pneumonia was largely cleared and Sarah Radburn, his physician, began attempts to

wean him from the respirator. Unfortunately, he had become "respiratory-dependent"

as a result of a combination of poor nutrition, possible new damage to his lungs, weak-

ened respiratory muscles, and fear of breathing on his own. Despite a slow, catitious

approach with m,uch reassurance, the weaning attempts repeatedly failed. Mr.

Watkins, short pf breath and terrified, would demand to be placed back on the respira-

tor.

Dr. Radburn rated the ultimate chance for successful weaning as "maybe 20 per-

cent." The patient became more and more discouraged with his lack of progress and the

frequent painful medical procedures (constant intravenous feeding, frequent needle

punctures for arterial blood gases, suctioning, and, so on).. After three weeks of

unsuccessful efforts, Mr. Watkins refused to cooperafe with further attempts at

weaning. His wife and ion became concerned that he had given up the "will to live.".

They begged the medical staff to "do something to save him." Although he hadbecome

less communicative, he remained alert and aware and, in the opinion of the staff, was

fully competent. He told Dr. Radburn he wanted the respirator disconnected. "I want

to die/' he said.

What is the physician's responsibility in this case? Should the physician honor

the patient's request? If we assunie the patient is legally competent to make medical

decisions, on what basis, if any, can the physician refuse or postpone acting on the re-

quest to stop life support? How much weight should be given the family's wish to.

"save" the patieM?

Jleprinted with permission of the Institute of Society Ethics and the Life,Sci-

encest Stuart J. Younger, David L. Jackson and William Ruddick, "Family Wishes and

Patient Autonomy," Hastings Center Report, October 1980, pp. 21-22.
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CASE STUDY #3 SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. What is the, age and general "pilysical cOndition of Ralph Watkins?

2. What is the sign& rance of Mr: Watkins' becoming "respirator-dependent"?

3. Show evidence that Mr. Watkins has' given up the "will to live."

4. ,Flow does the family ,ireact to Mr. Watkins' condition?

5. Do you think that1V- Radburn's primary responsibility is to try for 20 percent

chance of saving his life?
6. Does the wish "to die" represent a temporary depression in reaction to pain or a

rational desire to terminate. his Ife?

7. Does Mr. Watkins have the moral right to refuse medication and the use of-the

respirator to extend his life?

8. Should the family's desire, or considerations of their welfare, deter Dr. Radburn

from "honoring the patient's request"?

9. Is society justified in allowing patients to refuSe life-saving treatments?

10. If society allows autonomy in patients' request for terminating their life, is there a

legitimate fear that the next step would be society dictating the terniination of

life?

1.12
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tASE STUDY #4 -ACTIVE EUTHANASIA WITH
PARENTAL CONSENT

4,

Andrea was a nine-year old girl wh had been diagnosed as having cystic fibrosis at the

age of thirteen months. Since then s e had been hospitalized twelve times, eight times

during thelast year. When admitte or the last time; she was already receiving an ex-

perimental antibiotic, which was being a diinistered in an attempt to control a resistant

pneumonia superimposed on severely dam ed lungs,' a result of her underlying dis-

ease. 'She was at 'that time a severely ill, emaciated child with moderately labored

breathing. She seemed to have no interest in her environment and refused to communi-

cate.With anyone but her mother.

Because of the severity of, the child's illness and because the paren+.s had accu-

rately Derceived that the experimental antibiotic was a "last ditch" attempt to control

her pulmonary infection, the physicians discussed with the patents- their perception of

"extreme medical measure" and the significance of a "No Code" order. The parents

indicated that in the event of a cardiac or respiratory arrest, they did not want their

child tQ be resuscitated and the appropriate "No Code" order was written. The child

was not involved in .these 'conversations or subsequent decision making, nor had. the

mother previously been able to answer .her daughter's questions about death and dy-

ing.

As the child's condition continued to decline the parents asked how much

longer she would live and how she woulcrdie. At one point the father said:"Watching

your own child die is worse than dying yourself." This comment led to a discussion of

active euthanasia utilizing intravenous potassium chloride or a similar drug. The physi-

, cians pointed out that no matter how hopeless A, situation pr the amount of suffering

that the patient and family were enduring, the law prohibits the active taking of a-pa-

tient's life. They refused to consider this option.

The following day Andrea's heart began to fail.. Her.condition became prog-es-

sively worse, and she died approximately 48 hours later. During these last two days her

parents were appalled by her grotesque appeararice, with "eyes bulged out like a frog,"

and were in great despair because of her steadily deteriorating condition. They felt

helpless and impotent to alleviate their daughtes distress. Medical treatmen't was con- .

tinued to the end, and no measures were taken to hasten Andrea's death.

Approximately two months after her death, the mother was asked if she would

still have given permission (or active euthanasia if she had been offered that option. She

"Yes.','

Should active euthanasia be permitted to spare the patient and family from suf-

lering wh'en -death is inevituble?
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Reprinted with permission of Institute of Society Ethics and Life Sciences:

Hunter C. Leake III, James Rachels, and Philippa Foot, "Active Euthanasia with Paren-

tal Consent," Hastings Center Report, October 1979, pp. 19-21.

CASE STUDY #4SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. According to the story, what are the phySicaI effects of cystic fibrosis?

2. What precipitates the initiation of the "No eode" decision?

3, 'Why do the parents consider active euthanasia?

4. Whyare physicians willing to allow death, when they could have fought if off for

a while longer?

5. Is :here a difference between a no-code designation which allOws peopleh to die

and active euthanasia?

6. What justification can be used to require that Andrea suffer a forty-eight hour pe-

riod of dying?

7. Should children old enough to understand have life and death situations ex-

plained to thetrir

8. Would it have been mo'rally wrong for doctors to give a lethal injection to Andrea-

9. What should we think about actiVe euthanasia in relation to children below the

. age of understanaing and mentally incompetent adults?

10. Would Andrea's parents really have been able to live with the grief of losing her if

they thought that they had ordered the lethal injection partly to spare themselves

-the pain of seeing her as .she would become?
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CASE STUDY' #5STU6YING GRIEF WITHOUT CONSENT

John Clark, a graduate student at a major univ,ersity, wanted to research e emotional

needs of families who had a dying relative. He decided that the best way to coquct this

7esearch was to work as a participant-observer in a hospital. He already had training

and experience as a counselor, and he added to his qualifications by taking a course to

become a nursing assistant.
'4

9

A small community hospital interested in *lily care allowed him *Wrimteer

for ten hours a week as a nursing assistant and co:Inselor. The hospital haa 'never con-

ducted medical research before and haa no committee for the protection of human sub-

jects. In fact, none was required by state-Or federal law at the time. Clark informed the

administration and staff of his research intentions and received their approval for his.

work.

Working in the intensive care unit and the emergency room, Clark gave basic

care, took vital signs, and assisted the nurses. When a critical care patient was admitted

to the unit, he was assigned to work with the family. He provided counseling, helped

them deal with the hospital administration, acted as. an information liaison between

staff and family during non-visiting houri, and stayed with thefamily when they were

told of his death.

Following each death, he wrote a case history apd maintained a checklist of coril-

mon grief ..eactions. He showed these reports to no one. After a period of thrEe rnc:rths,

he wrote a paper reporting hisfindings. From this study, the staff deyeloped a coUrscl, ti

teach nurses how to deal with the critical care patient's family. ,

The families Clark counseled were told only that he was a nursing assistant and

counselor working with the hospital to give attention to their needs. They responded

very positively to the services that he provided. They were not told that a research pro-

ject was being conducted or that a study would be writtem

Clark later decided to use his study as a. central partof his doctoral dissertation,

and to extend his research where necessary. The university at which he was enrolled

had an active research review committee. for the protection of human suMects, Which

was required to examine all research conducted under its auspices.

Should Clark and the hospital haveobtained the con3ent of the families t6 partic-

ipate in the research even though it was not legally required? Should the chairman of

Clark's department noW send the researchstudy to the university's review committee?

If so,. what should the committee recommend?
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Reprinted with permission of the Institute of Society, Ethics and the Life Sci-

ences: Linda M. Calvin-Rhodes,Michael Jellinek, and Ruth Macklin, "Studying Grief

Without Consent!' Hastings Center Report, August 1978, pp, 21-22.

CASE STUDY #5-SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. According to our st9ry, why 'was John Clark working at the hospital?

2. What aspect about John Clark's working at the hospital raises ethical questions?

3. How was John Clark's research used at the hospital?

4. In considering your answer to the preceding question, could the hospital have

trained personnel in this area without using John Clark's rPsearch?., :

5. If asked, do you thinL that most families niight have granted consent for John

Clark's work?

6: Would it have made a differehce ifJon Clark had; manipulated these-families or

treated some differently from pthers in order to observe varying responses to his

own actions?

7. Should Clark and the hospital have obtained consent from' the families even

thQugh it was not legally required?

$. Does this case violate the moralrimperatives that people should be treated as ends

. in:themselves, never solely as means?

9. Does it automatically make an activity morally wrong if a vague element' of decep-
--

tion is present when a portion of the facts is withheld?

10.- Should the families feel angry, hurt and degraded, if they discover a covert re-

- search Project was the basis for these additional Services rather than Clark's or the

hospital's therapeutic concern?
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CASE STUDY #6HEALTH RISKS AND EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

4r471,-

Mark Dalton, .a thirty-two-year-old histology technician, wi.s hired six months ago by, a

large chemical company. He has proven to be highly skilled and produces excellent

slides at a rate exceeding his co-workers. Recently after he took a week's sick leave, the

employee health department nurse was surprised to learn that he is suffering from

chronic renal disease. His entrance medical qUestionnaire did not mention any prob-

lem.

Since his job requires exposure -to cheinical solvent vapors at levels permissible
.

by OSHA regulations, the company physician counseled him that continuing exposure

to the vapors could exacerbate the disease.

Company management found a job for which he would qualify at the same rate

of pay; but two current employees, one of whom is female, who.are eligible for promo-

tion are interestedin the job. Both have.better training and longer service with the com-

pany than Dalton.

Management has grounds for-dismissing-Mark on the basis of false representa-

tions about ,his health. If Dalton is given the available job to protect his health, it-is likely

that the woman employee who is better qualifiedwill file a complaint charging discrimi-

nation with the Equal Employment CommisSion.

Should Dalton be fired? Given the safer job? When three workers have a varied

claim to a job, one based On health, one on seniority, and. the third-on equal opportu-

nity, which should prevail?

Printed with permission of-InstitUte of Sodety,,Ethics and the'Life Sciences: Rob-

ert.E. Stevenion, Deborah Johnson, and Knut Ringen, "Health Risks and Equal Oppor-

tunity", Hastings Center Report, December 1980, pp. 25-26.
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CASE STUDY #6-SUGGESTED .QUESTIONS

,

1. What was Mark Dalton's job and how could his working conditions exacerbate

his chronic renal disease?

2. On 'what grounds can management dismiss Mark Dalton?.

3. What is the otheralternative available to management and why is that a problem?

4. -Does a company's responsibility end when it informs the employee of healthlisks

that exist ih the working environment?

5. .Did the worker act irresponsibly in not revealing the chronic renal condition at

the time of employment?

6. Suppose Mark Dalton chdse to continue working as a technician. Would it be

wrong for the company to insist that he resign in his own best health interest?

7. -1f,rnoyed to another job, should Mark Dalton be given precedence over other can-

didates?

8. Suppose Mark Dalton developed the renal problem while wprking for the com-

pany. What obligations does the conipany have to Mark Dalton?

9. If you were one of the other employees eligible for promotion, how would you

react to Mark Dalton's case?

10. Should a company refuse to hire an individual because of a p-articular health or

genetic condition?

"rs
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CASE STUDY #7FOF:CED TRANSFER TO CUSTODIAL CARE

Mrs. B., seventy-four years old, has diabetes and is partially blind. She has lived in a

nursing home for the past ten years, and the StateMedicaid agency pays her expenses.

She feels secure in the Kome, and she has made many friends there.

The state is trying to save money by caring for its elderly medical patients at the.

lowest possible cost. Many patients are .being *transferred from nursing homes to less

costly facilities that bagically offer only custodial care. The goal is to move as.many pa-

tients as possible out of facilities providing inappropriately intensive medical SUpport to

institutions offering just maintenance, meeting state-approved standards of quality, but

without the medical services now deemed unnecekt.ary.

An arbiqary-grading system has beeh established tO evaluate nursing home pa-

tients to determine their suitability for transfer. Patients are assigned a certain number

. of points according to their ability to dress, feed, clothe themselves, and the like. If the

numberof points the patient receives is higher than a designated total, officials feel that

the patient can be transferred without any harmful effects.

When she is evaluated, Mrs. B. receives more than the designated number of

points, and.the decision-is made to transfer her. She is not consulted, nor is She given a

voice in the decision. She is simply movedforcibly and against her wishes to a' custo:

.dial care institution. The evaltiation does not take into account the psychosocial impacf

of the move or the-personal dimensions of Mrs. B.'s adjustment to the home she had

beep in for the last decade.

Is the state's conduct ethical? Since it is payinglhe costs of care, and since it has

assigned a higher priority to other areas ofmedical care for funding, does it have the

right to disregard individual patients' wishes concerning the location of their care?

Printed with perMission of the Institute of Society, Ethics, and the Life Sciences:

Lawrence Hessman, Charles Fried, Robert Michels, and Steven Severts, "Forced Trans-

fer to Custodial Care". Hastings Center Report, June 1979, pp. 19-20, 26.
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CASE STUDY #7-SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. What is the age and conditicp o Mrs. B.?

2. Why does the state consider. moving her to a different facility?

3. What fa&ors does the state's arbitrary grading system include as well as exclude?

4. Is it the right,of institutions to make:decisions that affect the lives Of individuals

and may influence them adyerselx?

5. Since the state is paying the costs of care, does.it have the right to disregard. indi-

vidual patients' wishes on the location: of their care?
5

6. What guidelines should the state, have followed in making decisions regarding

custodial care transfers?

7. Suppose you were'a person in-need of intensive medical.support. What' would

your feelings be if the state took into consideration Mrs. B's wisheg but, _as a re-

sult, had to exclude you,?

8. Should dependent citizens-have arty rights and privilegesZ

9. If you were an administrator and observed laws'or rules that tended to promote

unethical behavior, what action should you take?'

4
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CASE STUDY
#8-WHO SHOULD PAY FOR THE- EXTRA CARE?

Otis Simmol, a fifty-eight-year-old.derelia, walked barefoot ih bitter cold through'the

streets of Manhattan shortly before Christmas, in orders to reach Roosevelt Hospital. "I

froze," he said later. "I sat in one.plate 15 hours." Aftei he was hospitalized, he devel-

oped gangrene in his badly frostbitten feet. The -doctors wanted' to amputate the in-

fected portions, noting that otherwise fhe &mdition could become "life-threatening."

Simmons refused the .treatmentr"My two legs got to stay on. 1 won't have the opera-

tion. ,got to cure My own self. ' .

Soon gter, despite Objections from hospital physicOns a State Supreme-Court

justice ruled,that Simmons was legally competent and had the right to refuse the ampu-

tation. ,

- Antibiotic treatment helPed to still the infection. However, SimMons finally- lost

two toes on his left foot and part of his right. foot. The bill for his three-month hospitali-

zation amounted to $29,000 and has_ been submitted to Medicaid. A hospital-spokesman :

bas said, "We don't know how much they will pay or when they wiltpay it." I

Assuming a competent patient has the riglit.to refuse medical treatment, does he

have the right to have Medicaid funds-pay for additional care required,by the refusal?

Reprinted with permission.of the Institute of Sbciety, fthics and the Life Sci-

ences: Willard Gaylin and Charles Fried, "Refusing an Amputation: Who Should Pay

for the Extra Care?" Hastings Center Report, February 1980, pp., 23-24.
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CASE STUDY #8SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

1. What is the physical condition and background of Otis Simmons?

2. What predicament is the state and hospital put into because oi Otis' decision.

3. Why does Otis Simmons refuse the amputatiun?

4. Did the hospital ,act properly in incurring these expenses?

5. Do you admire the attitude that Otis Simmons exhibits?

6. Once Simmores refused the amputation should he have been discharged and
0

' denied further care?

7. Suppose one carried On a health defeating habit such as' smoking or driaing.

Should this p'erson be given an unequal share of hospitalization that because of

scarcity might deprive another person?

8. Assuming a competent patient has the right to refuse medical treatment, does he

have the right to havemedical funds pay for additional care required by tlp re-

fusal?

9. Should an individual have the right to take hisown risks and suffer his own con-

sequences regrdless of the cost to society?

10. Using the statement, "When it comesqo decision-making, I am my own master.

The consequences of my behavior had best be handled by others," should an au-

tonomous person leave the consequences of his behavior to others?
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Introduction

The popular imageiy thaiis conjured,up when the population thinks of science and the

scientist is quite fixed. Science is described as the pursuit of pure knowledge based on

ob'Served facts"and tested 'truths.
.

While the scientist is romantically visualized as a castle-building daydreamer

who scurries about without hindrance, restrictions or economic pressure advancing the

calise of science, in reality, these-tenets held.by society are only partially valid and

when one delves more deeply he realizes that the ptirsuit of science is not in the ivory-

tower some' imagine.

The' Federal Government decides. to fund a certain kind of research, sodety

screams kr science to cure a pollution problem ahd New York Times arrogantly an:

nounces every day that.it contains "All the News that's Fino Print." We quickly realize

that- the pursuit of science is not given the Pollyanna flexibility iinagined and is re-

strained by the confines and demands of government, society arid the media.

In this section, the teacher will find six topics that examine external forces hav-.

ing an effect on science. The topics are:

I. What Forces Determine the Areas of Research a Scientist Pursues?
.

II. What ate .the Economic, Political And Moral Implications of Scientific and

Technological DevelOpment?

III. What Are the Responsibilities that Scientists Have to Society in Regard to

the Consequences of their Research? -

IV. How does GovernMental Policy Legislatively and Administratively Affect

Scientific Development?

V. How does the Media Affect Society's View of Science?

VI. In What Ways does SOciety Determine Public Policy wiih Respect to Scien-

tific And Technological Research?

In addition; each topic has been made into a complete lesson plan containing

suggested objectives, development, desired content outcomes and summary questIons

that can be .used for class discussions or homework. Through the' utilization of these

lessons the-teacher should have a sufficient variety of ideas to teach the concepts of how

science is influenced by government, society, and the media.

I
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TOPIC I: WHAT FORCES DETERMINE THE AREAS OF

RESE ARCH A SCIENTIST PURSUES?

Objectives:

A. Government Funding

1. To explain that certain current popular scientific research areas ha-Ve a greater

chance of funding success.

1. To demonstrate that political changes cause basic differences in funded re-

search areas.

3. To determine why scieritists seek affiliations with certain colleges or institu-

tions.

4. To indicate that there are non-s.cientific forces that control governmeni funding.

B. Industrial and Private Funding

1. To recbgnize that forces exist from the sponsor thatmight conflict with the sci-

entist's responsibility to disseminate 'his findings.

2. To relate techniques that Might distort scientific-data.

3. To analyze how companies or private foundations steer.research to their oWn

benefit.

C. Political and Economic Influences

1., To identify and explain that political and economic realities often pre-empt nor-

,mil funding procedures.

2. To 'cite factors of political and economic reality that influenced scientific re:

search;

D. Public Concerns

1. To demonstrate that areas of public concern influence and stimulate research

and funding.

2. To illustrate that publicly perceived factors that undermine our quality of life

. receive immediate research attention and funding..

E. Moral Forces

1. To discuss the moral forces that influence the path of scientific research.
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Development:

1. Elicit the different forces that determine the areas of research a scientist pursues.

Examples:

a. 6overnment Funding

b. Industrial and Private Funding

c. Political and Economic Influences

d. Public Concerns

e. Morgl Foices

2. Using the techniques of discussion, research, oral reports, and position papers, the

students will understand how the..elicitediorces affect areas of research a scientist

pursues.

3. Desired Content Outcome

A. Effects of Government Funding

1. Current popular issues such as hazardous wastes, pesticides and nuclear en-

ergy are more likely to be funded.
,

2. Changes in budget, priorities brought about by political change, i.e.; from

funding of social programs to funding defense related projects.

3. Reaiization that a scientist would seek affiliation with an institutiov that pro-

, vides intellectual and financial support.

4. An appreciation .of the forces of money, influence and pressure brought by

special interest groups that influence the direction of government funding,

a. Environmental and'conservation groups.

b. Tobacco industry and religious groups

B. Effects of Industrial and Private Funding

1. Prat is the immediate goal of industrial research; inconsequential and detri-

. mental research might be avoided or suppressed by the scientist and/or the

company.

2. Techniques such as choosing appropriate scientific data or defending a.posi-

tion with chosen data distort the -full effect of scientific research.

Tobacco industry uses its own scientists to counter research findings that are

against, tobacco usage.

C. Political and Economic'influences

1. Realization .that political philosopIV and economic realities of the day deter-.

mine the direction of scientific funding.

a. The reaction to Sputnik

b. The reaction to -Three Mile Island
123
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c. The perceived necessity of national defense

d. The energy grisis

2. The cost fak;irs involved in research technology.

Electron microscopes, coinputers, and instrumentation are all very expen-

sive.

D. Pnblic Concerns

1. Demands from the public sector have influenced the direction of govern-

mental-and private scientific research and funding.

2. Demands from the publiC sector are based upon concern for the quality of

life that seems threatened.

a. Hazardous wastes

b. Low level radiation

c. Carcinogens
d. Threats to our food and water supply

E. Moral Forces

1. Moral forces determine the areas that a scientist researches.

a. The question of abortionthe scientist decides when life begins

b. Life sustaining instrumentationthe scientist deals with the question of

brain death.

2. Moral forces determine the m2thod of scientific research.

a. Human experimentation withip appropriate guidelines.

b. An:mal experimentation within appropriate guidelinest

SUMMARYPossible Summary Questions:

1. What force do you think has the greatest effect on the' direction of scientific re-

search?

2. If these are the forces that affect scientific research, how 'do we accourkt for the

concept of "knowledge for knowledge" sake?"

3. Which of these forces should fe the most important on the futwe direction of sci-

ence research?

4. How do these fotces affect our daily lives?

*,
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TOPIC II: WHAT ARE THE ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND
MORAL IMPLICATIONS OF SCIENTIFIC
AND TECHNOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT?

Objectives:

1. To discuss the positive did negative economic iniplications of scientific and

'technological development.

2. To identify the positive and negative political implications of scientific and

technological development.

3. To analyze the moral applications of scientific and technological development.

Development:

1. Discuss with students the statement, "All major scientific and technological devel-

opments have had a far ranging_impact on society."

2. Suggest to students a hypothetical development, for example, A new immortality

drug, a newly discovered cheap source of energy.,

3. With students list the widerange implications of this 'development.

4. Divide the list into economic, political and moral sections.'
.

5. Using contemporary examples ask students to identify the political, moral and eco-

nomic impact.
.1

6. Ask students to evaluate -each impact as either negative or positive.

7. Desired Outcomes

A. Political Implications,Positive

1. Increase in national security systems

2. Greater political stabilitY

a. less unemployment

b. higher standard of living

c. advances in aglicultural and industrial technology

3. Greater world political stability

a. Increases the prospects of world peace as agricultural and-technological

advances are spread to underdeveloped areas.
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B. Political ImplicationsNegative .

1. Potential destructiveness of the world wide arms andnuclear weapons race.

2. Political and social instability in under-developed areas as a result of rising

expectations and technologicaladvances that are counter to native, culture.

C. Econornic ImplicationsPositive
1. Increase in quality. and quantity of consumer goods

2. Increased productivity

3. Increased accessability of technology to the general public

4. Improved health systems

5. less long term unemployment through the creation of new industriei

D. Economic ImplicationsNegative

1. Unemploymentjob displacement in gime industries

2. Dependence. on the highly skilled technician

3. High cost of the elderly (SoCial Security)

E. Moral Implications

1. Society must sometimes decide between a better environment and*conomic

factors

2. Moral and ethical problems as a result of advances in birth control, life sup-
,

port systems, genetics

3. The problems of improying the quality of life for an increasing number of

people who live longer

4. The long range problems of creating a materially oriented society

SUMMARYPossible Summary Questions:

1. Should scientists be concerned with the political, economic and moral conse-

quences of their developments?

2. Should the political and economic implications of scientific and'technological de-

velopment outweigh the moral implications?

3. In your opinion which was the most important scientific or technological advance

of the 20th Century?

4. Who should decide when a development is counter productive to the overall inter-

ests of society?

5. Discuss the statement, "Since the first technological advance, the development of

neolithic agriculture, society has always raised objections to change."
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TOPIC III: WHAT ARE THE RESPONSIBILITIES THAT

'SCIENTISTS HAVE TO SOCIETY IN REGARD TO

THE CONSEQUENCES OF THEIR RESEARCH?

Objectives:

1. To analyze how society's view and the sclentist'syieW of these widespread expec-

tations for scientific responsibility may differ.

2. General Expectations

a. to demonstrate the perceived importance of the kind of work a scientist chooses

to perform

b. to identify the different expectations of how scientific'researchers should report

their work

c. to review and judge the general expectation that a scientist has-complete resist-

ance to outside forces in the research and publication of his work

d. to evaluate the expectation thar the scientific research-roduced will be under-

stood by all individuals
-

e. to discuss the expectation that the scientist will advise or warn of potential dan-

gers and problems relative to scientific research

f. to assess the .popular expectation that scientific research should improve socie-

ty's standard of living.

Development:

1. Using developmental questions, discussion and personal interpretation, construct

the perceived responsibilities that scientists have to society in regard to the conse-

quences of their research.

Examples

a. the kind of research a scientist performs

b. the criteria and methods used by the scientist to report hil work

c. the expectations that exist regarding resistance to outside fore6s

d. the level and quality of cominunication a scientist uses in explaining his re-.

search

e. the expectation that the scientist will 'advise or warn society of potential dangers

or problems
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f. the feeling-that the role of scientific research is exclusively concerned with the

improvement of our standard of living-.

2. Develop each of the general expectations and allow students tO-analyze how these

expectations differ between society's view and the,,view of the scientist.-Methodol-

ogy may involve a debate or separating the class into two groups in which one

takes society's view and the other takes the scientist's view. At the conclusion the

class should clearly understand the philosophy of each group and appreciate why

they are sometimes misunderstood.

3. Desired Content Outcomes

. A. Expectation #1The kind of research a scientist performs.

1. Society's View

a. The work performed should:

1. Benefit mankind.

2. Be practical in a tangible way.

3. Used fot defehsenationalismif necessary.

2. Scientist's View

a. The work he performs will hopefully be within his interest area.

b. The work will need financial support.

c. The work will not be done exclusively for,mankind.

d. The work chosen might simply satisfy intellectual curiosity,

e. The'realization that the result- of his work may be used in a way other

than intended.

B. Expectation #2The reporting of scientific information.

1. Society's View

a. The scientist will report his work without compromise.

b. Taken for granted in the reporting will be the following:

1. Objectivity

2. Unslanted material

3. Accurate oral analyzing of data

4. Rigidly tested

5. Published fearlessly

6. Admits error when and if the evidence conflicts, with the findings

2. Scientist's View

a. The work will hopefully be without compromise.

b. The scientist has the following realistic realizations:

1. Human error
2. Need for financial support

3. All answers do not exist
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4. Human ego existsthe wish for fame and success

5. Time constraints .

6. Personal bias in reporting

C. Expectation #3Resistance of the scientist to outside forces.

1. Society's View

al Resistance to outside pressure will be without coOpromise.

2. Scientist's View

a. The scientific -work will hopefully be above all outside resisiance.

b. The scientist realizes that the following outside forces could affect him:

1. Funding

2. Governmental pressures

3. Society's pressure

4. Bias

5. EConomic conditions

6.- Industrial pressure

D. Expectation #4The scientist will report his work in an understandable man-

, ner.

1. Society.'s View

a. The scientist should:

1. Explain imaginatively.

2. Show a degree of sympathy and understanding for the community's

lack of scientific background.

b. Thesociety realizes that a scientific hubris exists but still expects clarity ill'

reporting.

2. Scientist's View

a. A wish to communicate simply and accurately.

b. A desire not to ovetsimplify to the point of misunderstanding.

c. A vyish or need to retain scientific hubris fOr the independence of the pro-
,

lession.

d. Societi'has a responsibility to put forth the effort, to understand the data

presented' by the scientist.

E. Expectation #5to, advise or warn the public of potential dangers and. prob-

lems.

1. Society's View

a. The scientist should\report potential dangers and problems without com-

promise.

b. SOciety is making demands on the scientific community for concrete defi-

nite answers to current prOblems.
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2. Scientist's View

a. There is a genuine desire to protect and warn the public.

b. There is a realization that pressures eXist from:

1. Financial supporters, grantors and industry.

2. University employers"Publish or Perish" philosophy causes prma-

ture publication.

c. Public apathy eXists in our society as exemplified by:

1. Not caring about scientific research in general.

2. Discarding much of what is published as being Useless.

3. Society's view that anything that does not directly apply to the indi-

vidual is useless.

F. Expectation #6Scientific research will improve the standard of living for sod-

ety.

1. Society's View

a. Scignce is above all other pressures and exists for the pursuit of a better

life.

2. Scientist's View

a. Hopefully, a better standard of living will result as an offshoot of inde-

pendent research, e.g. NASA program, calculators, computers.

b. Realizations that funding pressuies will dictate the direction of use.

c. Much of the research performed is for the sake of intellectual curiosity

that exists in a scientist rather than his need to be humanitarian.

SUMMARY-:--14ossible Summary Questidns:

1. Which of these general expectations or responsibilities do you think is most impor-

tant to the scientist? Society? Why?

2. How does society's view of the scientist and the scientist's view of himself differ?

3. Why are scientists and society-often at odds since both have "noble" desires?

4. What would result if the checks and balance relationshipbetween society and sci-

ence did not exist? Why?

5. HoW can society and the scientist move clo-ser together in the future?
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TOPIC IV: HOW DOES GOVERNMENTAL POLICY
LEGISLATIVELY AND ADMINISTRATIVELY
AFFECT SCIENTIFIC DEVEIPPMENT?

Objectives:

1. To identify the reasons that promote theigovernment to legislatively and adminiS-

tratively affect scientific research. .

2. 'To analyze why and how each of the pressures on government stimulatetlegisla-

tive and administrative action.

To specifically list examples of legislative and administrative governmental policy.

4. To deduce why the government acted ,to piomulgate file specific laws, acts and

organizations listed.

5. To disctiss the problems encountered as a result of governmental involvement in

scientific research.

6. To arrive at the 'benefits that society attains as a result of governmental involve-.

ment in scientific research.

7. To enable students to debate the question of governmental influence on scientific

research and derive an intellectual platform of opinion they can disseniinate.

,

Development:

1. Explore the different reasons that government legislatively and administratively

involves itself with stientific reseatch.

EXAMPLES: The effect and ,role of
A) Special interest gtoups
B) General public outcry
C) The media stimulating an issue

D) The scientific community
'E). Traditional valueS of society

'F)'Sociological'pressures

2 Formulate 'through student reporting, development learning and position papers

how each of the above forces cause governmental movement.

_3. Derive a list of specific examples of legislative and administrative governmental

acts or commissions that affected the direction of scientific development.
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4. Enable the students to construct a table explaining the problems and.benefits asso-

ciated with legislative and administrative governmental action.

5. At the conclusion of this material, the student should have enough of an in-depth

understanding in governmental action that he can clearly write a pOsition paper as

to the morality of the government becoming involved in scientific research.

6. Desired Content Outcomes:

A. What are.the reasons thal government legislatively and administratively affects

scientific research? -

1. Effect and role of special interest groups

k Environmentalistsclean air and green belts

b. Labor union---asbestos and coal workers

c. Religious groupsmoral issueabortion

d. Health groupscigarette smoking 11,

2. General puglic outcry

a. Fear of pesticides

'b. Fear of the results associated with redornbinarit DNA research

c. National defenseincrease, in military spending

3. Media stimulating ari fssue

a.. Exposure of the water supply to hazardous wastes

b. The real threat of nuclear, reactors that are not constantly screened
.

Three Mile Island

c. Books published like Silent Spring by Rachel Carso n exposing the dangers

of pesticides and our food-suppIT

4. S'cientific 'Community

a. Warnings of chemical pollution, birth defects and carcinogens are but a

few in which scientists themselves tlerted the population to control.

5. Traditional values of society

a. The type of laboratory subjects that will be used for experimentation

animal or human.

b... The moral parameters that will be used in the testing procedures.

EXAMPLE: Undue cruelty, unnecessary surgical procedures.

6. Sociological Pressures

a. The administrative changes in 1.Q. testing which was found to be unfair

to individuals who have been educationally and sociologically deprived.

13. What are examples of legislative and administrative governmental policy affect-

ing scientific research?

1. Clean Air Act

2. Emission Control Standards
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3. Standards and procedures set by the E.P.A. (Environmental Protection

Agency, N.I.H. (National Institute of Health), and Human Resources 'Ad-

ministration

4. Funding for programs stopped by the Reagan Administration

a. Abortion Clinics

5. NASANational Aeronautics and Space AdministrationThis agency

which had such high governmental priority during the 1970's now h`as re-

ceived drastic cutbacks in its budget.

6. Atomic Energy CommissionResponsible for the building and maintaining

a tomic -plants.

7: OSHA-Occupational Safety and Health AdministrationThis agency is re-

sponsible'for safety standards and materials.

C. Wht are the problems and benefits of governmental involvement in scientific

research?

1. Problems of govermnental involvement

a. Too much regulation will
s$iflethe creativity of the scientist and direct the

areas of research he performs.

b. Excessive regulation lead§ to too much control of scientific research.

c. There is a steering of research into questionable moral arias when gov-

ernmental support exists.
EXAMPLE: (1) Mind Control

(2) Recombinant' D.N.A.

d. A question arises as to the cost effectiveness ot governmental regulations.

1 Benefits of governmental involvement

a. There is a yield of otherbenefits to society that flows because of funding

intensity and longevity.

I. The NASA program has yielded superior transistors, micro-computers

and high resolution television to name a few...

b. The quality of our environment has improved.

1. Lake Erie pollution.

2. London; particulatei in the atmosphere.

3. OSHA regulations.

c. The quality ,of our working place has improved.

1. Coal minesdecrease in black lung disease.

2. Asbestos workers, wear masks' and have proper ventilation.

d. The quality of our health and safety has improved.

1. Flammable resistant pajamas for children.

2. School innoculations.
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1. What arelhe forces exerting influence in society that cause governmental controls

affeding scientific development and research?

2. What are the problems and benefits that ere encouritered ase result of governmen-

tal.involvement in scientific research?

3. How do political influences affect governmental programs and what do you pre-

dict will occur in the next five years?

4. How has society benefited or been hurt by the great amount of governmental con-

trol of scientific research?

5. Project yourself to the year 2050 A. D. What effects do you think government will

have on scientific research?
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TOPIC V: HOW DO THE MEDIA AFFECT SOCIETY'S
VIEW OF SCIENCE?

Objectives:

1. To list the various f,,-,rms. of media com unication.

2. To identify those forins of media com nication used most by the-public to gain

scientific and technological information.

3. To analyze how these forms of media communication affect the public's knowl-

edge of science and technology.

4. To discuss how the media affect the public's opinion of science 'and technology.

5. To evaluate the-mass media as a communicator of scientific and technological in-

formation.

Development:

1. Elicit the various forms of communication.

2. Ask students to select from the list those forms of communication most widely

used by the general public to gain scientific and technological information.

3. Classroom procedures involving examples of newspaper articles, ,television spe-

cials, and developmental questions could be used to direct student understanding

of how the mags media affects the general public's opinion and knowledge of sd-

entific and technological advances.

4. Discuss with students the quality of information and misinformation the mass me-

diä communicates tb the general public. ,

5. Desired content outcomes:

A. Forms of media communication most likely used by the general public.

1. Newspapers, daily and "superMarket variety"

. 2, Television

3. Movies

4. Magazines
B. Effects of the mass media on the public's level of scientific and technological

knowledge.

1. Increased knowledge of environmental dangers.

2. Increased knowledge of advances in medical science.
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3. Increased knowledge of space research.

4. The inciease in knowledge is a result of the sometimes extensive coverage of

news,events that deal with these advances.

5. Movies based upon science fiction often give an inaccurate view, of prese,nt

day scientific ahd technological achievement.

6. Drug commercials sometimes inacCurately describe human anatomy.

C. How do the mass media affect public opinion?

1. The seleetion of articles- what shall be comniunicatedsets the standard of

W.:at is important.

2. The views of certain sc: ts (personalities) are given more coverage than

other scientists.

3. TheYiews ofscientrsts with a high recognition factor therefore become more

newsworthy and their views on Subjects beyond, their expertise become

more credible.

D. How well does the mass media communicate scientific and technological infor-

mation?

1. The reporter is not always a person with an extensive s'cientific background.

2. As a business, the media is subjected to pressures of advertisers and read-

ers.

3. The media has to deal with the economic realities bf space in, publications

and time on television.

4-. As a business, the media sothetimes uses sensationalism to sell its product.

5. Programs such \as "Nova", "Cosmos", and coverage of space flights and en-

vironmental dangers-do an excellent job of.communicating scientific knowl-

edge.

SUMMARYPossible Summary Questions?

1. React to the statement, "How we know is as important as what we know?"

2. How should a scientist deal with the wall of scientific hubris that stands between

the scientific community and the general public?

3. What responsibility does the pubR have in regard to learniN more about ad-

vances in science?

4. Does the mass ihedia have the responsibility to communicatetvery scientificand

technological discovery?

5. Are there better ways of communicating scientific and technological advances?

6. What are the dangers when society receives its information' through a limited num-

ber of sources?
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TOPIC VI: IN WHAT WAYS DOES SOCIETY DETERMINE

PUBLIC POLICY WITH RESPECT TO
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL RESEARCiff

Objectives:

1. To illustrate the methods in which society influenceS public policy.

2. To explore specifically the operation of special interest groups so as to understand

their complexity and power.

3, To discuss how special interest groups use moneyrinfluence and presiure to affect

public policy.

4. To identify various special interest groups that are involved in influencing public

policy.

5. To investigate specifically .the operation of, the media so as to understand their

complexity and power.

6. To indicate the procedures that individuals may use to influence public policy.

7. To evaluate the-effectiveness of special interest groups, ihe media and the individ-

ual in influencing public policy.

DeVelopmerit:

1. State the forces that influence public policy.

EXAMPLES: a) Special Interest Groups
b) The Media
c) The Individual

2. Develop the methodology of special interest groups; the media and the indiVidual

used to influence public policy, -

3. Analyze the effectiveness of special interest groups, the media and the individual

in influencing public policy.

4. Classroom procedures involving newspaper articles, developmental questioning,

interviews with legislatorsand socially involved scientists, and mock hearings on

public issues could enhance the presentation of this information.

5. Desired Content Outcomes

A. Methods of input used by the forces that influence -ptiblic policy:

1. Role of Special Interest Groups: -
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Operation

a. Explain the view of their organization to legislators.

b. Make contributions to political campaigns. (PACPolitical Action

Committee).

c. Make personal contacts with people in' authority.

d. Use of the media to inform the public of the group's view.

e. Use their membership as a pressure force on legislators (Votes).

f. Organize "grass-roots" meetings to foster their cause.

g. Organize letter writing and telephone Campaigns to foster their interest.

h. Invite certain individuals of celebrity status to bring their name, views

and reputation to enhance the cause of the lobby.

i. In summary, each of these operations use Money, influence and pres-

sure.
Examples of Special Interest Groups:

a. Scientific community
i.e. Scientist's Institute forfublic Information, Atomic Scientists and Fed-

eration of American Scientists.

b. t nvironmental groups.,

i.e. Sierra Club, Environmental Defense Fund and National Audibon So-

ciety

c. Industrial Groups
i.e. Pharmaceutical Manufacttirers Associalion, Tobacco Grgwers Infor-

mation Committee and the Manufacturing Chemists' Association

2. Role of the Media:

Operation

a. Investigative reporting

b. Magazine formats

c. Documentary programs

d. Coverage of news items

e. Editorials
Effect -of media's, operation on public policy

a. Popular response

b. Growth of a special interest group

c. Legislative pressures

d. Directs responsibility

e. Generates controversy

B. Effectiveness of special interest groups, the, media

mined by:

1. The amount of pressure it can exert.
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2. The political climate that exists at that time (Carter Administration vs.

Reagan Administration).

3. The success of its various operations.
EXAMPLE: Delivering votes.

4. Kind of legislation, wriften a's a result.of its influence.

EXAMPLES: a) Clean Alr,Act as a response to air pollution.

b) Environmental Policy Act as a response to environmental

pollution.

5. The economic climate of the times.

EXAMPLE: The willingness of the public to pay the increase in consumer

prices 'as a result of environmental legislation.

6. The moral climate for receptiveness.
EXAMPLE: AbortionChanges of view on abortion funded projects.

7. The generation of controversy.
EXAMPLE: Letter and telephone responses to a media presentation.

SUMMARYPossible Summary Questions:

l. What force exerts the greatest effect on public policy?

2. If you wanted to affect public poliey what approach would yoti use? .

3. Do these forces on public policy create a better public policy? -

4. In view of the technological advances in the world, how do you think public policy

will be influenced in the future?
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